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3Jntro buction
In this paper we study certain classes of maps
invariant by a £omE~ct Lie ~roup action*.The work is divided
into three parts.Part 1 is chiefly concerned with spaces
of er equivariant maps (r)O) foG the main result is to show
that the space of equivariant er sections of a G-fiber
bundle,compact base P:l. paracompact fiber, 'C~(E)' ,may be
~iven the structure of a COO Banach submanifold of Cr(E).
In Part 2,we develop definitions of genericity for
equivariant vector fields & diffeomorphisms.After some
stable manifold theorY,we prove a Kupka-Smale density
theorem for equivariant vector fields.
In Part ~,we take a brief look at 'G-Morse-SJIiale'
systems & 'G-Anosov maps',proving existance of the former
& structural stability of the latter.
\"Ie will now describe the contents of each section in
more detail. For convenience,we let 'l.n' denote section n,, \Part 1 & A.n denote Appendix n.
1.1 \vegive formal definitions & proofs for 'G-Banach
spaces';i.e. a G-Banach space is a Banach space,wit~ a
linear G-action & G-invariant norm.
1.2 We look briefly at ~(E),equivariant L; secti,ns of
a G-fiber bundle E,& show how ~(E) may be easily Sl.own to
be a COO submanifold of Hr(E) (I am grateful to ProT. J.Eells
for pointing this out to me).
*Most of the work is valid for 'Proper G-Spaces', ser;tPalais,
Ann. Math. 73,2 (1961) 295-323.
ii.
1.3,1.4 & 1.5 are directed towards provinp.;the main
r~8ult of Part1,that C~(E) may be considered as a COO
Banach submanifold of Cr(E).The proof of this r-e suLb is a
straightforward p;eneralisation of the proof for G,·id in
Palais j.
/ ."2.1 & A.1 consist of a brief resume of the theo:ry of
differentiable actions of compact Lie F;roups need.ed in the
s0<1uel.
2.2 We define a rather specialised form of tran3versality
for equivariant embeddings & prove an isotopy the)rem.The
only thinp: of interest here is the weakness of th'9 trans-
versality condition ~ivin~ the isotopy result.
2.3 'de prove a local Lemma which is fundamental in later
applications of transversality theory. Using this Lemma we
take a brief look at JGU1,N).
2.4 Using the Lemma of 2.3 we prove a density tneorem
about equivariant sections transversal to a cornpa~t sub-
manifold of a G-fiber bundle.The proof is done in the
spirit of Abraham j.
2.5 "Ie define '1-genericity' for fixed sets & sin~ular
sets of eQuivariant diffeomorphisms & vector fie lis.
Essentially a fixed set is 1-~Gneric if it is normally
hyperbolic,see P-H-S j.\IIeshow that given a fixed set of
an equivariant er diffeomorphism f,we mayer perturb f to
ft s.t. ft s.t. G(x) becom~s~ 1-~eneric set for ft,simil-
arly for vector fields.
2.6 We show that the subset of equivariant diffeomorpisms
iii.
all of whose fixed sets are 1-generic is an open k dense sub-
set of the set of all equivariant diffeomorphisms.Similarly
for diffeomorphisms. ',tIeshow that we may insist th9.t such
fixed sets are generically stable,i.e. do not perturb into
non-compact orbits.
2.7 We define the stabiliser group of a closed ,rbit &
note that that there are two distinct types of clJsed orbit.
We take a look at equivariant flows on Homo~eneous spaces
provin~ some elementary results which are of use later on.
2.8 We define 2-~enericity for closed orbits,essentially
by requirin~ normal hvperbolicity.One featUre here is that
with the particular definition of genericity choosen,closed
orbits are r;table under perturbation.
2.9 & A./~ 8G A.3. In section 9 we develop some Floquet
theory for closed orbits of equivariant vector fields.
Essentially we pull back the flow in a tubular nbi. of the
closed orbit to a universal cover of this nbd. & at the
same time pulling back (part of) the G-action.Then we
str~hten out the flow in this cover.By this means we are
able to do perturbation theorY for closed orbits,f equiv-
ariant vector fields.We are,however faced with differentiab-
ility problems for one type of closed orbit.In Ap~endix 4,
we stnn~en our results as far as possible for one type of
orbit,in Appendix 3 'we prove an easy perturbation theorem
for the other type of orbit,with no loss of differentiability.
2.10 Using the results of 2.8 we prove some p~rturbation
theorems about nbds of a closed orbit which we need in 2.13.
iv.
2.11 \1edevelop some results on stable manifold theory
for equivariant diffeomorphisms & vector fiBlds,leaning
heavily on P-H-S 1.We prove a parametrisation theorem for
global stable manifolds, which we use in 2.15.
2.12 Again,using P-H-S 1 ,we prove a version of Hartman's
theorem for equivariant maps.
2.13 We show that 2-genericity is a generic property.The
argument here is essentially that of Peixoto 1,with additions.
2.14 We define G-transversality for stable & unstable man-
ifolds,essentially by reauiring transversality for each
orbit type.This definition is similar to one in Wasserman 1,
tho~h more general.
2.15 We show that insisting that stable & unstable man-
ifolds are G-transversal still allows us to prove genericity.
The argument here is based on that in Abraham 1 & essentially
consists of a little perturbation theory + a Baire category
argument.We also show that the results generalise to non-
compact manifolds without difficulty.
3.1,3.2 & 3.3. Here we define a 'G-Morse-Smale system' &
consider various definitions of structural stability &
topology which make it reasonable to ask whether such
systems are structurally stable.We show that' a 'G-Morse-
Smale system' exists on every compact G-manifold.
Finally we define a G-Anosov map r:se prove that such
maps are structurally stable.
A.2 We define & prove results about G vector bundle
approximations.
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Corrections
p. 5, 2nd line from bottom should read: If we define
L;(E)::It'=the completion of ~S&L2(E):s is Cr, ,';lithi.p.
induced from L2(Jr(E»1 it is well known that Hr is a
Hilbert space.
p. 29, 8th line from top:- The proof is some what incomplete
from here on. We regard 'A' as a local section at (x,y) for
L(TM,TN) and construct a nbd. of A in CO-Topology, with the
reqUired properties using the continuity of the evaluation map
and compactness properties.
p. 35, Lemma 2: The proof is unnecessarily complicated;
replace K by 81•
p. 58. The first part of Proposition 13 is false, as the
last line of the proof is incorrect. The statement should
be : .~ x ~ is a submonifold of (M x lIt)f of codimension 0".
The proof follows from the correct second. paragraph of the
proof of Proposition 13 given on page 58.
p. 59, 11th line from bottom: For 'codimension' read
'd1m.ension'• Similarly for botton line of page 61.
p. 77, 9th line from bottom should read: R(G!H)=rank(N(H)!ff).
p. 132, 2nd line from bottom should read: wB(x)=
iz&)(:~Z' ) ~x as n ) ool,x&G{q).
p. 182. Definition 39: Perhaps it ought, to be stated that
G-structural stability defines an equivalence relation. In fact
it is easy to check this.
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1.Notations
M,N, •• will denote differentiable manifolds,tlithout
boundary. Unless stated to the contrary,we always Huppose
them to be of class Coo.
Qtr(M,N) will denote the set of er maps from M to N.
G will always denote a compaot Lie group.
(M,G) will denote a COO manifold,together Wi1ih a compact
Lie group of transformations G acting dif'ferentiahly on it.
Such manifolds will be termed G-manifolds &,in general,we
will denote them by M,rather than by (G,M).
If M & N are G-manifolds & ft~(M,N),then we say f is
,..equivariant if fgagf (p.;tG).We denote the set of C~·equiv-
ariant maps from M to N by ~(M,N).
VB(M) will denote the category of Coo vector bundles
over M.
FB(M) will denote the category of COO fiber bundles
over M.(See,for example,Palais 1 for more details ).-
VBr(M) (FBr(M)) will denote the category of Or vector
bundles (fiber bundles) over M,where M is of clasH Cr.
We define a G-vector bundle over a G-manifold M,to be
a vector bundle )M,belonging to VB(M) s.t. J~ is a
G-man1fold, + is equivariant &,to'X' each gtG,g:Er-~gx is
a vector space homomorphism.
GVB( M) will denote the category of COO G veC'ior bundles
over M.
S1mi~arly:
GFB(M) will denote the category of COO G fibor bundles
over fl.
2.
Cr(E) will denote the set of Cr sections of an element
ofVB(M) (FB(M)).
C~(E) will denote the set of equivariant Cr sections
of an element of GVB(M) (GFB(M)).
Associated to a compact Lie group G,we have a unique
normalised Haar measure,which we will always denote by 'd~'.
, ;Ii' will denote transversal intersection (Abraham ,1,
page 45 ).
If HOG as a subgroup,'N(H)' will denote the normaliser
of H in G.
Tt will generally denote the differential o.t a map t,
though Df (& df) will also be used on occasions.
If A is a subset of M,A & A will respectively denote
the closure & interior of A.
When we refer to 'G-normal bundles' we mean normal
bundles of a G-invariant submanifold,constructed using an
equivariant Riemannian metric ,~ivinp;a G-vector b·,mdle.See
Kozul 10r Borel 1 (Palais' lecture) or Wasserman 1.- - -
, V, P.,., , 3' will respectively denote univernal &
existential quantification.
l1art 1: ;fftilanifolbs of Cfquibariant ;fftilaps.
3.
1. G-Banacb Spaces &. Banach Spaces of Sections
Let (E, II II-) denote a Banach space E, together itith norm
II II·Suppose G acts as a group of (continuous) linear trans-
formations on E.
Lemma 1
With the above notation, there is a norm,11 IIG ':)0 E,equiv-
alent to II II, such that II 110. is G-invariant, i. e. :
IIgxllGII:llxlb(xtE) ,(gtG).
Proof
Define Ilxlb-S IlgXI~g.
G
Clearly II Ib is a norm on E,we must show that it is equiv-
alent to 1I II.
Let p;tG,then g:E .E is a Banach space isomor~hism &.
3Xg,~,strictlY positive numbers s.t.:
Ag IIx II' IIgx II' ~ IIx II.
Let X.infXg,IJ·SuP~.Tben oq,> X,J.1>O,since G is eompac b ,
gtG gtG
Thus:
Xllxll$f Ijgxndg~~1xII.
G
i. e. : X\\x U"l\x tb' 1J1\x[,
q.e.d.
Definition 1
Say (E,U Ir,G) is a G-Banaoh space it (E,G) is;i G-Banach
manifold &. II II is G-invariant;G acts linearly on E.
LemmSr1 implies tha.t if (E, IIID is a Banaoh Splice &. (E,G)
4.
a G-Banach manifold, then we may assume that (E, II II,G) is
a G-Banaeh space;G,of course,is assumed to act line~lrly.
Let BG denote the category of G-Banach spaces &. eontin-
uous equivariant Banach space maps.
If E£VB(M) & M is compact,then we may define the Cr
l'topology on Cr(E) & this topology is defined by a C norm
II IJr.Cr(E)is a Banach space w.r.t. II IIr(for details,see,
for example,Abraham 1).
Now suppose E£GVB(M), then we have a natural G-action
on Cr(E) given by SI )g.s.g-1.This action is clear'ly
linear:it is also continuous & therefore Coo.To see this,
we note that the Cr to~ogy on Cr(E) may be induced from a
CO topology on CO(~(E)) by the r-jet extension map (for
details & notation,see Abraham 1).But Jr(E) is a G vector
bundle over M in a natural way (,~. is a functorial
construction for VB(M)-Palais 1).We may easily verify that-
G acts continuously on CO(~(E)).Consequently the G-action
on C;t'(E)is continuous,,(Alternatively,just proceed d:~rectly).
Thus lemma 1 implies that we may suppose (Cr(E),,, IIr,G)
is a G-Banaoh spaoe.In future,when considering sect1~ns of
G-vector bundles,we shall always assume that the Cr topology
'isdefined by a G-invariant norm.
If E£GVB(M),M oompact,we have:
Pro;eo!ition 1
i) C~(E)£ BG
i1) C~(E) splits as a G-Banach subspace of Cr(E).
5.
Proof
C~(E) is clearly a vector subspace of Cr(E),therefore
we have only to prove it closed to prove i);but this is
obvious since the limit of a convergent sequence of G-inv-
ariant sections is G-invariant.
Given s£Cr(E),define Av(s) as follows:
AV(S)X-[ g-1s(gX)dg.
G
We note immediately that AV(S)EC~(E).
Define NC~(E)-~ sECr(E) :Av(s)-oj.We note the f'ol.lowing:
1. Av(s)-s iff'SEC~(E)-Since Av(s) is equivariant.
2. NC~(E) is closed.
3. Any scCr(E) can be written uniquely as s1+s2,S1EC.~(E),
82ENC~(E).
Thus we have a split short exact sequence in B~:
o )NC~(E)- ~r (E)__;A_V~~C~ (E)-- ...~,
& Cr(E)-C~(E)3NC5(E)
Let EEVB(M) ,M compact.Let K be a strictly posiitive
smooth measure on M &: let E have a Riemannian struc-:;ure
< ) ~ .~t :uP(E) denote the set of Borel measurable Elections
x .s ot E s.t.:
Ilsu-(f (s(x) ,s(x»P/2dK(x)-) 1/p<oo •
G
Then we have that LP(E) with this norm is a Banach
space-independent of K & the Riemannian structure on E (see,
tor example,Palais 2)
If'we detine L;(E).Hr.~S£L2(E):S 1s cr3 it is well
known that Hr is a Hilbert space.
6.
rIf E£GVB(M),then one may show,as above,that H is
a G-Hilbert space.Proposition 1 now follows immediately,
since closed subspaces of'Hilbert spaces always split.
Remark: The averagin~ map defined in Proposition 1 is
continuous,& therefore COO ,w.r.t. the Cr norm. The proof
of this is direct & easy usin~ the compactness of G.
In fact if (E,llUG,G) is a G-Banach space,then E
bas an averaging map AV,& Av is continuous in the H ~G norm.
Proof
Define 'Av(x)-f gxdg,for x~E.
G
Then:
~Av(X)1lG-llfGgXdg\\G~fG UgxllGdg,fGlIglIGaxlGdg
-(f Gli glGdg) hxUG•
Thus since G is compact & G acts as a group of contin-
uous linear transformations the integral on the second line
1s bounded proving that Av 1s continuous.
The aim of the rest of Part 1 is to generalise
Proposition 1 to the case when E~GFB(M),M compact,& to
show that C~<E) is a COO submanifold of C~(E).
The method used to obtain this result will be a
generalisation of that used in Palais 1 for the G-id case.o _
Although we concern ourselves only with the c~ & H~
tqnctors,the results are true,with no extra effort,for section
functors satisfying the appropriate G-version of Palais'
axioms.
7.
2. §Recial case:~
Recall from Palais 1,that it EtFB(M),we det::..neIt'(E).-
'0 be the set of all sections 8 of E,s,t. StIf"(V) tor some
open vector subbundle V ot E,i.e.:
Hr(E). USr(V).
y
Now,it is known that,it r)n/2,Hr(E) may be p,iven a
OM manitold structure.Since It'(V) is Hilbert,it !'ollo.s
that ur(E) is a COO manitold modelled on Hilbert space
tor r~n/2.n.dimM.
Suppose EtGFB( M) ,then we have a natural G-acstion on
Hr(E) ,a )g.s.g-1.That this action is d1tterentiuble i8 a
consequence ot work in Palais .1.Purther,it star(E),it is
eas1 to see that G(s) is a closed submanitold ot I!r(E).
:rinall,.we note th.at ~(E), the equiv~iant sectiollS in Hr(E),
ls the tixed point set ot the G action.
Now since Hr(V) is Hilbert, it tollow8 troll ::.ang .:1.
'hat Rr(E) admits 000 p.o.1. & so Riemannian metr:Lcs.
Oonsequently we may construct normal bundles ot closed
8ubllanitolds ot Hr(E).It EtGFB(M),then Hr(E) is also a
G-manifold & hence admits an equivariant Riemanni'.LDmetric,
.ee,for example,Palais' lecture in Borel 1.
. -
A. a consequence of the above remarks,we m~' apply
the usual techniques ot Lie transtormation group "iheory as
given in Palais,Borel .1,to give:
tbeorem 1
Let EtGFB(M) .Then ~(E) is a closed 000 subnanitold ot
H~(E),wh.n r)n/2.
8.
We only give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1,as
the theorem will also follow from the techniques applied
rto prove the corresponding result for CG:these are
presented in detail in the rest of part 1.
9.
3. Some natural constructions on GVB(M) & GFB(M)
(G,M):G-manifold.
1. We have a natural G-action induced on the tangent
bundle of M,TM,by:
G x TM~~~TM;(g,V)~1 ----~g(v),where Ug is the diff-
erential of g:M---?M.With this action TMtGVB(M) ,since 'fgtG,
we have p.Dg=g.p,where p:TM~--~>M is the natural projection.
Proceeding inductively,w~ have a natural G-action
induced on TrM by that on Tr-1M,& TrMtGVB(Tr-1M),r~.In
particular,TTMtGVB(TM).
2. It EtGVB(M),we may form the tensor bundle of type
(r,s):T~(E) (For detai~s see Abraham g).Then if g:E )E,
~e have a map ~~:T!(E) . ~T~(E) s.t.
commutes.
Thus T~(E)tGVB(M).
,. Suppose now that EtGFB(M).As,for example,in Palais 1
we may construct the 'vertical tangent bundle' VT(E) over
E.VT(E)tVB(E),& in fact VT(E) is a subbundle of Tt,in a
natural way.Let gtG,then g:Ex )Egx & so Dg:T(Ex)~T(Egx).
Thus G induces an action on VT(E) & with this action
VT(E)tGVB(E),in fact VT(E) iS,a G vector subbundle of TE.
The G-action on VT(E) is a restriction of the natural
G-action on TE.
Let q:VT(E)----i~)E,be the natural projection.We
define a subbundle VVT(E) of T(VT(E)):
10.
VVT(E)=dq-1(VT(E))=~X£T(VT(E)):dq(X)EVT(E)j.
We assert that VVT(E)EGVB(VT(E)). To see this we f:lrstmake
the following remarks:
It is well known that there are two natural vector
bundle structures on TTM,regarded as a bundle over TM.
First the ordinary tangent bundle structure PTM:TrrM )TM,
~ secondly the structure given by the differential of the
tangent bundle projection for M. DPM:TT~M (PM:T~M).
Now if M is a G-manifold we have already shown that
PTMEGVB(TM),we assert that DP~GVB(TM),with the natural
G-action on TTM.To see this we note:
DPM·n2g-n(PM·ng)=n(g.PM)·ng.nPM·
Now note that VVT(E)CTT(E) & to show that the G-action
on TTE restricts to a G-action on VVT(E) it is clearly
sufficient to show that if xET(VT(E)) is s.t. dqE(x)tVT(E)
then dqE(gx)-g.dqE(x).But,by the above remark,this is true.
~herefore we have a G-action on VVT(E).Since this action is
th~ restriction of the action on TTE,it is clear that
VVT(E)tGVB(VT(E)).
Our aim is now to show that C~(E) may be given the
structure of a COO Banach manifold.In the proof given in
Palais 1for the G-id case,one of the basic ideas was that
of the construction of a neighborhood of f(M) in E,ftCr(E), .
.in such a way that it can be regarded as a vector subbundle
of E.Thus one can induce a local additive structv,re on a nbd.
of f(M) in E s.t. Cr maps near f are Cr vectortie1ds w.r.t.
tbi~ linear structure.We then note the fact that sections
11.
of a vector bundle over a compact space form a Banach space
in the er topology & thus we are able to construct a chart
for f.
To show that C~(E) is a manifold we will construct
a vector bundle nbd. of s(M) for each S£C~(E),S.t. this
vector bundle is a G-subbundle of E.As a consequence we
may represent equivariant sections of E near f as equiv-
ariant sections of a vector bundle. The methods used in the
proof parallel those of Palais 1.
12.
4. Equivariant vector bundl$ neighborhoogs
Detinition 2
If EtGFB(M) & StCg(E) then an 'equivariant vector
bundle neighborhood' (abbreviated GVBN) ot s in E is an
element v« GVB( M),s.t. V is an open subbundle ot E with the
inclusion a G-map & sEcg(V).ThUS 'fgEG we require
to commute.
Our aim in this section is to prove an existance and
uniqueness theorem for GVBN.
Let W be a COO manifold & PW,PTW be the tangent
bundle projections for TTW & TW respectively. Recall that
a section X ot TTW is called a 2nd. order ditterential
equation if:
1. dPW(X(v)).v (vtTW).
2. PTWX(v)-v (vETW),i.e. X i~ a section of TTW.
Let jER & J:TW~TW denote
We say that X is a spray if in addition:
3. X(jv).dJ(jX(v)) (vETW).
Suppose W is a G-manifold then we have natural G-actions
on TW & TTW & if X is a section ot TTW we may define Av(X),
as in Proposition 1.We will assume trom now on that all
sprays are COO •
Proposition 2
: .;
It X is a spray so is Av(X).
Proof
1. We show Av(X) is 2nd. order,i.e. dpW(Av(X)V)~v,(VtTW).
dPWAV(X)V-dPW[g-1X(gV)dg
G
.j[dP\~-1X(gV)dg
G
-f g-1dPwX(~)dP;-I g-1.g(v)dg_v.
G G
2. Next~we prove Av(X) is a spray:
Av(X)(jv)-[ g-1X(g( jv))dg
G
·Ig-1X(jg(v) )dg,since G 1s linear on fibers.
G
-j~g-1d3(jX(g(v)))dg-J:djg-1(jX(g(V)))dg
G G
• dj(jf g-1(Xg(v))dg)
G G
.dj(jAv(X)v).
Now if W is paraco~pact &: finite dimensional there
exists a cro spray on W (Lang 1).Hence if W is a ~-manifold
there exists an equivaria.nt spray over W.We remark that
since 2nd. order differential equations are _er trivial,we
always have non-trivial equivariant sections of TTW.
Let EtGFB(M),we construct VT(E)tGVB(E) &: TVT(E)tGVB(VTE).
We define the concept of 'bundle 2nd. order diff'ere'ntial
equations &: sprays' over E,with values 1n the subbundle VIT(E)
ot TVT(E) as in Palais 1:
Definition :5
,
A COO vector field X on VT(E) is called a bundle
2nd. order differential equation in E if:
14.
, 1 ~ ,1,
1. dqX(v)=v (vtVT(E)),where q:VT(E)-~)rE 1. the natural
p~.1eetion.
It,in addition,for all v£VT(E) & tor all jeR we have;
2, X(jv).dj(jX(v)),then we oall X a bun41e apray over E.
It X is such a bundle spray over E,then we may detine
4.(X) & prove exactly as in Proposition 2 that AV(X) 1s
eft8suivariant bundle spray over E.We recall trom Pa1ais 1
'~t 1t E has paracompact tiber & base then a bundle ,pr~
'••'eta over E.Theretore we have:
,""sitton 3
It EeGFB(M),where tiber(E) & M are paracompact,then
B a4.1ts an equivariant bundle spray.
Let X be an equivariant spray tor E.lt xeVT(E) let
••(t) denote the (local) integral curve through x.
Let D.~veVT(E):Wv(1) is derine~.we note D i8 open &
.leo that D is G-invariant (Since it Wy i8 detined on (a,b):R
.. 18 Wgv (geG),since gwv(t).Wgy{t) ).
We detine the exponential map Exp:D ~EI~ )q(wy(1)).
Since X 1s equivariant so is Exp.
We may now state ,:
IIl.teoe theorem tor GVBN
Let EeGFB(M) be s.t. tiber(E) & M are paracompact.
Lit glog(E).Given a neighborhood N ot geM) in E,3 a GVBN P
.t I in E withpC:N.MoreOyer 1t seago(E) we can ohoose P s.t.
S ,. the ()-sectioD ot p •
,"of
w. tirst proye the following G-version ota Lemma 1n,
Palais 1:-
Lemma A
Let EtGFB(M),where E is paracompact.Let E~ be the
exponential map ot an equivariant spray over E.We choose
an equivariant Riemannian structure tor VT(E) & let dx
denote the corresponding Gx-invariant metric in the tiber
Ex. Then there are strictly positive equivariant functions
Q& T on E (Here we take trivial G-action on R) s.t. if
et~x then Exp maps the open disc of radius aCe) in T(Ex)e
000 G-isomorph!cally onto a nbd. U ot e in Ex which contains
all e '£Ex with dx( e,e ')< T(e).
Proof
We first note the following lemma:
Lemma;o&B(Palais 1)
Let E-M x F be a trivial COO tiber bundle,whose fiber
F is a '~nite dimensional normed vectorspace.Let Exp denote
the exponential map of a bundle spray over E.Given eotE,
there is a nbd. o(eo) ot eo in E & an r)O,s.t. tor each
8£0(eo) Exp maps t'leballot radius r about zero in F
(F be~ng identified with VT(E)e) COO isomorphically onto a
nbd. of e in F (identified with the fiber containing e).
Which includes the ball of radius r/2 about e.
We now use Lemma B to verify Lemma A.
Given eotE,it follows from Lemma B that 3a nbd. O(eo)
of eo in E & positive numbers y(eo) &5(eo) s.t. it etO(eo)nEx
then Exp maps the disc of ~adius .~eo) about the origin in
T(Ex)e COO isomorphically onto a nbd. ot e in Ex which
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contatns all e I£Ex with <lx( e,e IX Y(eo).
We assert that this statement remains true if we
replace O(eo) by G(0(eo)),st111 with the same positive
numbers ~eo? & ~eo).ThiS follows from the ~ommutativity of:
~ Y£T(Ex)e:t\Y\l<S(eo~ Exp )[e1tEx:dx(e,e')<Y(eo)j
11 l~
!'Z£T(Egx)ge: ,'z,,<6( eo)l-~---~fr 'tEgx:dgx(ge,f' X y(eo~
Note that I l' & d. & Exp are equivariant.
Now,as in Palais 1,we let ~V~btA be a locally finite
cover of E by relatively compact open sets which refines
!o(e~et:E & we choose e(b) s.t. VbcO(e(b)).We choerse a ceo
p.o.1. ~H~btA with supp(Hb)cVb.Then we have an equivariant
p.o.1. !ftJbtA s.t. 'i'U'pP(~)cG(Vb) (See,for example,
Wasserman 1-we just set Ab-AV(Hb) ).
Define:
a-I&e(b))Hb
T-I:r(b)lIb,where F(b)-min~y(e(b')) :vbnVbl~~~.
Now given etEx'Exp maps the disc of radius 6(e(b))
about the o~igin in T(Ex)e COO Gx-isomorphically onto ~ nbd.
ot e in Ex whivh contains all e'£Ex with dx(e,e')(Y(e(b)),
~rov1ded e£Vb.Since:
min!6(e(b)) :etV~'Q(e)(max!&e(b)) :etV~&
b b
T(.)Smir1~y(e(b)):etVb~ ,the lemma tollows.
b
We now introduce some new notation:
Suppose StC~ (E) ,then s·VT(E)tVB(M).We denote s·VT(E)
by Ts(E).It weidentif'y M with s(M)c:E,then Ts(E).VT(E)JM.
Sinoe sCM) is a G-invariant submanif'old ot E,1t iseas,. to
aee that Ta(E)tGVB(M).
We now return to the proot of' the existance theorem:
We choose an equivariant bundle spray & equivariant
Riemannian metric tor VT(E) & let Exp,Q,T & dx be as above.
By an approximation theorem of'Wasserman (Wasserman 1)
~'C: (E) ,arbitrarily close to,g s.t. ~
1. T(k(x)>'iT(g(x»
2. dx(k(x),g(x»'iT(g(x».
If'g is COO we take k·g.Clearly dx(k(x) ,g(x) X T(k(x».
~.~l\·tVCT1c(E): IIvll<Q(k(q(v»)j where q:Tk(E)'. ).P1 is .the
bUQdle projection. Note that stnc~ we have cbosen an equiv-
arlant .etric A is G-invariant.
Let J: [0,00 )I_ __'~[O,1) be a COO d1tteomorphism 8,t. .
. r
J(t).t tor t near zero & define an equivariant d1fteomorphism
':Tk(E) ;A b,.:
:f(v).a(k(q(v») ~ •
Finally,we def'ine Q·Exp.~.This is clearl,. a 000
equ1variant fiber preserving isomorphism of' Tk(E) onto an
optn subset p of'E,which we make into an open vector sub-
hUDdle Of'; E by demanding that Q shall be an equivariant
v.~tor bundle isomorphism.Conditions 1 & 2 imp17,as in
Pala~s j,that p is a GVBN of'g.& b,. choice of'T we may insist
t~t PCR •.
We next cona1deruniquene88 of'GVBN's:
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Uniqueness Theorem
If E£GFB(M),SECg(E)&: if V1 &: V2 are both G'TBN'sof
s, then V1~V2by an equivariant vector bundle isom',rphism.
Proof
Suppose HEGVB(M), then for each s ECg'(H) ,the:re is a
canonical equivariant isomorphism of Ts(H) with H..This is
elear,since. we have a canonical identification of Ts(H)x
with Hx-using the identification of Ts(H) with VT':H)J M&:
the identifioation VT(B)e·T(~)e with Hx.
Weremark that if E1 is an open subbundle or E2,
E1 Be. E2t:GFB(M),then VT(E1)·VT(E2)JE1.Henoe,if Ih:C;~(E1)
then Ts(E1).Ts(E2).
Wehave the following sub-lemma (Palais 1)
Sub-lemma
If EEGFB(M),SECgo(E) &: H is a GVBNof s in~tthen
H is equivariantly isomorphic to Ts(E).
Proof:Follows from above remarks.
Nowsuppose V1 &: V2 are GVBNof s ECg(E),the'l by
WassermanfS approximation theorem 3kECg'(V1)nC~ "/2) &: byG
the above sublemma Vi~Tk(E). q.e.d.
Remark:Palais at this point defines the notion of bundle
tubular nbds,it is easy to see that,given the exi~~tanoe ot
equivariant bundle sprays,one can define &: prove "xistance
&: uniqueness theorems tor bundle tubular hbds.
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5. Differentiability & the differential structure for C~~E)
We recall some further notation:
Let E1 & E2£GFB(M) & f:E1~E2 be a GFB-morphism.Then,
sinoe f is riber preserving,it follows that the GVE-morphism
df:T(E1)___'r*T(E2) ~aps VT(E1) into r*VT(E2) & we denote
by Vf:VT(E1)-~·VT(E2) the oorresponding restriotion.
Clearly Vf is a GVB-morphism & we term Vf the 'vertioal
, 00differential or f'.Given sS-CG(E1) we define Vsf-V:f.s.Then
Vsf':Ts(E1) ~f.s(E2) is a GVB-morphism oalled thE'
'vertioal differential of f along s'.We have the following
theorem (Palais 1):
Theorem A
If H,.KEVB(M),M oompaot,& if f is an FB-morphism then
Cr(r):Cr(H) . )Cr(K) is a em map & for eaoh positive
integer r ,drer(r)_Cr(Vrr),where Cr(t)s(x).r(sx),s a seotion
of H.
Noting that C~(W) is a olosed subspaoe of Cr(W),WEGVB(M),
& that the inolusion & restriotion maps are COO we nave:
Theorem 2
If H & KEGVB(M),M oompaot,& if r is a GFB-morphism
f:B JiC, then:
Cr(f):C~(H) )C~(K) is a COO map & tor eaoh positive
integer r,drCr(r).Cr(Vrt).
We have the following theorem of Palais 1:
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Theorem B
E1 & E2EFB(M) & f:E1~E2 is an FB-morphism.Then
r.:Co(E1) )Co(E2) restricts to a function Cr(f),where
er(f):Cr(E1) ~r(E2).Moreover,ir L1& ~ are open vector
subbundles of E1 & E2 respectively &
Q.~a~Cr(L1):cr(f)(a)~Cr(L2)j,then Q is open in
er(L1) & Cr(f) maps Q COO into er(L2).
Now we note that a GVBN is a VBN & that,if l~~GFB(M),
we may construct all VBN's usingequivariant sprays & Metrics.
Further inclusion & restriction maps of Banach subspaces of
Banach spaces are COO so we may state as a corollary of
Tn,eoremB:
Theorem 2
E1 & E~GFB(M) & f:E1~E2 is a GFB-morph1sm.Then
t ;:eg(E1)- :>cg(E2) restricts to a function er(f),where
er(f):e~(E1) )c~(E2).Moreover if L1 & ~ are open G-
vector subbundles of E1 & E2 respectively &
Q.~a(C~(L1):cr(f)(a)tC~(L2)1.then Q is open
in e~(L1) & er(f) maps Q COO into e~(L2).
As an easy consequence of Theorem 2 we have:
lheorem 3
If M is a compact G-manifold,then for each EtGFB(M),
3a unique Coodifferentiable structure for e~(E) s.t. for
each open G-vector subbundle H of E,e~(H) is an open sub-
manifold of e~(E).If f:E1~E2 is a GFB-morphism of elements
of GFB(M),then Cr(f):e~(E1)~e~(E2) is a eOOmap w.r.t.
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the above differentiable structure for C~(E1) & C~(E2).
Theorem 4
If M is compact,EE~FB(M),then C~(E) is contained in
Cr{E) as a closed submanif'old.
Proof'
Let C~(H) be a chart for C~(E),then Cr(H) is a chart
for Cr(E).Now use Proposition 1.
Theorem 5
Let B1€GFB(M),if S~Cgo~E1).then T(C~(E1))stthe
tangent space to C~(E1) at s,can be identified canonically
with c~( Ts(E1) ).Moreover,if f:E1----fE2'is a GFB-Dlorphism
then the differential of Cr(f):C~{E1) )C~{E2) at s,when
re~arded via the above canonical identification as a
line'lrmap of C~(Ts(E1)) into C~(Tf .s(E2)) is given by:
d(Cr(f))s·Cr(Vsf)
Proof:Essentially as in Palais,with appropriate modific-
ations for G case using previous work.
We conclude Part 1 with a few remarks,the proofs of
which follow easily from.Palais 1 using the results of-
Part 1.
1. The inclusion map i:C~{E). ~r{E) is COO •
2. Since one can regard Cr-equivariant maps from MintoN
as equ1variant sections of the trivial G-oundle Mx N~,
it follows that (M compact) that ~~(M,N) is a CCDmanifold.
3. LetJ9iff~(M) denote the equivariant diffeomorphismsof
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M.Then mif(~(M) is an open submanifold of ~(M,M).
4.Suppose E & E"GFB(M) & are s.t. G induces the same
action on M,then G acta on the fiber product E x~ E' in
• natural way & we have:
C~(E)x C~(E').C~(ExM El)
5.We .ay put a differentiable structure on cg(M,N),where
" Is a co~act G-space.not neceasarily amanifold.For
eXaJlple.we have equivariant Finsler structures.
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llart 2: cequibariant l'ettor jfielb~
1. Notations & Preliminaries
The following constitutes a brief summary of some of
the elementary definitions & results in the theory of
Differentiable Lie group actions on manifolds.A good
reference is Palais' lecture in Borel 1.
If (M,G) is a G-manifold & xEM,recall that
Gx.tg€G:~x.xl is called the stabiliser group ot G
at ~M & GxcG as a (closed) Lie subgroup.
It ReG as a closed subgroup we define (H).fgHg-1:g~Gl
& call eets of the form (H) 'G-orbit types'.
If v~M/G is an orbit in M,say v-G(x),then,since
Ggx.gG~-1 ,it tollows that ~Gy:y~v].(Gx) is a G-orbit type
which ~e will call the orbit type of v & denote by (vJ.
Two orbits are called equivalent if there exists an
equivariant difteomorphism of one onto the other.
Proposition A
Two orbits are equivalent iff they are of the same type.
Proof:Essentially in Palais,Borel 1.-
If (M,G) is a G-manifold,then those subsets ot M which
are unions of all orbits of a fixed type form a partition-
~ of M into G-invariant subsets.We call this partitioning
of M (or M/G) the orbit structure of M.We have the follow-
ing result:
Proposition B
It M is a compact G-manifold, then the orbit structure is
Finite,i.e.:
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where MiCM,consists of all pOints of type i.
Further each MiCM as a submanifold:not in general
closed or connected.
Proof:ln Borel 1-
Next we define the notion of slice,the definition
given here is,for convenience,less general than that in
Borel 1.
Definition 1
A slice at x is the 'fiber'at x of a G-tubular nbd. of
G(x),l.e. The bundle E,associated to the tubular nbd,EGVB(M),
& the tubular map is equivariant (Lang .1).Generally 1n the
sequel E will be the normal bundle of G(x).
Proposition (Kozul 1:See Borel 1 for details)
A slice at x,Sx,satisfies the following conditions:
1. Sx is Gx-1nvariant.
2. gS~S~~,imp11es g~Gx.
3. local cross-section in G/Gx,then the
map F:U x Sx~M,defined by F(u,s)-q(u)s is a diffeo.orphism
of U x Sx onto an open set of M.
4.We may choose a coordinate system at x s.t. Gx acte
linearly on Sx & Sx is an open disc with center !xl in an
invariant subspace.Gx in fact acts orthogonally on Sx in a
suitable coordinate system.
Theore, 6
It M is a compact G-manifold,then it M~i,each Mi may
be written as a finite unionUMt,where each Mt 1s a connected
Jt .
submanifold component of M.
For a proof of Theorem 6,see Appendix 1.
If Mi is the set of points of type i ~G xtMi ,then let
Mi,x.~YEMi:Gy.Gx~.More generally,if W~M as a G-invariant
set define Wx·~Y£W:Gy-G;l.
Let M.M1U ••••UMN be the orbit decomposition of M.WE
will define a partial order on the set !1,•••,Nj as follows:
Say i<j if 3X~Mi,3y(Mj s.t. Gx contains Gy as a proper
subgroup. This relation is transitive for:
i<j,j(k imply Gx~Gy,Gz~Gr for some xfMi,y & ~EMj &
3 -1 -1nif\.Now gEG s.t. g Gzg·Gy.Hence GrFgGxS ,giving i<k.
Definition 5
If xt:Mi,define type(x).i.
Every point in M has a unique type
Proposition 4
If i,j£t1, •••,NJ,then if i)j,we may find,!or any %EMi'
an open nbd. Ux of x s.t. G(Ux)nMj.~.
If i & j are not related,we may for any xEKi find a
nbd. Ux of x s.t. G(Ux)nMj.~'& similarly for j.
Proof
Let Sx be a slice at x.Then SxnMj.~-property of slice.
Hence G(Sx)nMj.~.Take Ux·G(Sx).Second case is similarly
proved.
Suppose MI- U Mi'where Ict1, •••,N'} • Then we have:iEI ~
Proposition 2
If MIPossesses the following property:
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" XEMI implies all yEM s.t. type(y~type(x) belong to MI".
Then MI is closed.
Proof'
We show M-MI open using the argument of'Proposition 4.
Remark:ln case M ia non-compact we still have an orbit
decomposition M- U Mi,where J is not necessarily f'inite.lieiEJ
may define type( ) & construct a partial order on J as
above. With the obvious definitions Proposition 5 still
holds.
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2. A Weak G-Transversality Isotopy Theorem
This sectio~ is devoted to a proof ot a generalis-
ation of Thom's Isotopy theorem to certain situations
involving equivariant maps.The definition ot 'transversal-
ity' given here is leBs general than that used in the'sequel
in,tor example,the consideration of transversality ot
stable & unstable manifolds of critical elements ot
equivariant vector fields.
We consider the set of Or equivariant embeddings ot
M into N with the er topology (see Part 1),where M is a
compact G-manifold & N is a finite dimensional G-manitold.
We denote the set of equivariant embeddings by C!e~(M,N).
Since (lf~(M,N)is open in ~(M,N), (lf~(M,N)is an
open submanifold ot ~(M,N) & hence a submanitold ot
~(M,N).Although the detinitions are in terms ot embeddings,
applications will generally be to O~(E),where EEGFB(M).
We suppose that W is a G-invarfa.nt submanitold ot N.
As an example N might be TM,W.(TM)o & then
~(M,TM)~~(TM) as a closed submanitold.
Detinition 6
Write ~,xw"t is weak G-transversal to W at x',X(M,
te~~(M,N) if'one ot the tollowing occurs:
1. t(x)~W.
2~ (Tx.f')(TxM)nTtxW-TfxG(f'x).
3. (Txf')(TxM)+TrxW.TxN.
We will show that 2. is equivalent to:
2'.(Txt)(T~x)nTtxw.~ol,where Sx is any slice at X.
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First note that (Txf)(TxG(X))-TfxG(fx) (in fact if
f is an embedding Gx-Gfx,otherwise we have G~Gfx & ! is then
onto G(fx) ).Thus for any fE~(M,N),with fx~W,we have:
Txf{TxM)nT!x~fxG(fx).
Since f is an embedding Txf:T~x~Tfx N is injective.
We now show 2. is equivalent to 2'.
A. 2:)2'
This is so since Tx! is injective & Txf(TxG(X))-Tfx(G(fx))
B. 2'~2.
Obvious,since if T;?:Tx~f~~TfXW (where n ia
projection) then:dimKer(~))dim(TxBx)-p,say.
& dim(Im(~)~dim(G(fx)).n-p,& so Dim(Im)-n-p.
Remark:Let Sx be a slice at x & let ylSx,then 3a slice Sy
for y s.t. SyCSx•
Proof:Consider Gx restricted to Sx & construct a slice Sy
for y which is a Gx-slice,then Sy in M is a G slice for y.
Proposition 6
fflGwis an open relation for fEQf~(M,N),when W is a
closed G-subman1fold of N.where il\;.wmeans fflG,xWVx£M.
Proof
Consider L(TM,TN)-this is the tensor bundle over M x N.
Define ZCL(TM,TN) to be the set of all A£L(TM,TN) s.t.
if xfM,ytN & A£L(TxM,TyN) then one ot the following occurs:
1. y£W.
2. A(TxSx)nTyW-~oJ ,& A is injective.
3. A(TxM)+TyW-TyN.
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We assert Z is open.
1. & 1. + 3. are open relations (1. + 3. is ordinary
transversalitY).We note that "A injective" is an open
property.
Suppose,therefore,thab A satisfies 2.,i.e. that
A(TxSx)nTyW-~oJ.NOW we assert that 3a slice S~CSx,of
smallerdiamete. than Sx,s.t.:
A(Tz~~)nTqW.loJor ~,for za:~~& qt:N.
To see this we note that T1WCTW as a compact subman-
ifold & T1~~CTSx as a compact submanifold,where SiCSx.FuRTher:
A(Tz~i)nTqW.~O] or ~ iff T1wnA(T1~i).~.
But T1WnA«T1Sx)'txJ).~,so that,using compactness &
continuity,3s~csx s.t.:
T1WnA(T1~~)·~ • • • • • • • • •••••••
Since linear injections are open we may,using essent-
1~11y the normality property for compact sets & continuity,
tind a nbd. V of A s.t.)if BEV,A* still holds with B
replacing A;therefore Z is open,using above remark.
Let Q-L(TM,TN)-Z.Then Q is a closed subset of L(TM,TN).
Now we have a map:
k' :~(M,N)~(M,L(TM,TN));giVen by (k'f)X-Txt.
This map is known to be CO (Since it is for G-id case,s~e
Abraham 1,page 47 ).By our construction tift,xWiff k'f(x)tQ.
We may then use the following:
Lemma (See Abraham 1)
It WeN as a closedsubset,& M is compact then:
~(M,N;W)-!f~(M,N):f(M)nw-~l is open.
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As an immediate corollary we have:
Oor.-
~(M,N;W) is open.
Noting that ~(M,N) is open we have the result.
We will now state the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 7
Let M & N be G-manifolds with M compaot & N finite
dimensional.Let W be a closed G-invariant submanifold of N.
For fE~(M,N),let Wf-f-1W.
We suppose f~W,fof~~(M,N) then:
i1. Wf is a finite union of oonnected submanifolds Wf ,i~P,o 0
& is in fact a submanifold of M.
2. There exists an open nbd. Nf of fo in ~(M,N) s.t.o
U W} ,where 1 isa subseti£.1 0r-1tor t~Nf ,Wt is 0 isotopic tooof P.
i.e. there exists a Or-1 diffeomorphism Kf:M )M,s.t.
KtW~ -W~,ii1,& Kf is Or-1 isotopic to the identity.o
Proof
We divide the proof into two parts.
1. Wr is a finite union of olosed connected submanifolds.
o
Let x be a point of type 2.,i.e.
(Txt)(TxSx)nTfXW -\nl.rhis implies that there exists
a slioe ~xcsx,s.t. fo(~x)nw=to(x).Oonsequently G(x):Wf &. 0
G(x) is an isolated subset of Wf & the union of the finiteo
set ot submanitold oomponents of G(x).( G(x) is isolated
sinoe G(~,,) is a nbd·.of G(x) disjoint from Wt -G(x) in M.)o
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Let V.lX~M:X is a point of type 2. for tc3.
We assert that V is closed Be V/G is a finite subset
of M/G.This is obvious,sinee V is the union ot a set of
isolated G-orbits:lf V/G is not finite we may construct a
sequence xi€G(Yi):Wt ,s.t. no two Xi belong to the sameoG-orbit & xi~.Now xiV,since the orbits are isolated,
so x is not ot type 2.,but x is not of type 1. + 3. since
1. + 3. is an open condition.Contradiction,since tiIh,~w by
assumption.
We consider M-V.This is open Be to'(M-V~W,hence
(fol(M-V))-1W is a closed submanifold of M-V & hence of M-
this follows since V is isolated in Wf •o
Since (toi(M-V))-1W is a closed submanifold of M,we
may find a tubular nbd. U of (foJ(M-V))-1W s.t. OcM-V &
hence t1 is disjoint from V in M. 1. is therefore cert-
ainly true.
2. Let x be a point of tvpe 2.
Then,as above,we may choose Sx s.t. to(Sx)nw.~!oxl,We
may further choose Si~xCSx,Lf Be n,where Lf is a nbd. ot
. IQr IV 0 0
to in ~G(M,N),U is a nbd. of tx in W,s.t. if fELt then
o
either t(Si)nW-~,o~ t(Si)nw-tqJ,where qEU.
This we may do since we may assume f is sutficiently
Or close toto & we have the assumption ot ~.
We consider the case when f(Si)nW- q •
We assert that G -G ,tor let Q_t-1q .Since t is anq x
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embedding Q consists of one point.Now if Gq~Gx then Gq is
a subgroup of Gx & therefore Gq(Q) is an orbit in Si consist-
ing of more than one point.But if this is so then,since f
is equivariant,f(Gq(Q))~f(Si)oW.lq~.Oontradiction,since f
is 1:1,so therefore Gq-Gx•
As a consequence of the above,under perturbation in
Lf ,a G(x) orbit in wfnv either vanishes of perturbs too 00an equivalent G-orbit,O close to G(x).
'tJe construct a family of 000 tubular nbd , pairs (Hi,Ji)
indexed by V/G possessing the following properties:
1. Hi & Ji are tubular nbds of G(x),a G-orbit of V,with
Hi~ji:>Ji·
2. The tubular nbd. pairs are mutually disjoint.
3. (Hi,Ji) are disjoint from some Or-tubular nbd. K of
(fo/(M-V))-1W in M.
We may further choose our nbci. pairs so that we may
f.ind a nbd , N' of fo in (tE~(M,N) s.t. if ff-N' then either
HiOWf·~or HiOWf=G(y),where G(y)cJi &Gy.Gx,YEHx•
We now restrict our attention to K,which 1s disjoint
trom (Hi' Ji) •
We may find a tubular nbd. pair of Cfo\(M-V))-1w,say
(A,B),s.t. K":)P;:>B.Wemay then find a nbd. N" of fo s.t. if
fEN" then (ft(M-V))-1Wc.B & show,as for example 1n Abraham'S
presentation of Thom's Isotopy theorem in Abraham 1,that
there is a Cr-1 isotopy between Wfl(M-V) & Wfol(M-V) which
is supported on B.
We may easily construct a cOO isotopy Zi ,supported
3·~. .
on Ji tor each f'eN'(\N"I\Lr ,s.t. it HinWr-9J Zi-id,&,ito
HinWr-G(y)Zi is an isotopy between G(x) & G(y).To construct
Zi in the second case it is enough to construct an isotopy
between x & G(y)nHx(SuPPosing that (Hi,Ji) is a G-normal
bundle pair).
We may choose N".c N'nN"nL# s.t. it tEN". then~o . ~o ~o
Wf"(M-OIi-A).~.
The theorem then follows by piecing together all
the various isotopies,which have disjoint supports.
Remark:lt is not hard to show in the above that we may
require the isotopy constructed to be equivariant.
Cor 7.1
It ~W & all points XlM are of type 1. or 2. we
may make our isotopy COO
Suppose (M,G) is a G-manifold.
Definition 7
It S£C~(TM),we call s an •equivariant vectortield'
Let us take,with the preceeding notation,N-TM,W-(TM)o.
Definition 8
It S(C~(TM) & ~TMo we say s is a O-generic vector-
tield.
Exa!ple 1
M_S2
1G-~ ,with the action being defined as rotation abou~
the N-S axis•••e Diagram 1.
For s we take
the equivariant
vectorfield described
by Diagram 1:N & 8 are
sources & the equator,E,
is a sink.It is not
difficult to see that
we may take s to be
O-generic.
We see that un~er
Diagram 1
N
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S
perturbation we may change the fixed set E into a closed
orbit by introduving a perturbation of s along the direction
of E,supported on a nhd. of E.
In the preceedin~ terminology Ws-~N,S,~& under
perturbation to s' we can get Ws' -IN' ,8 'J ,we note that
N & 8 do not vanish under perturbation.We will return
to this point later.
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3. Some results about the structure ot C~(E) & ~<M,N)
Definition 9
It xtM,y€N we write:
xGy it 3h~~(M,N) s.t. hx-y.
It Ad we write:
xGA it xGy ¥Jr€A.
f,roposition ?
A necessary condition for xGy is G~Gx.If 3h€~(M.N)
s.t. hx-y,then Gy-Gx•
Proot:Trivial.
Lellllla2
Let E-2-+M,be a G-vector bundle.
Let xEM & suppose ZxEEx is s.t. GZ -Gx.Then therexexists a section Q ot E s.t.:
1. Q is equivariant.
2. Q(x)-Zx.
Further,l! type(x)-i,we may choose Q s.t.:
3. Q(y).O,if type(y~l.
Proof
Let K.N(Gx)S1,where Sx·S1 x 82 is a slioe at x,see
Appendix 1 tor notation.
Let Eg.i·E,be the restriction o! E to the manitold K:
EK·i.~~ .t~P i:inclusion of K in M.
Now EX is a Gx vector bundle over K,s.t. Gx.id on K.
We also note that S~ as a submanifold.
Let S~ be a slice at x (in M) s.t. ~~cSx,we assert
that,to prove the Lemma,it will be sufficient to find
Q'EO~ (~\S1) s.t. Q'(x)-Zx,Q'-O,outside S1cS1'
xSuppose we have such a Q' ,we extend Q' to (~·EO~(E'G(S1»
by setting:
Q*(gy)-gQ'(y),YfS1,gfG.
This is well defined & easily shown to be Cr,if Q' is
Or.It is easily shown to be equivariant.
Now,using Whitney's extension theorem,we m~~ extend
Q*\G(S1) to Q" on M,making Q".O,outside of G(S~),where S~
is chosen s.t. SX:>S~':)S:::& we also have Q" to be Cr.
Finally define Q-Av(Q").Then it is easily checked
that Q is Or,equivariant & QlS1-Q'.Hence Q(x).Zx.Further,
by construction,Q(y)-O if type(y)~i.This is so since G(S~) is
a nbd. of the type refered to in Proposition 4.Thus it
suffices to construct Q'.
Let AV:~ )~ be the map defined by:
Av(e)-{ .g(e)dg.Gx
Av is clearly a vector bundle morphism (for example,
Atiyah .:l,page3?).If we denote Ker(Av) by L,we see that L
is a Gx-subbundle of EX.Letting S denote the orthogonal
complement of L w.r.t. a Gx-invariant Riemannian metric on
~,we see that S may be given the structure of a Gx subbundle
of EK.But S~Im(Av).lZEEK:Gx-Gzj.
We restrict our attention to the bundle S P )K,Gx-id
on S.Now Zx~S,choose a COO function A:S~OK ')a ,where
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1. S~~x
2. A-0,outside of ~1'81'& A-1 on a nbd. of x in 81•
We now define ~, on 81 by setting ~'(Y)-A(y)Zx-in
some suitable trivialisation about x for 8-we put ~'.O
elsewhere on 81.Q' then clearly defines a COO section of
S\81.But ~. clearly extends,by inclusion,to an element of
C~ (~\81).
x
As an aside we conclude this section with a proposition
giving some insight into the structure of ~(M,N~Jft(M,N).
We will not use this result elsewhere in this paper,though
it may perhaps give some motivation for the definittons in
the next section.
Proposition 8
M,N:G-manifolds with M compact & N finite dimensional.
Let xtM,YfN & xGy.
Define N~·tztN:Gz~GxJ.
Let Nx be the connected component of Ni containing y,
then xGNx•
Proof
Let E P )M be a G-fiber bundle.
We know that C~(E) is a COO differentiable manifold.
We first make the following remark about the coordirLate
structure defined on C~(E) in Part 1.
Let K be any (relatively) compact G-invariant subset
Of E.Then,given an equivariant Riemannian structure on VT(E),
there exists a p)O,s.t. whenever f~C~(E) & f(M)=K,there
exists a GVBN of f(M),Nf say,defining a coordinate chart,
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s.t. NtnEx contains an open disc in Ex of diameter at
least 2p,& D contains the disc in Ex of radius p about fx.
Further p may be chosen to be independent of f & x,provided
f(M)cK.
That this may be done is immediate from the proof
of the existance of GVBN's ot f(M),i.e. in Lemma A ~ & ~ have
strictly positive infimums on compact sets.
We may regard ~(M,N) as C~(M,M x N),where M x N is
the trivial bundle over M.lf N is not compact we construct
a family of compact subsets Ni of M x N s.t.:
1. No.lm(n),where n-(id,h):M )M x N & h is the map occur-
ing in Definition 9.
2. UNi-M x N.
i
3. Noc..••c..NicNi+1C. •••
4. Ni is G-invariant.
We note that we may certainly construct such a family
satisfying 1,2 & 3.to get 4. we ;justhave tio construct Ni
using an equivariant metric,which exists since N 1s paracompact.
For each Ni we have a corresponding pf>0,as above.
If N is compact we just take Ni-M x N.
If M & N are connected we could assume above that the
Ni are connected.In any case if A & B are the connected
components of x & y in M & N respectively we can insist
that:
5. NiO(A x B) is connected.
With the notation of 1. above,we take a coordinate
nbd. Nh of n in C~(M,M x N).We choose Nh s.t. Nh·C~(E),where
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E is a GVBN of TiCM) in M x N.Since n is injective Gx.G'(x,y).
Lemma 2 implies that if we are given ZxtEx,witlL
GZ -Gx,then 3Q~C~CE) with QCx)-Zx.But a point Zx~Ex corres-x
ponds to a pOint (x,y')fM x N s.t. Gy,JGx.ThUS ~x'Y')£Ex
with Gy,JGx 3r€C~(M,M x N) s.t. ix-y'.
Consequently,if xGy then xGW,where W is an open
subset of N~.
Set Wi~nNi.we shall prove that Wi is closed in Ni'
which since Ni is connecned (i.e. Ni"(A x B) is connec bed )
implies that Ni-Wi & hence W-Nx•
Let Z~Niwi.T~en 3a sequence of points of Wi'Yn,s.t.
'Yn---+z•
For each.yn4)3finEC~(M,Mx N) s.t. hnx-yn.Now 3N
C
) s.t.
for n}No d(Yn,z)~Pi.Choose nm,where m~o.Then if E is a GVBN
of nn(M),of the type refered to at the begining of the proof,
we have zEE & Gz-Gx.Coasequently,by Lemma 2,3ht~(M,N) s.t.
bx-z.Therefore z~Wi & Wi-Ni•
-o,
4. A Transversality Lemma
We know that tor maps satisfying the conditions ot
Definition 6,that ~W is an open condition,if W is a closed
G-invariant submanifold of the image space.From now on we
shall consider C~(E) ,rather than ~(M,N), where E is a G-
tiber bundle over compact M & W is a closed G-invariant
submanifold of E.
This section is devoted to proving a technical lemma,
which will eventually enable us to show that,for certain W,
the subset of C~(E) satisfying a condition,somewhat strong-
er than ~W,iS not only open but also dense.
Let T be a subset of M,we have the evaluation map:
eV:C~(E) x T )E,(f,t)1 )t(t).
It T is a Or submanifold ot M,we know (see,foI'example,
Abraham 1) that ev is Cr.-Let W be a compact G-invariant submanifold ot E.Let
W-W1v•••vWm be the orbit decomposition of W,which is finite.
We have a locally finite orbit decomposition of E,
E- U Ei,we see that for each j~~1,••,m~ w~w~-Einw for some
iEI :.s c}
itI.As previously described we have a partial order:>on the
orbit t:n:>esof M & E.Let M-M1v•••\)~ be the orbit decompos-
ition of M.Suppose the orbit tyne of Mi-(Gx) for soae xEM .•. ~
Define f\.1ZfMi:Gz-Gxj,~ is a submanifold of Mi
since it is the fixed point set of the induced Gx action on
Mi·Oonsider:
eV:C~(E) x~. )E
4"'.
We note that ev takes values in Si,where
Si-tY£E:G -Gx2.Si is a submanifold of E,thu~:y .)
eV:C~(E) x bi )Si is a well-defined er map.
Now bi is a finite union of submanifolds of M (see
Appendix 1) thus bi- U bi .We will suppose x~ & restrictjeJ
attention to ~. i
Now take (f,x)EC~(E) x bi.Let f be a GVBN of ,reM) in
E.Then c~(f) is a COO chart for f in C~(E).we obser~e that,
as in Lemma 2, Sf f-tu. may be regarded as a vector aubbund.Le
of f.
Let U be a trivialising coordinate nbd. of x tor tu.
We will study T(f,x)ev.Locally we have, letting U x \~ be a
trivialisation of tu at fx,that:
T(f'X)ev:c~(f) x TxU---+TxU x Tfxtux;(s,h)~(h,S(X)+Df(X)h).
Since Tfx tu~lllx, we see immediately 1'romLemma 2, bhab T(f,x)e\l
is onto Vf£C~(E) ,Vx£b1_.
FUrther T(f,~~ splits (We prove this as done,for
example,in Abraham 1).
In the terminology of Abraham .:1,"evis transversal
to points".
Now wn~.~zEw:Gz·Gx3 is a submanifold of W.We set
Ws -wnSi•i Thus we have shown that:
eV~Sl,where evi·eV\(C~(E) x bi).
Now Ws is a finite union of connected submanifold
components,s;y Ws • U w~.
,1: ~(fKi
We define .~~k as t'ollo'ws:
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Ei,k·_!ft:C~(E):(f'fi~ tn sJ. .
Now let codim~ W~p~,dim~.qi.Where by codim~ ~ we mean
i i
the codimension of \~ in that component of Si containing
V~.Then,prOvided r>max(o,qi-p~),we may apply Thom's
Transversality density theorem,as stated in Abraham 1,to give:
Lemma 2
Ei,k is a dense subset of C~(E).
We add some additional remarks about this result,which
give some insight into the type of perturbation occuring
above.
Let X(Mi & let 81 be a slice at x (in Mi).There are
two possibilities:
1. dimS1-dim(N(Gx)81)
2. dimS,fdim(N(Gx)S1).
As above we may consider eV:C~(E) x S1--~)~,where
~ is defined as before.We define a set El by:
Ei-tf€C~(E):(f/81)~(W~Si) in Si ~& Ei is dense in
C~(E) under suitable conditions as before.
Let us consider as an example E-T~M & W-(TM)o.
Then if i is minimal (see section 7 for definition )
(TM)i-TMi.Let us assume for simplicity that Mi is connected,
then the oondition for Ei becomes:
(f/S1)~TS1)O in T(N(Gx)S1).
Put N(Gx)S1-Z.Now if dim(S1)-dim(Z),we have 2d.1m(S1)-
dim(z) & so if ~Ellf(S1) may meet (TS1)0 & (f'S1)-1{TS1)0
is a set of codim O.
On the other hand,if dimZ>dimS1,then the Mcondition
implies that f(S1)n(T(S1)o)·~.That this is reasonable is
seen by the following remark:
If dimZ>dimS1.we may define a non-zero vector field
X,supporteCi on a nbd. of G(x),with XIG(x) tangent to G(x).
Consequently,if we have a point of intersection of
f(S1)n(T(S1)O),we may add a perturbation of the above type
& turn the fixed point set into a closed orbit nf high
period,or perhaps a dense orbit on some torus;these points
will be discussed in detail later.
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5. Some Perturbation Theor~
In this section we restrict attention to ~iff~(M) &
C~(TM),M compact.
Suppose fE~if~(M) & fx-x,then we know that f(gx).gx,
usinp;the equivariance of f.Thus G(x) isa fixed set for f.
Let us take a G-normal bundle of G(x) & let 1] x E be
a trivialisation of this bundle at x.
W.r.t. this trivialisation,the 1-jet of f at x,j1f(x)
has the form:
(
.aIr Xy) ,where r-dlmU,Y:E
Definition 10
We say f is 11-generic at Xl irf,with the above notat-
ion Y is generic,i.e. Y has no eigenvalues modulus 1.
Equivalently:f is 1-generic at x iff j1f(x) has
r eigenvalues equal to 1 & n=r eigenvalues modulus not
equal to 1.Thus the definition is obviously independent
of the particular representation of j1r(x).
Noting that G(x) is f-invariant & hence TxG(X) is
Txf invariant (f-id on G(x) ) we have a map Nxf induced
on the quotient TxM/TxG(X).Nxf:TxM/TxG(X) )TxM/TxG(x).
Then f is 1-generic iff Nxf has no eigenvalues mod-
ulus 1.
We make the observation that Itfis 1-generic at x"
is a stronger condition than If~,tO(M)I.
Definition 11
We say f is 1-generic iff all fixed poLntna of fare
1-r;r,eneric.
We remark that if G-id,then 1-generic ls equivalent
to ordinary fixed point genericity,G1,as deseribed,for
example in Smale 1,or Abraham 1.- -
Suppose X~C~(TM) & X(x)-Ox.Then,as above,X(gx)-Ogx.
Thus G(x) is a singular set for X.Taking a trivialisation
at x,ofa G-normal bundle of G(x),say U x E,we may suppose
that U x E_Rr x Rn-r.W.r.t. this chart,
X:Rr x Rn-r~TRr x TRn-r.(Rr x Rn-r) x (Rr x Rn-r) &
X(u,s)=«u,s);S(u,s)).
Now S(u,s)=DS(O,O)+G(u,s),G(u,s)-o(u,s) &
DS(o,o). (: :), L(L(Rr;Rr), UL(Rn-r ,Rn-r) etc.
But if S(O,O)-O,we certainly have S(u,O)-O,since X
is equivariant.i.e. L-O,M-O.Thus:
DS(O,O)- (0 X)
° Y
Definition 12
With the above notation we say X is 1-generic at x
iff Y is generic,i.e. Y has no eigenvalues real part zero.
Equivalently: Iff j1X(x) has precisely r eigenve,lues equal
to zero & n=r eigenvalues real part non-zero.
Equivalently:Let Ft denote the flow of X,then G(x) is
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is left fixed by Ft.As in the diffeomorphism ease we define
NxFt:TxM/TxG(X)~xM/TxG(x).Then x is 1-generic iff for
some t~O NxFt has no eigenvalues modulus 1.
We again remark that 'X 1-generic at x' is a stronger
condition than 'XI\.,x (TM)o·
Definition 13
We say X is 1-generic iff it is 1-generic at every
singular pOint.
Again we make the observation that this is a
generalisation of the G1 property for vectorfields for G-id.
Before starting on the perturbation theory of this
section we introduce some definitions from Pugh-Hi:C'sch-
Shub 1 (Abbreviated in future to P-H-S 1)which we use
later.These definitions are adapted here to the 'G-categ-
ory' •
Definition 14 (P-H-S)
Let V be a 01 compact submanifold of a G-manifold M.
Let fEilif~(M). We shall suppose that V is both G-invariant
& f-invariant,M is Riemannian-not necessarily G-Riemannian.-
We say that f is G-normally hyperbolic at V iff the
tangent bundle of M,restricted to V,splits into tm,ee
continuous subbundles:
u sTvM-TVeN aN ,
invariant by the differential Tf,s.t.:
1. supljTfINS(xi(inf(m(TfITxV),& Tf contracts NS•x£V' 1 ~V
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2. inf(m(TflNu(X))))SUP\\Tft'TxVij,& Tf expands NU.
x£...v . x~
Recall that m(A)=-infllAX\: \xl-1}-"A-1U-1•
We say that f is G,r-normally hyperbolic at V if,in
addition:
1r• suP(lTf\NSll<inf(m(Tfk\TV)) 1,k,r.
2r• inf(m(Tf\NU))>sUPUTfklTVU 1~k~r.
It is clear that G-normal hyperbolicity implies
normal hyperbolicity.
Clearly TV is a G-vector bundle over V & in fact we
have:
Proposition <1 (::3eealso Lemma 10,page 126)
With the above notation TV~Ns~Nu is a G-invariant
splitting,i.e. NU & NS are both G-vector bundles over V.
Proof
Consider condition 1. above:
8up\\Tf\NS(x)V<'inf(m( Tf lTxV)).
x£V XiV
This implies that 3a & b,strictly positive,s.t.:
a<b<1
lI(Tnr\Ns(x))esll(an\\esU••••••.••••••••••••• 1a
l\(Tnf\TxV)e'l> bnUevU •••.••••.••••••••••••• 1b
Where 1a & 1b hold for all x£V & a & b are independent of x.
Now let us take an eq*ivariant norm on TVM, say II 1IG'
by averaging the original metric on M.Since V is compact,
II IIG is equivalent to II l\on V,i.e. 3l,m s.t.:
111 11n< II lI<mllIh·
Thus conditions 1a & 1b imply:
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li( TnflNS(x)es)\\G< (m/l)anl\eSUG••••••••••••••• 4 .1~
jl(TnflTxV)eV~G) (l/m)bnUevllG•••••••••••• •••••••1~
It/e have similar conditions corresponding to condition 2.
We set m/l-p,l/m-q,for convenience.
Let (o,v,o)c(TV~Ns~Nu)x.suppose g(o,v,o)=(v1,v2,v3),
belongs to the fiber over gx.Then,using the equivariance
of \\ Hr, & f,we have for P)0,& any c,s.t. a<o<b:
T
1LTPfg(o,v,ollG - It TPf(v1..t.!2..t.!32!LG~Olas ~ if
cp op
v3~()'since cc1 & v3~NU,
\I TPf(O,lO)BG
cp
p~oo,using
-~)O,as
or if v1~O,since c<b,&
buse 1G•
1a &G a<c.
Thus NS is a G-vector bundle over V,similarly '~emay
show NU is a G-vector bundle over V.
With the above definition of G,r-normal hyperbolicity,
we have the following:
Proposition 10
If G(x) is a 1-generic fixed set for ~if~(M),then
f is G,r-normally hyperbolic at G(x).
Proof
Easy:Just show that the tan~ent space at some point
XfG(x) splits as:TxM.TxG(X)*N~*N~ & then use the equivariance
& the G-action to define the splitting of TG(x)M.
Next we consider normal hyperbolicity for flowa.
Definition 15 (P-H-S 1,adapted)
Let ~f"']be the equivariant flow of Xt:C~(TM).we suppose
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V is a G-invariant compact C1-submanifold of M lett
invariant by the flow.
We say the flow (or X) is G,r-normally hyperbolic
at V,if for some individual map ft (t,&O) ft is G,r-normally
hyperbolic at V.
We have the following theorem of P-H-S 1:
Theorem
If one ft is G,r-normally hyperbolic at V,then they
all are,except fO,the identity.The splitting is independent
of t.
Proposition 11
If G(x) is a 1-generic singular set for X€e~(TM),then
X is G,r-normally hyperbolic at G(x).
Proof:Easy as in Proposition 10.
We also remark (P-H-S 1) that the splittings in
definitions 14 & 15 can be shown to be unique.
We now return to consiaer some local perturbation
theory for equivariant diffeomorphisms & vectorfields.
Lemma 4
Let f~if~(M),& suppose G(x) is a fixed set for f.
Then there exists an ftiBiff~(M),arbitrariIY er close to
f,s.t. ft is 1-generic on G(x).
Proof
First we note that if M- is a G-Riemannian man.ifold
then M is a Gx-Riemannian manifold,since U1,Gx) is .3. Gx
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manifold,by restriction of the G-action.
Now x is a fixed point of the Gx-action on M.TxM is
a Gx-normal bundle of x,w.r.t. a G-invariant metric. If C
is a suitable equivariant compression (see,for example,page
17) then Exp.C:TxM )N,where N is an open Gx-invariant
disc nbd. of x in M & Exp.C is a Gx-invariant diffeomorphism.
Now using Exp.C we may induce a linear structure on N,s.t.
Gx acts on N as a group of oribgonal linear transformations-
lthis is Bochners theorem.
Let WxG(x) be the orthogonal complement of TxG(X) in
TxM.We note here that TxG(x) is Gx-invariant,since G(x) is
Gx-invariant & x is a fixed pOint for x,so,in particular,
WxG(x) 1s Gx-invariant.
Then Exp.C(WxG(x)rSx is a G-slice at x,which may be
regarded as a Gx-invariant vector subspace of N.That Sx
is a slice is clear since Exp is G-invariant & C may be
extended to TG(x)M in a G-invariant fashion,using G,thus
Sx defines a G-tubular nbd. of G(x).
Thus identifying N & TxM using Exp.C,setting TxM-Rn,
we have sx-~o1 x Rn-p & TxG(X)=RP x fOI,where p=dim(G(x)).
Now there exists an open disc nbd. D of the origin
nin R ,s.t. the local representitive f* of f maps D into
Rn.This is so since ~o~ is a fixed poit for f·.
So for zeD,we have using Taylor's expansion:
r*(z)-Mz+G(z),where G(z)=o(z) & M=Df*(n)!L(Rn,Rn)
Now suppose AfGx,we have A(M·+G(·))A-1Z-MZ+G(Z).
i.e. AMA-1 Z+AG(A-1 z)-Mz+G(z)
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Thus we have (see, for example,Dieudonne .1,page 1l~3):
-1 w 1AMA -M, vA tGx• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Consequently G -is equivariant,i.e. AG(A-1z)_G(z).
Now Rn.RP x Rn-P& Gx respects this splitting,conse-
quently a typical element g£Gx may be represented as:
(~ :) .where A£L(RP .RP) & BEL(Rn-p .Rn-P).
Again,with respect to this decomposition,we have:
M-(;P :).Where YlL(Rn-p.Rn-P) & X'L(RP.Rn-P).
This follows since G(x) is a fixed set for f & so
TxG(x) is left fixed by Txf.
Thus condition 1 above may be written:
Which is clearly equivalent to:
-1BYB =Y. • • • • • • • • • • • L.
-1AXB -X. • • • • • • • • • • • M.
Now set Xa-aX,Ya-aY,for a£R.Then it is clear that
Xa & Ya satisty L. & M.
Now either Y has no eigenvalues modulus 1,in which
case f is 1-generic on G(x) & there is nothing to prove,or
not.If not,3h>O,s.t. if ()< 11-al~h,then Ya has no eigenvalues
modulus 1.
We define for ~t[o,11,t;:DCRP x Rn-p __ ~)R~nas follows:
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XL.l1q(y)(()yr 0 :~(Y)tWhere yiP & q is B
Coo funotion from Rn to R s.t.:
1. q=h on some diso nbd, J of 10}. in Rn.
2. O,q~h.
3. q=O outside of some diso nbd , P of ~01 1n Rn ,where
P is ohosen s.t.:
4. q is Gx-invariant.
That funotions satisfying 1,2 & 3 exist is standard.
Let q' be suoh a function,then set q=Av(q'),then q satisfies
the reqmired conditions.
We note,in particular,that IIqllr<oo.
Now f; is Gx-invariant,since q,G & M are & Gx acts
linearly on Rn.
Consider f~:Sxn~n.we note that S~D is a slice
at x.Working in M we define:
l'~:G(SxnD) )M by:
l'~(gy:).gf~ (y) ,gtG,~S:l'D. I
Then we assert that r; is a well-defined G-L~variant
Cr function which equals f on some oollar nbd. of G(S:x_I'D).
The seoond statement is immediate,by the construotion
of f*,i.e. f~af* in some collar nbd. of D (i.e. the boundary
of D).
We first show r~ is well defined.
Suppose gs-ht,s & tf(SxnD)g & h£G.Then we have to
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prove: gf*~s)-hf*(t)
i.e. that: h-1gf~(s)_t*(t)
i.e. that: f*(h-1gs)-r;Ct),uSing the Gx-invariance of f*.
i.e. that: r~(h-1(ht)).r;(t).
Thus r~ is well detined,the G-invarianee tollows
from the definition & er is obvious.
Since rtf-t on a collar of the boundary of GCS:x,I'D)
r~ extends to ~' on M,with f~.f outside of G(S~D).
Now tf may not be a diffeomorphism,if it is not we
note that as ~ )O,f~ er topology.This is a
consequence of the fact that IIl1qllr --0.
Thus using t~e openness of the set of equivariant
diffeomorphisms in the er topology,there exists etCk~<1t
s.t. f~ is a diffeomorphism O<a(e.Thus we may mak~ f~
arbitrarily er close to f & by construction f~ is 1-generic
on G(x),0<a~c.Locally we have:
nt' (X).(Ipa.. 0 aX),Where the splitting is givenaY
Remark:
In the proof of the above we have shown that our
perturb.ation f~-t outside of some G-tubular nbd. ot G(x),
i.e. if type(y)~type(x),f~(Y).f(y)
Lemma 5
Let ste~(TM) & let G(x) be a singular set for s,then
there exists an s'£e~(TM),arb1trarilY er close to s,s.t.
G(x) is a singular set for s' & s' is 1-generic on G(x).
Proof
The proof is similar,though more straightforward,
to that of Lemma 4.
As in the proof of Lemma 4,we take the Gx-normal
bundle TxM.Rn to x,x regarded as a fixed point of the Gx
action on M.We take TxG(X)-RP x l03 & sx.~Ol x Rn-P.
nNow since Gx acts linearly on R ,if A£Gx,then DA.A.
Thus noting that TRn.Rn x Rn,the induced Gx-action on TRn
is of the form:
We have a local representitive s* of s,s.t.:
s*:RP x Rn-p~T(RP x Rn-p).(RP x Rn-P) x (RP X Rn-P)
Now s*(t).(t;S*(t)),tERn•
Using Taylor's expansion:
S*(t).Mt+G(t),where M£L(Rn,Rn) & G(t)-o(t).
Noting the above remarks on the Gx-action on TRn,we
see bhat,as in Lemma 1~,M& G are equivariant,i.e.:
AMA-1.M,(A~Gx) •••••••••• 1.
Restricting attention to the second factor of TRn~we
see that any g(Gx is of the form:
(~:).Where At.L(RP,RP) etc.
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Also M is of the form:
Me(: ~)'Where X£L(Rn-P,RP) & YEL(an-p,an-p)
Thus as equivalent conditions to 1 we have:
(: :)l: ~)(:_1:_~=l: ;)i.e.:
BYB-1=y ••••••••••• L'
-1AXB -X. • • • • • • • • • • M'
Given a(R,let us define ya.Y-aI.Then X & ya satisfy
L' & M'.If Y has no eigenvalues real part zero,s is 1-generic
on G(x) & there is nothing to prove.lf not, h)O,s.t. if
O<a~h,ya has no eigenvalues real part zero
De:f'ine:
S*:Rn ~)Rn as follows:
~(y).(: :)y-{q(y)(: ~}14'G(Y)'Where q is the
function defined in Lemma 4,1;{O,11.
S{ is clearly Gx-lnvariant,since q & G & M are,& a~-a*
outside some disc nbd. of the origin in Rn.
Thus we may define a new vectorfield s( on R~M,whose
principal part is S~.
As in Lemma 4,we may extend s~ to s~ defined on M,
by restriction to ax & then extending.
As ~ ;.o,s~ ~ in er-topology & so we Dlflyarbitrar-
ily er approximate s by s~.
s~ is 1-gener1c on G(x),in fact, locally we have:
DS~ (x) _(DO X )
Y-~I
Finally,we again remark that s~.s outside of some
G-tubular nbd. of G(x).
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6. 1-generic is a generic property
Let ~(M,r)-~f£mif~(M):t is 1-genericl.
& let ~(M,r)-ix~c~(TM):X is 1-generioj.
We assume,as usual,that M is oompaot.
Clearly it nr~(M,r) then ~~M) & if ~(M,r) then
Xi\(TM)o·
It E is a G-fiber bundle over M,then:
eV:C~(E) x M )J1(E) is oontinuous (r)1),so
that,using Theorem 7,it is easy to see that both sets of
1-generio maps defined above are open.Thus 1-generic is an
open .property for these sets.
The aim of this section 1s to prove that:
1. ~(M,r)cmtf~(M) as a dense set.
2.~(M,r)cC~(TM) as a dense set.
We will give a detailed proof for the diffeomorphism
oase only,the result for C~(TM) is proved similarly.
Reoall that we have a partial order on M,defined
by the orbit decomposition M-M1U...UMN.
Let a£~1,•••,NJ be s.t. j,a implies j-a.Call such a
minimal.
Proposition 12
It a is minimal,Ma 1a a closed submanifold ot M.
Proot
Ma is certainly a submanifold of M.lf Ma is not closed
.\:a sequence of points xn of Ma,s.t. xn~Ma.Bu.t,using
a slioe at x,we see that type(x)(a.Contradiction by the
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minimality of a.
Let i£i1, •••,Nj.nefine,for XlMi'~=~ ZfMi:Gzc<Txj.
Then ~c:Mi as a submanifold & G(~) -Mi (See Append:lx1 ).
Note that if i is minimal ~ is closed.
With the natural induced G-action we define (M x M)~
in the obvious way.
It is clear that (M x M)~~ x ~,in fact we have:
Proposition 13
~ x ~ is an isolated subset of (M x M)~.
If i is minimal,~ x ~-(M x M)~.
Proof
Suppose (z,y)~~ x ~.Then Gz=Gy.Gx•
3nbds Uz & Vy of z & y respectively s.t. if aEUz or Vy
then Gs is conjugate to a subgroup of Gx (See section 1,
Part 2).Thus if (s,t)£Uz x Vy then G(s,t) is conj~~ate to
a subgroup ot Gx & is equal to Gx iff Gs·Gt=Gx -we note
here that (z,y)E(M x M)f iff GznGy=Gx,this also implies
that the second statement of the proposition is trt;e.
Consequently (UZ x Vy)n(M x M)~C~ x ~.
Now define:
w- U (UZ x Vy).
f(z,y)£~ x ~~
This is clearly a nbd. ot ~ x ~ disjoint from
(M x M)f-~ x ~.
Now ~- U Mt,where the Mi are the connected aubmand.roId
jEJi
components ot Mi,Ji is finite.We set dim(Mi)-q~.
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obvious.since the left hand side is certainly contiaf.ned in
~ x~.
Thus IX M)~c~ x Mf- U
~ ~(m,l)E.Jix
connected component AM1) of IXM)~
connected component M~ x MI of (M
codimension qr,bY Proposition 13.
Ml Mm. x i
J~ ].
& each
is contained in the
xx M) i as a submanr.roLd of
Define:
El.lfi:C~(M,M x M) :(fIM~~M~) in (M x M)~~.
Lemma 3 gives us immediately that Et is a dense subnet of
C~(M,M x M).
Now if a is minimal,M~ is closed & so compact,~herefore
E~ is open (openness of transversal intersection).
Now,by standard properties of transversali ty,i.rf€E~
then (fIM~)-~(M~) is a submanifold of M~ of codime:J.sionO.
Thus,since M~ 1s compact (fIM~)-1~M~) is a finite 3et of
pOints,say lXk~ktQ~.
Now each G(xk),kfQ~tiS a fixed set for f on G(M~).
We may construct a set of mutually disjoint G-tubul~r nbds
Uk of G(xk).Lemma 4 imn11es that we may approximate f by f'
s.t. f' 1s 1-generic on G(xk) & f=f' outside of
M- U jUk.Since E~ 1s open we may suppose that no new fixed
kfQa
sets are introduced on M~-here we use Theorem 7 On J(M~).
Thus letting H~=~r(C~(MtM x M): rIG(M~) is 1-generic],
we see that H~ i~·an open & dense subset of C~(M,M x M).
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Since Ja is finite:
H.n Hj is also an open & dense subset of
a j~J a
I aC~(MtM x M).
Now the relation < enables us to define the graph
g( t1, •.,NP-gN of (M,G).Vertices of this graph are points
i~~, ••,N~& ijis a directed edge iff:
1. i<.1 & ik s. t , i<k <,1 &
2. 3x,with type(x)-i,s.t. XE~Mj.
Here we are directinl?:the edges of our graph ,1 ~i.
If K is a finite graph,define vert(K)-set of vertices
of K.
We say H is a subgraph of gN iff vert(H)c~1, ••,Nl &
the set of edges of H is defined by the re1ation< .i.•e.
ij~H iff ij(gN & i & jevert(H).
If JC~, ••,N~ we define gtJ) as the graph generated
on this subset by < •g(J) is a subgraph of gN.
We assert that given gN' we may construct a sequence
of graphs (gk)0<k~N s.t.:
1. gk is a subgraph of liN with k vertices.
2. Qkcllk+1 as a sub~raph,1~k~N-1.
3. 111 is a vertex corresponding to a minimal point.
We note that 2. implies that if jt:gk+1,jillkthen if
i<j, iEgk•
First we define the idea of a maximal element.
If ~~1, ••,Nl,say t is a maximal element of II(J) if for
k~t,k~II(J) then kat.
Define IIN_1·g(~1,••,N~-~t1~),where t1 is a maximal
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element ot gN-
~ is obviously a subgraph of rr with one lessl:)N-1 DN
vertex.
We proceed inductively:Suppose gN-r has been defined,
then,if r(N-1,we set
gN_r_1·g(vert(gN_r)-~tr+1j),where tr+1 is a maximal
e~ement of gN-r.
If N-r-1,then vert(Q1)-a minimal pOint by construction.
The checking that 1,2, & 3 are true is trivial.
Corresponding to Pk we have a subset Ik- U Mj of M.j£PkWe note that Ik is closed,1(~N.
Define:
j < r \ jHi-~ffCG(M,M x M):f (MiUIi_1)
Hi- n Hia~ffC~(M,M x M):flIijfJi
We have already proved that,if a is minimal,Ha is
an open & dense subset of C~(M,M x M).Suppose that Hi is
is 1,",!,gener1Cl~
is 1-genericJ.
open & dense,1~k.We will prove that Hk+1 is open &dense
& hence,by induction,~ci(M,r)-HN will be open & dense.
Now Er.lfEC~(M,M x M):(fIMi~Mi) in (M x M)~ is
a dense subset of C~(M,M x M).
j j jSet Fk+1-HknEk+1 ,j~Jk- Let f£Fk+1.
Since Hk is open & dense,by the inductive h~,othesis,
F~+1 is a dense subset of C~(M,M x M).
Consider (f'M~+1)-1~M~+1)_ThiS is a submanifold of
codimension O.
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i.e. (fl~+1)-14~+1)·)Xl~l~Qi+1.we assert t;hat
Q~+1 is finite.For,if not,3a convergent sequence of distinct
pOints Xm,m(Q~+1,s.t. xm---+x.Olearly fx-x.Now xt~+1'
since (fl~+1~~+1) & therefore x is an isolated fixed
pOint.Now x~Mb for some b,clearly type(x)<k+1,since IkUMk+1
is closed.But flMb is 1-generic by the inductive hypothesis
& therefore G(x) is an isolated fixed set of f.Oon1;radiction,
therefore Qi+1 is finite.
Let us take a cover of the G(xl) by mutually disjoint
G-tubular nbd. pairs (Ul,Vl) s.t. Ul::lV1::lG(Xl),lEQi...1 •
Noting that Ulnlk-~,we have,by Lemma 4,arbitrarily good
Or approximations s: of f s.t. fl·f on IkU(~+1- U j Vl) &
l(!~k+1
fl ls 1~generic on G(x1),l£Qi+1.
Now since V is compact we may assume by the trans-
versality condition for F~+1 that G(xl) is the only fixed
set for f' in Vl.Thus fl£Hi+1 & H~~1 is dense in Hk•
We must also show that H~+1 is open.To do this we
make use of the fact that IkUG(~+1) is closed.
First note that if f!Hi+1,(fllkU~+1)-~M) consists
of a finite set of isolated G-Orbits,G(xl),xlilkU~+1tl P.
We take a set of mutually disjoint G-tubular nbd.
pairs (Ul,Vl) covering these orbits s.t. Ul::lVl.Now,asin the
proof of Theorem 7,we may find a nbd. N1 of f in O~(M,M x M)
s.t. i:r giN 1 :
V In( g 'IkU~+1 )-1l:i.. M) contains at ·most one G-orbit
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of the inverse set.
The oondition that (gl(IkU~+1))-~M)n(M-U Vl)"~l(.P
is an open eondition,since IkU~+1 is closed.Thus 3nbd.
N2 of f in e~(M,M x M) s.t. if g~N2 the above relation is
satisfied.
Let N-N1nN2nHk•
Now,using the fact that ev:e~(E) x M )J1(E) is
oontinuous,we may insist that NCH~+1.
Therefore Hk+1- n H~+1 is open & dense in Hk & soje.Jk+1
in C~(M,M x M),completing our induction.
Now11Biff~(M) is an open submanifold Of(lC~(r1,M),
therefore we may state:
Theorem 8
~ci.(M,r)c:i!hf~(M)as an open ,~dense set.
In a similar manner one may also prove:
Theorem 9
~ci.(M,r)c:e~(TM) as an open & dense set.
No"ting that if n:1lB if~ (M) is 1-9.;eneriothen
~~M) we have, using Theorem 7 & the oontinuity of the
evaluation map, an appropriate Isotopy theorem for 1-generic
maps.Similarly for 1-generio vectorfields.
Now one feature of 1-generic maps is that under
arbitrarily small er perturbations fixed sets may va~ish,
see Example 1,we now show that generiodly we may suppose
~hat this does not happen.
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For suppose f£Ei.~gEC~(M,M x M):(f\Mi~Mi) in (M XM)~~.
'rhenwe know that (f(Mi)-~Mi) is a collection of isolated
points ~xk~kfQ .& G(xk) is a fixed set for f.Now we know
that Gx(xk)-xk,by choice of Mi.suppose that dim(N(Gx))>dimGx'
then N(Gx)Xk will be a submanifold of dimension at least 1,
containing ~.But N(GX)Xkc:Mr & thus N(GX)xkC(flMi)'~~M~).
Contradiction.Therefore,if (fIMi)~~Mi)~~ we always have
dim(N(Gx))-dimGx.See also the remark following Lemma 3.
Definition 16
Say ~iff~(M) is 1·-~eneric if f is 1-generic & f
has no fixed sets G(x),where dim(N(Gx))>dimGx•
Denote the set of 1*-generic maps bY~*(M,r)
The above remark,together with an examination of the
proof of Theorem a,proves that:
Theorem 10
~·(M,r~iff~(M), as an open & dense set.
Similarly,tor the vectorfield case we have:
Definition 17
Say SEC~(TM) is 1*-generic iff s is 1-generic & s
has no·singular sets G(x),where dim(N(Gx)))dimGx•
Denote the set of 1*-~eneric maps bY~*(M,r).
As in the diffeomorphism case we have:
Theorem 11
~·(Mtr)cC~(TM) as an open & dense set.
Again,it is easy to see that if ~if~s 1*-generic
then, under perturbation,no fixed sets vanish-this is a
consequence of the m in the definition of Er.Similarly for
the vectorfield case. Thus we have:
Theorem 12
If ft'ihff~(M) is 1*-~eneric,then 3nbd. N of fin Cr
topology, e,t. if geN, 3an eq1livariant COO isotopy Kg between
the fixed sets of f & g.
Theorem 12
It S£C~(TM) is 1*-generic,then 3nbd. N ot s in Cr
topology,s.t. if glN,3an equivariant COO isotopy Kg between
the singular sets of s & g.
We conclude this section with a definition:
Definition 18
We say ~iff~(M) is 2-generic ift f~~(M,r),for all
non-zero integers n.
We say t is 2*-generic iff fn is 1* generic,for all
non-zero inte~ers n.
We denote the respective sets of 2-generic (2*-generic).
diffeomorph1sms bY~(M,r) ~(M,r)).
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7. Closed orbits of'Equivariant vectorfields
This section is devoted to a few preliminary x'esults
concerning closed orbits of Equivariant vectorfields &
the flow structure on G-orbi ts left invariant by the'flow.
First,for completeness,we state & prove a result,the
first part of which we have used already (see,for example,
Wasserman. ,:D.
Proposition 14
1. If S~C~(TM) & F(s):M x R---+M is the flow of stthen
F(s) is equivariant,i.e. F(gx,t)=gF(x,t) (gE.G).
2. The isotropy group G. is constant on integral curves
of F(s).
Proof
~. Let Fx(t) be the integral curve of s through x,then:
s.Fx(t)-DFx(t,1). Using the equivariance of s we
have: s(gFx(t))-ng(s.Fx(t))=DgDFx(t,1)
-D(gFx(t,1)).
i.e. gFx is the integral curve of s through g:c.The
uniqueness of solutions gives the result.
2. Suppose glGx,then gFx(t)=Fgx(t)-Fx(t).ThUS GF (t)~· •X' x
Converse is also true,giving result.
Definition 12
If q is a closed orbit of S~C~(TM),we set
Gq-!g£G:g(q)-ql.call Gq 'The stabiliser grou~ of q'.
Remark:!f q is a closed orbit of s,so is gq,gtG & it is
easy to see that G -gG g-1gq q •
Proposition 15
Let X.Eq,then:
1. Gq is a closed subgroup of G.
2. GxCGq as a closed normal subgroup.
Proof
1. Obvious:Since G & q (~S1) are compact.
2. Clearly G~G ~iving the first part of 2.q . .
Now Ggx·gG~-1,but if g~Gq,Ggx-Gx,by Proposition 15,
Therefore Gx~Gq.
Proposition 15 tells us that Gq/Gx is a Lie group,we
have in fact:
Proposition 16
G /G ~Cr or S1,where er is the cyclic group of orderq x
r,r-1,2,.. •
Proof
Let x be some pOint of q,fixed once & for all.
Let T be the prime period of q,then any pOint m~q
is uniquely representable as Ft(x),~t<T.
Let us orient q in the direction of positive with t
increasing.
For all tE[O,T),either there exists gttGq s.t.
gtX.Ft(x),or not.
If not,there exists a minimum striotly positive value
of t,say P,s.t. there exists gp£Gq with gp(X)-Fp(X),but
~£Gq s.t. gX-Ft(X) with o<~<P.we consider the set of points:
2gp(X).Fp(x),gp(x)aF2P(X) ,etc.
It is an easy exercise to check that we have the
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following sequence of isomorphisms:
~ ~
g ~ ~ ~ .. . g ~ ,1 g ~_ .....poo+)[g;1(x),xJ-P>lx,gp(x)J -p)(gp(x),g~(x~~ ••••••
Noting that gr(x)_F p(x),3some least positive integerp r
n~2,s.t. g~-1(x)=x,or lies to the left of x,& g~(x) lies
strictly to the right of x.
Now g~-1(x).F_r(X),for some r,O~r<P,& thus g~(X)-Fp_r(X).
But,by our choice of gp,r must be zero,since otheniise
g~(X)aFp_r(X)~(x,gp(x)).
Suppose 3h€Gq s.t. hX€(g~(x),g~+1(x)).USing ~he above
sequence of isomorphisms g;rh(X)i(X,gp(x)).contradiction,
by ohoice of gp.
Consider the set ~g~:r=o,1,••,n-11 .We may represent
each element of Gq/Gx as a coset ~hGxj,h~Gq.we assert that
the set of cosets ~g~Gx~O{r~n-1 is isomorphic to Gq/Gx•
This is obvious,since ~bGx~ & ~fGxJ represent the same
I -1element of Gq Gx iff! h~Gx iff fxagx. q.e.d.
Suppose the first possibility occurs.
Consider Gq/Gx-~gGx~g~G •
q
gGx·rGx if! rx-gx.Therefore each point z~q defines
a unique coset of Gq/Gx & conversely.(We have implicitly
used the compaotness of Gq here to show Gq(x)aq )
Thus Gq/Gx is a 1-dimensional connected Lie group
& so isomorphic to S1_in fact naturally to q with the
multiplication defined by the flow mod T.
Proposition 17
If Gq/Gx·s1 then there exists S1CGq s.t. Gq-s1.Gx•
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The product is not generally semi-direct (unless S1"G =e)x
Proof
Let gX & gq denote the Lie algebras of Gx & Gq respect-
ively.Then gXcgq as a vector subspace.
. Y)We have 1-parameter subgroups of Gq,~atJ,defined for
each y~gq (see,for example,Kobayashi & Nomizu 1,page 38ff)
Denote the set of these subgroups by ~aI1Yigq.NOW X~gq,s.t.
x XXig .Let us consider V-orbit of at.There are two possibil-
ities:
11. V is closed in Gq.This implies that V is an 8 ,i.e. a
closed orbit.
2. If V is not closed,V is,& V is a closed Abelian connected
Lie subgroup of Gq,i.e. V is a torus.We may clearly choose
an 81 subgroup of V s.t. 81 is not wholly contained in Gx'
using the fact that XigX is an open relation.
We now show that the S1 constructed above sat1.sfies
the conditions of the Proposition.
We first note that 81(x)-q.For,if not,3P£(O,T) s.t.
for all g£S1 gx-Ft(x),for some t s.t. O~t~p & P is the
smallest positive number satisfying this property,P may
be supposed non-zero since 81~Gx(P,Of course,may be strictly
negative,but we assume P positive w.l.o.g.,i.e. if P is
negative set XI__X & use XI).
~. 1 1Therefore ~E8 ,s.t. hX-Fp(x)-slnce 8 is compact.
But let gX-Fe(X),w~ere e is s.t. p+e<T,gl81•
Then gh(x)-F~e(X),contradlction by the definition of
~P.Ther~fore 8 (x)-q.
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Now we assert that any geGq may be written g=rh,rEGx'
h(S1.For,given g£G ,choose heS1,S.t. hx-gx.Then,sincethGx~
. q
is a coset in Gq/Gx,there exists an r~Gx s.t. g=rh.Thus
G -G .S1.q x
We note also that Gq-s1.Gx.Since,if s~S1,h£Gx,then
g.s(s-1hS) & S-1hS£Gx,uSing GX4Gq•
1Remark:We note that qCG(x) iff Gq/Gxas •
Since Gq may be considered as a group action on M,
by restriction,& since q is the Gq orbit of x~q,we have at
each point x of q a Gq-sliCe,which we will denote by Qx.
Definition 20
1Let Gq-S .Gx•
With the above notation,let z£Qx,then let us define
1p(z), 'the period of Z w.r.t. S ',to be the number ot points
of intersection of S1Cz) witb Qx.
Proposition :..§
1. p(z) is tinite (z~Qx) & in fact we have:
2. There exists a least positive integer P,s.t. p(z)\p,ztQx.
Proof'
1. Since S1 is a compact Lie group & since Gq(Qx) is a
. 1Gq-invariant tubular nbd. of'q,S (z) is a submanif'old of'
Gq(Qx) of'dimension 1.Thus,since S1(z~x,s1(z)nQx is a
finite set of pOints.
2. Let us assign to S1 an orientation,corresponding to
that ot q.
Now tiximg attention to id~S1,id(x).x.3a nbd. V of'the
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in S1 s.t. if ~V-tidl,then gx~x.Thus 3a least h£s1,strictly
to the right of the id s.t. hx-x (h may equal the identity)
Now,as in the proof of Proposition 16,we may show that
3p*>o,s.t. s1(x)n~x~-~x,hx,h2x, ••,hP*-1xJ.
We assert that p(z)~· (Z€Qx)
For if z~Qx then fz-z implies f(Gx,since Qx is a slice
for Gq at x.Now if,in addition,f~s1,then f_hr for some r,
O~r{P*-1 & therefore p(z)(P*.
Finally,we choose the smallest number P s.t. p(z)(p,
z~Q & P positive.x
Definition 21
1Say P is the period of S w.r.t. q.
Remark:
Let us take a G-slice,Sx at xfq.We assert that S1(z)
meets Sx in precisely p(z) points,where p(z) is the period
of z,if p(z) is defined.
For,let h be defined as in Proposition 18,then hx-x
& so hSx-Sx.Thus hZESx.Further ~ny h' lying between id &
h s.t. h'zfSx,since by construotion of h,h'tGx.Consequently
1S (z) meets Sx in precisely p(z) points.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a study
of the orbit structure of equivariant vectorfields defined
on the homogeneous space GIH,where BCG as a (closed) Lie
subgroup.
We are thinking here particularly of the case where
H-Gx & G/H~G(x) & G(x) is left invariant by the flow,for
7')L..
examole,when qCG(x) or x is a fixed point.
Let H be a closed (Lie) subgroup of G.We consider the
set of G-invariant sections of T(G/H).8ince G is transitive
on G/H,it is clear that if s is a section of T(G/H),then
s is defined by its value at any point of G/H.Further
(lookin~ at local cross-sections of Gx,XfG/H) it is easy
to see that all equivariant sections are COO .Thus we will
consider C~ (T(G/H)) •
Let st.cg>(T(G/H)),there are three possibilities:
1. s has a fixed point on G/B.
2. s has a closed orbit on G/H.
3. Neither 1. nor 2. occurs.
We examine these three cases in more detail:
1. If s(x)-Ox,for some x~G/H,then s=O on G/H.In particular,
therefore,if X(G/H)~O,there are no non-trivial equivariant
vectorfields on G/H.
The converse is,however,false;e.g. SO(4)/80(3)~S3.
2. We have that G/H is foliated by circles,see also case 3.
3. Let xt:G/H P,~ let O(x) denote the a-orbit through x ,
Define G~.~g(G:gX=F~(x),for some tJ.Fs is the flow of s.
Proposition 19
G~ is a subgroup of G.
Proof: Trivial.
Clearly O(x).G~(X).Now O(x) & Gi are not closed,for
otherwise O(x) would be a point (case 1.) or an 81 (case 2.).
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Proposition 20
1. Gx<1G~.
2. G~/Gx is a commutative group.
Proof
1. let gt:G~& hl:Gx.!tleconsider ghg-1(X).NOW g(X)=Ft(x) for
some t,.&g-1(x)=F_t(x).Further the isotropy group is
constant on o(x) ,therefore:
ghg-1(x)=ghFt(X)=gFt(X)-Ft(gX)=Ft(F_t(X))=x,therefore we
-1have ghg e Gx•
2. If Ft(x)=gx,Ft,(x)=g'x,where g & g'~ G~ then:
Ft+t,(x)=g'Ft(x)-g'gx.
Ft·+t(x)=gFt,(x)-gg'x.
-1 -1Thus g 'gx=gg 'x,hence g 'ss ' g E Gx.Therefore G~Gx is
commutative.
Now ~~CG as a closed,therefore Lie,subgroup &,using
the compactness of G,~~(x)-~,where orxJ is the closure
of O(x) in G/H.
Proposition 2_:!
~~/Gx is a closed connected Abelian Lie group.
Proof
Let ~. & g£~~.Then 3convergent sequences g~ & gn of
points of G~,s.t. g~ )g' & gn )g respectively.let h~Gx.
, ,-1 -1( )From Proposition 20,we have gngngn gn x =X & so
• ,-1-1 -1 -1gngngn gn )g'gg' g LGX•
-1 -1Also gnhgn £Gx so that ghg e Gx•
Thus Gx<1~~ & ~~/Gx is an Abelian Lie group.To see that
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it is connected,we note that orxJ is connected & ~~/Gx=otXJ.
Cor 21.1
ITtXJ is an r-torus,Tr,for some r.
Proposition 22
G/H is foliated by r-tori,each of which is invariant
by the flow of s.
Proof
We define an equivalence relation * on G/B.Say x·y
iff YE~.We assert * is an equivalence relation:
1. Reflexivity. Obvious.
2. Symmetry. If y~OrxJ we wish to show that XEotYJ.Now
if YiorxJ there exists a convergent sequence gn of elements
of G~ s.t. gn )g,where gx=y.But,therefore,we have a
sequence tiER s.t.:
gix=Ft (x)----+;y as 1~·--_+'00.
i
Let us consider F t (y)·gi1(y)_~g-1YDX,aS i )00.
- i .
i.e. we have shown xtotY).
3. Transitivity. Let us suppose x*y & y*z.As above we
have sequences ti,t! s.t.:
Ft (x) )y
i
Ftl(y) )z.
Given 1/n 3j(n) s.t. Ft' (Y) 1/n approximates z.
j(n)
~nd,given j(n),3i(n) s.t. F (ti(n)+tj(n) x) 2/n approximates
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Ft' (Y).Consider the sequence:
j(n)
Fti(n)+tj(n)(x) as n
limit equal to z.
)Co.Clearly it has a
Thus x*z.
Consequently we have a partitioning of G/H into
disjoint sets of the form OTX).Cor. 21.1 shows that we
have a partitioning of G/H by tori Tr,where r may not
be constant.We will show that r is in fact constant on
G/H-even on different connected components of G/H.
Suppose x & y belong to different * equivalence
classes.Since G is transitive 3gtG,s.t. gx=y.Consider the
map: E:~~---«~y;tl -17ghg •
E is clearly a group isomorphism & E(Gx)=Ggx.Thus
E induces an isomorphism ~;
giving us the required result.
Thus we have the required foliation of G/H.
Let S~Cgo(T(G/H)) & let XfTx(G/H) be Gx-invariant,i.e.
Dg.X=X (g(Gx),then we have:
Proposition 23
The set of Gx-invariant vectors in Tx(G/H)~~o(T(G/H)).
Proof
Given X£Tx(G/H),with Dg(X)=X (g£Gx) define Sx by:
sX(fx)=Df(X),f(G.
Sx is clearly well-defined for suppose fx=hx,then
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sX(fx)=sX(hx) iff Df(X)r:Dh(X) iff D(f-1h)X=X iff f-1htGX.
But fx=hx so that this condition is satisfied.
Now ~ ~sX is obviously in~ective.Conversely any
element SlCgO(T(G/H)) defines a unique JrLTx(G/H) by X=s(x).
X is er -invariant &, this map is an inverse mao to the abovex
map.
--,----
Now if x~G/H,X£Tr,where Tr is a torus of the foliation
of G/H defined by S.
Let X£TxCTr)c:Tx(G/H). Now Gx=id on Tr,since Gx is
constant on O(x).Thus X defines an equivariant vectorfield
on G/H & hence,by res~iction,a vectorfield on Tr.
It is not difficult to see that the flow defined by
X on Tr is either an irrational flow on ~yt x TS ,for each
YfTr-s,where Tr_Tr-s x TS or a rational flow on Tr
And,in fact,~iven SX{C~(T(G/H)) we may perturb X to X' s.t.
sX.lTr is rational-with arbitrarily high period-or irrational.
Thus we may state:
rrheorem 14
If S!CgoCT(G/H)) then:
1. s is COO & either
2. s-O,or
3. G/H is foliated by r-tori,Tr,s.t. SITr is isomorphic to
a rational or irrational flow,for some r depending on s.
Definition 22
With the above notation,we call r the s-rank of G/H.
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We let R(G/H)=max~s-rank:s~C~(T(G/H))l.call R(G/H)
the (vectorfield) rank of G/H.
Remarks
1. If ~G/H)~n,then R(G/H)=0.
2. If dim(N(H) )dimH, then R(G/H)~1.
Let S~~(T(G/H)) be s.t. G~/Gx~R,R=R(G/H).NOW
Gx<lN(Gx),define P=N(Gx)/Gx.P is a Lie group.Vle have a natural
P-action on the manifold N(Gx)x,given by ~~~)(gG~y=gy,
:ye N( Gx)X.
Now clearly G~CN(Gx) as a subgroup.Since Gx4~;,we may
regard G~/Gxep as a closed Lie subgroup.
_Th_;;.;e;.;;o;_;;;r_;;;.em 15
Proof
~*/G is a toral sub~roup TR of P.Suppose TR is notx x
maximal in N(Gx)/Gx.Let TScP be a maximal toral subgroup,
then TS(x)=Ts &,since T8(x)GPx,any vector X at x,tangent to
TS(x),defines a vectorfield X on TS(x).By choice of X,X may
be made into an irrational flow on TB.AS above X extends to
an equivariant vectorfield on G/H.Thus R(G/H)/.8,contradiction,
therefore s=R. ------------------
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8. Genericity for closed orbits of equivariant vectorfields
Let S~C~(~M) & let q be a closed orbit of s.We let
T rtenote the prime period of q.
In what follows we will often have to distinguish
between the two cases:
1\.: Gq/Gx~Gr & B: Gq/Gx~S1.
We have already remarked that if Gq/Gx~S1 then ~G(x).
In particular,q is a COO submanifold of M,since q=Gq(x).
If G /G ~Cr,then q will,in general,be only of class Cr &,q x
as an easy consequence,G(q) will only be of class Cr.We set
dim(G(x))-p,where xE.q.We note that in case A dimG(q)-p+1.
Let (D,Do) denote a Poincar~ disc pair for q at x
(see Abraham g for definitions) then we have a Poincare
map f,defined by the flow of s,f:Do )D.
Let us consider case B first.We may suppose that
n_RP-1 x Rn-p,where RP-1 x !O~G(x) & to! x Rn-P is
transverse to G(x) at x.
Locally,we have:
Df(X).(T
'vI
Y£L(Rn-p,Rn-p) etc.
We note that f:RP-1 x Rn-p~RP-1 x Rn-P is s.t.
r(y,0)=(y,O),using the equivariance of the flow of s.
Consequently:
Df(X)=(~ ~)
Similarly we have for case A:
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X) n- -1 n--1y ,where Y~L(R P ,R P ) etc.
Definition 23
~'/e say q is a 2-generic closed orbit of S(C~(TM) iff,
with the above notation,Y has no eigenvalues modulus 1.
Equivalently
1. Noting that T~~s)~L(TxM,TxM),q is a 2-generic closed
orbit iff TxF~s) has n-p-'I"eigenvalues modulus not equal
to 1 (Case A) or n=p eigenvalues modulus not equal to 1
(Case B).
2. ~s in the sin~ular point case,it is easy to check that
q is 2-generic iff X is G,r-normally hynerbolic on G(q).
We now restrict attention to case A:
J~t us consider the G-normal bundle N of G(q),which
is the orthogonal complement of ~G(q) in TG(q)M w.r.t. an
r-1eqllivariant Riemannian metric.N is of class C •
r-1 ( )VIehave a C G-tubular nbd , K of G q in f1,construct-
ed using the exponential map,i.e. K=exp(Ne),where Ne is the
set !V(N:Hvr<ei,ror some ~().In fact we mav regard K as the
imap;cof N,by the map exp.C,where C is a suitable equivariant
compression.In the sequel we will ident.ify K & N by means
of this map.
Now we mav define a 'q-slice' at x~G('l)'~x,to be e1ual
to Nx.AS a consequence of the fact tihat N \G(x) is a G manifold,
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:; is 8. slice in N\G(X) & we have the following properties:x
1. P;I~X"Qx,l0 iff @;~Gx.
2. If p:U - )G is a local cross section in G/Gx,then the
map ~:U x Qx )M,defined by F(u,s)=p(u)s is a diffeomorph-
ism onto an open nbd. of x in N G(x).
3. (~x is Gx-invariant.
4. We may choose a coordinate system on Qx s.t.,w.r.t.
this system,Gx acts on Qx as a ~roup of orthogonal trans-
formations.
In the sequel,properties 1 & 3 will be of the most
use.
We note that NtG(X) is in fact a COO G vector bundle
over G(x),so that q-slices are COO.
-----,---
With the above notation we define diam(K)=diam(Ne)=
diam(Qx).e.(Not 2e:)
Let us suppose,therefore,that we have the above defined
bundle N over G(q).Then,let us set N*=NIG(x).As indicated
above N* is a CooG vector bundle over G(x).
\'Ieobserve that, for diam(N) sufficiently small, we have
Let us define,for O<r~1,
Nr-~v~N*: \\vl(reJ.
Clearly,for r sufficiently srnall,we may define,using
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the f'Low,a E!!neralised Poincare' map:
f:Nr )N*.
;.itrir.tly:Define f on some t r-ansver-se disc nbd , VC:N* in
usual way,then extend using G:We note that q may meet N*
in more than one point.
l'roposition~
Regarding Nr & Not as G-manlfolds of class em,f is a
er equivariant diffeomorphism of Nr onto f(Nr)CN*.
Proof
J~t yt:N •. r
f(y)=FT'Cy)(y),for some T'(y)~R,F denotes the flow
of s.
cg-1FT'Cy)(gy)-since F is equivariant.
Thus, since N* is a G-manifo Id,FT' (Y) (g;y)~ N*.
Therefore gf(y)=FT'(y)(gy)=f(gy).
We note also that T' is equivariant.
As an immediate consequence of the above we have:
Cor 24.1
If q is a closed orbit of type A,q is 2-generic iff
/its generalised Poincare map is 1-generic.
Now if dim(N(Gx))>dimGx,then dim(N(Gx)x)1.Since
s~N* ,N(Gx)XCN*, therefore the f'oLLowf.ng definition makes
sense:
Definition 24
If q is a closed orbit of type A,we say q ls 2*-generic
iff its generalised Poincar' map is 1*-~eneric~
------------------
8~)c:_.
9. Some Floquet ~heory for Equivariant Vectorfields.
Let S~C~(TM) & let q be a closed orbit of s & take
x~.
Recall that there are two possibilities:
A: G /Gxi"Ck,Ck:CYCliC group of order k ,q
1B: Gq/GxSl:'S•
The aim of this section is to obtain a 'nice' repres-
entation of s in a nbd. of q.To do this we adopt a similar
approach to that used in Abraham 1,for the G=id case.The
fact that,in case A,q may only be of class Cr,& hence Tq
r-1of ClASS C ,necessitates that extra care must be taken
in case A to get the strongest results as regards differen-
iabi1ity.Cases A & B will,in fact,often be treated separately.
--,---
First we have some preliminaries on bundles.We treat
cases A & B separately:
Case A
We define
Vq=U1Tgy( ~q) :P;E G,Y~q~.
Then Vq=G(Tq),& it is easy to see that Vq may be given
r-1 ( (the structure of a C G-vector bundle over G q). Vq is
a sort of vertical tanp;ent bundle of G(q),regarded as
'almost' a fiber bundle over G(x)-it is,if Gq=Gx).
We let Nq be the orthogonal complement of Vq in TG(q)M,
w.r.t. an equivariant Riemannian metric,henceforth supposed
fi r-1xed.Thus Nq is a C G-vector bundle over G(q).
Let us consider TG(q):This is a Cr-1 G-vector bundle
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with a Cr-1 G-vector bundle complement in TG(q)M,say NG(q).
Also we may define:
VG=UYryG(Y):Y£G(Q)l= U TG(x).
i.. • x~q
And a~ain it is easy to see that VG is a Cr-1 G-vector
subbundle of TG(o)M.
( r-1Now 'PG q)=>Vq as a C G vector subbundle,consequently
NG(q)CNq as a cr-1 G vector subbundle.
IJ9t us define VG'" to be the ortho~onal complement of
Vq in TG(q).VG'" is a Cr-1 vector bundle.We note that,in
general,VG* does not equal VG,regarded as subbundles of
'rG( q)M.
Now if we consider Nqlq,we see that Nq is a normal
bundle for q &,lettin~ Na denote the open disc bundle radius
e,we have that for some e'>O,exp:Na'--~)M is a Gq-invariant
diffeomorphism onto a Gq-tubular nbd. of q.
SimilarlY,NG(q) is a normal hundle for G(q),& 3e">0,
s.t. elfexp:NG(q) --~)M is a G-invariant diffeomorphism onto
a G-tubular nbd. of G(q).
Thus,takinp; fke,min(e',e") & a suitable (equivariant)
compression of N ,we may define both of the above Cr-1q
tubular nbds,in terms of restrictions of the exponential map
on TG(q)M,since TG(q)M~q=>NG(q).
Identifying tubular nbds & corresponding bundles,we
note,in particular,that NG(q)x is a q-slice at x,& that
NG(q)x may be regarded as a Gx-invariant vectorsubspace of
Nqx with complement VGi,also Gx-invariant.Nqx is a Poincare
disc for q at x,for sufficiently small e.
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Hemark:
Using Appendix 2,we may take er approximations to all
the bundles defined above f?~, in particular to Nq & NG(q) &
VG'" Pr we may assume TG(q)rPN~NG(q) as a series of Cr
G vector bundles & Cr G subbundle inclusions. Every thing said
above remains true with these er approximations,except the
tangency properties.
Case B
We may define Vq,Nq & NG(q) as above,noting that all
these bundles are now c<~& that NG( q)=NG(x), the normal
bundle of G(x),since G(q)-G(x).we have the same obsevations
regarding normal bund Les ,()<, tubular nbds, with one new point:
VqcTG(x) as a G-subbundle.'tJe define C to be the
orthop;onal complement of Vq in TG(x),then we note that
NG(x)~C.Nq.This is so since CJLNG(x) & CcNg.Now NG(x)x is
a !!!£! at x,not just a q-slice,& further e is tangent to
G(x).'rhus we may rersard the G invariant Poincar( discx
N"x as being the direct sum of the Gx-invariant subspaces
Cx & Sx·Pictorially:
Diagram g
We will now generalise this tangency property to case
A,up to the c" level. '"Ie first prove the following Lemma,
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a ~eneralisation of a Lemma in P-H-S to the G category.
Lemma 6
rSuppose V is a properly embedded G-invariant e sub-
manifold of a finite dimensional er G manifold Mtr~1.Suppose
also that 'd is another compact er G manifold. Let K be a
given bundle map,s.t.
commutes.
We suppose k is a er equivariant map r-1p," K is a c
bundle map K ITV=Tk,.(}, K is equivariant.
Then k extends to K,where K is a er eqivariant map
of some G-invariant nbd. of V in M into W.Further,TK=K,on V.
Proof
Let j:W~Rn be a er e'1uivariant embed1ing of \'1 into
Rn,where Rn 1s a Euclidean G-space.Such embeddin~s exist,see
Palais,Borel .1.
As in P-H-S, using the ~/hitney extension theorem, we
may construct a er map k*,k*:U )Rn,s.t. Tk*-Tj·K on V &
U is some nbd. of V in M.Now k* is not necessarily equivar-
iant but since Tk*=T.j.K on v;K* is equivariant on TVM.
Let us take a G-normal bundle p of jW in Rn,this
defines a G-tubular nbd , H of ,jW.W.l.o.g. we may suppose
k*(U)cH.
We now average k* over G:define k+ as follows:
Now k*(V)-jW,so ~iven H we maY,for sufficiently small
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G-invariant U,insist that k*(U)cH.Thus k+:U----+)Rn is a er
equivarit,nt map.
Further,we assert that Tk+\TVMIIITk*lTVM.TOsee this
let v(TVM & let c:R---+)M be s.t. c {O).v.Then clearly
( p;c ) '( 0) -sv •
Now Tk*(v)=Ck*c) 'CO).But Tk*is equivariant on TVM so
that: Tk*Cv)_g-1Tk*(~v)_~-1.(k*~c)·(0).ThUS:
Tk*(v)_g-1.(k*gC)'(0).'fg(G ••••••• 1.
Now Tk+(V).(k+C)'(O)-a%(k+C(t))taO
-( .r ~-1k*~C(t)dg)
'(fi lG taO
-fGg-1.(k*gC)'(0)dg•-r Tk*(v)dg,by 1.
G
- Tk*(v).
Thus Tk+Cv)=Tk*(v) (V€TVM).
Finally we set K=j-1.p.k+.Since p is er equivariant
& pk+(U)-jW,K is well defined & a er equivariant map.Since
Tp T(jW)-id,TK=K on V.
Now TG(q)MavqaNq-VqaNG(q)aVG*IIIVqaNG(q)aVG,since
VqaVG*-TG(q)-VqaVG.
Let us take er G vector bundle approximations;in TG(q)M,
·~(q),Vc}* & Nq to NG(q),VG* & Nq respectively,so that rm.(q)- -is still the orthogonal complement of VG* in Nq.
We note that we still have:
TG(q)M-Vqa§q=vgaNG(q)aVG*-vqaNG(q)aVG.
We let N-§qlq,e-fG*lq & Q-Na(q)lq;then N,e & Q are er
Gq vector bundles over q.
Let us consider the inclusion i:q<;G (q) p" the bundle
map K:TQM~~>TG(q),defined as the composite ot K1 & K2,
where:
1. IS is the pro.1ection of TM onto Tq;C ,alon~ Q.q
2. K2:TqM :)TqM,is defined by pro.1ectin~ C onto VG\q,
~arallel to Tq;NG(o) q,l.e. K2-id on Tq;NG(o)( o.
Then with the above definition of K,K is a Cr-1 G
q
vector bundle map & K\Tq-Ti.
Now,with the notation ot Lemma 6,we take W-G(Q),i-k,
& VaQ to get a er Gq map a:U---· )G(q),whereU is a Gq-
invariant nbd. of q in M,s.t. T~aK.
Noting that NG(q)\q is the tangent bundle of NG(q)\QcM,
restricted to q,it tollows that we may regard ~-exp(e)\M
aa a locally embedded er submanitold ot M.(If we recall pa~e
83.we may suppose C is embedded by the exponential map,
composed with a suitable compression;we may suppose that
this composition 'works' also for NQ,NG(aJ etc.).~ is 'close'
to G(q) near q.
We assert that d'.Q\~:~ )G(q) is a Gq invariant
Or embedding. This is immediate,since TCl:ITqCis an injection.
(We may need smaller U here,of course).
We assert that,given d':~ ~(q),we may extend d'
Gq invariantly to a er Gq jnvariant map ot some invariant
obd. V,in M,of'Q,s.t. d'iN-id (i.e. N embedded in r'i,seeabove).
This may be done using i'ihitney'sextension theorem as
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in Lemma 6 (~P-H-S ,1: i.e. we embed M equivariantly in R~
by the map j,& extend j.d' locally on V,using Whitney's
extension theorem as in P-H-S 1 & then we follow the
proceedure of lemma 6.We omit details.
Finally we arrive at a map d:W )M,where d is Gq-
invariant p(, er PIC W is a Gq invariant nbd , of q s.t. d\~=d'&
d1N=id.
As on page 83 we may assume C & N both embed inside w.
Ivenow define a new Gq tubular nbd , of q,by composit-
ion with d.Thus if f=exp.C':N )M is the tubular map for
N (C' is a compression) we define a new tubular map
h=(d.f):N >M.This clearly defines a Cr Gg invariant
tubular nbd. for q.
ilieassert that:
1. h(Qy) is a q-slice at y,y£q.
2. h(Cy) is tangent to G(Y) at y~q.
1. ls clear by constrnction,since hlQ=f\Q.
2. \ve must show Td(fC )=T G(y).But T (re )=C ,!}. hencey y y y y
Td(Cy)=VGy=TyG(y),by the definition of K & VG.
Thus we have:
Proposition 22A
Let q be a closed orbit of SfC~(Tf'1)of type A.Then
there exists a Cr Gq tubular nbd. D of q,s.t.,if N denotes
the associated bundle & f the tubular map,then N may be
regarded as a codim 1
the direct sum of two
subbundle of TqM.Further N is
subbundles Q & C,where,if xiq,
Tx(f(Cx))=TxG(x) p~ f(0.x) is a q-slice at x.Further :'l is the
orthogonal complement to e in N.
Remark:_._
Even thou~h f is er it does not follow that s,pulled
back r fact f*s will in general be only ofto N,is C ,in
r-1 In the rest of the section we will often haveclass C •
to assume s is of c.lass at least e2,if q is an orbit of
type A. --------~-----
The corresponding result for case B is:
Proposition 25B
Let q be a closed orbit of s~e~(TM) of type B.Then
00there exists a e Gq tubular nbd. D of q,s.t. i! N denotes
the associated bundle p.~ f the tubular map, then N may be
rep;arded as a codim 1 Ca:> Gq subbundle of TqM.Further N is
the direct snm of two COO Gq subbundles Q & e where,i! XEq,
ex is a vector subspace of TxG(x) of codim 1 &_f(Qx) is a
slice at x.Also Q is the orthogonal complement to e in N.
D(~finition 2r,
tVecall tubular nbds satisfying the conditions of:
Proposition 25A:Cr ~~ charts for q.
rroposition 25B:eOO Gq charts for q.
We now prove a result corresponding to Proposition 18
for case A.
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Proposition 2~
If G /G ~ck,for some k,then there exists a cyclicq x
sub~roup em of Gq s.t.:
Gq-cm.Gx & rim.
Pr-oof
\rle know from the proof of Proposition 16 that 3ht:Gq
~ r-1 ~ is.t. qnG(x)=lx,hx, ••,h x~.Now the h ,i=0,••,r-1 clearly
helon~ to different connected components ~f Gq.lf hpr=id,
for some ~1,we set Cm.~id,h, ••,hpr-~.If not,we may approx-
imate h by h' in Gq s.t. h' belon~s to the same component
of G as h & hI is periodic,i.e. h,m.id for some m>O,for
!J
«justification of this, see Montgomerry ,~Zlppin ,1, page I:3 •
We assert that h' generates the required group.
We note that hlx=hx,since hi belon~s to the same
component of Gq as h.Thus hP=hlP,PEZ.Let Cm denote the
cyclic f1;roupp;;neral;ed.by h ",Clearly rim.'Nemust show that
each element k of G may be written k=h'Pg,~~Gx,O,p~m-1.q
'rh.isis 80 since kx=hx,fo.r:'some p,()~p~m-1,then h,-PkE::Gx•
Thus k=(h,P)(h,-Pk).
Definition 26
mWe say that P=m/r is the period of C w.r.t. q.
-----------
Now r-ec aL'lthat TG(q)M=NG(q)~TG(q) p~ in case A. the
bundles on the H.H.S. are Cr-1 whilst in case B they are
COO ,since G(q)=G(x).
Now we may rep;ard NG(q) as being (equivariantly) ident-
ified with the quotient bundle:
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NG( q) =rrG (q) l"!/rrG (q) =UhyM/TyG (y) :YEG (q)1 ~
Let Ft denote the flow of s then,since G(q) is Ft
invariant both TG(q) & TG(q)M are left invariant by Ft.Thus
we may define the quotient map NzFt by requiring that the
fnllowin~ dia~ram commutes:
Here 1 is the projection map of the quotient.
~1 ~1NxFt is of class C ,since TxFt is of class C •
Let T denote the prime period of q.
Definition 27
We say q is twisted (untwisted) iff N~~L(Rv,Rv) is
orientation reversin~ (preserving),here we are identifying
HV with NG(q)x.
~rk:Using the 1-parameter p;r01J.nproperty of Ft it is
not difficl1lt to see that this definition is independent of
xtq (cf. page 75~~braham 1).
Let us now consider the bundle C,associated with the
tubular nbds defined in Propositions 25A PG 25B•We recall
that C was a Gq vector bundle of class Cr in case A & class
COO in case B.
Proposition 27
1. In case A:C is a (Cr) trivial bundle over q.
2. In case B:C is a (Coo) trivial bundle over q.
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Proof
We will only prove 1.,the proof of 2. is similar.The
important part of the proposition is the actual trivialisat-
ion constructed.
Now e=VG*lq & C is er-1 isomorphic to VGlq,usinga proj-
ectLon map,as used in the proof of Proposition 25A..
We assert that 3a CO-vector bundle isomorphism H',s.t.
,commutes
For some fixed x~q,we let (VGlq)x be identified with
Rd,where d is the fiber dimension of VG.
We identify the interval [n,r) with s1.Here we regard
(,1 a'"i:> ." the unit circle in the complex plane & identify with
[O,T) so as to respect the ~roup actions,i.e. if ~dent'
denotes the identification map,ident:(o,T)~S1;t~2TTt/T.
Whenever,in the sequel,we identify 81 with an interval,we
shall assume the identification to be of this form.
Let Ft denote the flow of s,then we define:
H':81 x (VGlq)x---+VGlq;(t,x~ ')TFt(x)•
'I'hds is a well defined bundle map,for G(q) & q are
Ft-invariant so VGI~ is Ft-invariant.Further Fo=FT'sO that
oH' is at least C .We note that H' aovers h,where h(s)=Fs(X)'
thus h is Cr.
Therefore VG Iq"~ hence e, is at least CO trivial & thus
C is certainly er trivial by a vector bundle morphism er
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apnroximation H to H',which we ~~y assume still covers h,
since h is Or.Thus we have the Or commutative vector
bundle diaf2;ram:
___: 8_1_~Rd ,where h(S)=Fs(x) &
~
H is an isomorphism.
In case B,although Ft is only Or,restricted to q it
is eoo,as Flq is isomorphic to the 81 action on q,81:Gq•
As an easv corollary to Proposition 27,we see that
the definition p;iven of q 'twisted' is equivalent to the
usual definition (see Abraham 1,pap;e 75) stated in terms of
the normal bundle to q,i.e. Nqlq is orientable iff NG(q)lq is.
Let us consider NG«(J)lq=Q',regarded as a er-1 quotient
bundle.Fix x~q & let v=dim. of the fiber of NG(q).We will
identify RV with Q~.
We will have to distinguish between the two cases
Q' orientable P(. Q' non-orientable. First let us take an
involution J of RV,which we s-rppos e equal to the identity
if (~' is orientable P,e to be orientation reversing if Q' is
non-orientable.
Recall that for orbits of type A or B we have defined
a positive integer P,the period of em (case A) or 81 (caseB)
w.r.t. q.
Let us take an 81.we identify 81 with [O,PT).we define
L:S1 x RV~S1 x RV by L(s,t)-(s+T,Jx) we note that LP=id.
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r")' orientable-,....;;..~..;.;;;;..;...;..;
as those transformations with positive determinant.We require
A to satisfy:
1. Ao=id.
2. ArT+t=NxF -rT·At'r=1, ••,P-1, tf(o, T}.
Q' non-orientable
as those transformations with negative determinant.We require
A to satisfy.
1: A =J.o
2: ArT+t=NxF_rT·At·~,r=1, ••,P-1,~[o,Tl.
That such A exist is a consequence of the path connect-
edness of GL+(Rv) & GL-(Rv).
We define Bt:Q~ )Q;"y=Ft(X),~[O,PTJ,bY:
Bt=NxFt.At,in the orientable case.
Bt=NxFt·At·J in the non-orientable case.
Using 2: we may show that,in the non-orientable case,
BpT=JP,but JP.id,since P is even for Q' non-orientable as
may be easily checked. Define:
Since BpT=id,B' is continuous,consequently we have a
continuous vector bundle rna"giving: us a P-fold cover of Q':
\ie note that b(S)=Ft(x) & we also have B'.L=B'.To see
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tl:lelatter point,consider Bt+TJx=rNxFT+t.At+T.J(JX),but,
usinp.;the definition of At,we see that the expression on
the ri~ht hand side=NxFT.Nx!t.Nx'_T.At.J~X=Nx't.At.J~.Btit
proving that B'.L=B'.
Now Q' may be Cr Gq approximated by Q,as in Proposit-
ion ?5A(case A),or is a Gq Coo vector bundle Q in case B.
'l'hua we may apnroximate B' by a Cr vector bundle map B"
(case A) or a COOvector bundle map B" (case B) cover-Lnz b.
b.Now in general B".L"B",but define:
p-1
B(s,j:)=( I B"(s+rT,.ri))/p.r=1")
Then B.L-B & B is s.t.:
B is a P-fold cover of Qt
Cr in case At
COO in case B.
b
Now B is a vector bundle immersion &,using Btwe will
'pull back the G -action on Q to one on 81 x RV.q
Case A
We define a Gx-action on 81 x RV by:
g(S,t)"B;1(g(B(S,t))),Where Bs.B1tsJ x RV,g~Gx &
( 1 vs, t)t 8 x R •
Clearly this gives us an induced Cr Gx-action on 81 X'Rv.
To define the em action on 81 x RVtwe first note that if
h generates Cm & xfq,then hX-FT/r(x).we define h on 81 x RV
by:
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Then hP(s,t)=B;1pT/r(hPB(s,t))'Pf~o, ••,p-11'& we note that
hm=id Pr, the Cm-action on S1 x RV is !ree.
Hep,:ardinp,:,forthe moment,em x Gx as a set,we define
a Cm x Gx action on 81 x RV by settin~:
• • • • • 1.
Now em x Gx does not give a Lie group action on
81 x RV,if ref7,ardedas a product,howevere,using the 'semi-
direct product construction',see Scott .1,pap:e1()1,we take
mthe ~roup vomposition on e x Gx defin~d by:
(u ,v) (u ',v ') )(UV tU' -1vu 'v ' ) , 11, U ' t:Cm;v, v 'EGx.
Then em x Gx' wi th this action, is a Lie ~roup p~ acts
as a Lie ~roup of er transformations on R x RV,using the
action defined in 1.,since:
(hP,g)«hq,g')(s,t))=hPghq~'(s,t).(hP+q,h-qghqg')(s,t)
.«hP,~)(ha,~'))(s,t).
We will denote em x Gx,with this composition,by Gq•
We assert that,w.r.t. G~ & Ga,B is an equivariant
map,in the followin~ sense:If (hP,g)fG*,then:q
B«hP,~)(s,t)).hPgB(s,t).
This is so for:
B«hP,g)(s,t))=B(hP(~(s,t)))
-B(hP(B;1(~B(S,t~)))
.B(B;:Tp/r(hPB(B;1(~B(S,t)))))
-hPp;B(s,t)
Case B
We proceed as for case A,firs~ defining the Gx-action
on .~1 x RV then the 81 action. We note that the action is
COO here as B is COO .Also S1 acts freely on ;31 x RV.i'leset
G '" ,,1 G • th th b s .ti ",...i B • •.1 =r» X 7
X
' W1 ,. e a ove compo l. on.~a n l.S an equavar=-
q
iont map in the sense of case A.
Remark:
1. In either case A or case B,S1 x RV is a Gq vector
bundle over R,since B is a vector bundle map.
2. \~enote that 'L' commutes with the G*-action onq
[11x nV;this follows since L obviously commutes with the
em & Gx actions on R x RV,since B is L-invariant,thu8 L
commutes with the G~ action.
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Now recall that in:
Case A N=Q~e,where N,Q &. e are the er bundles defined in
Proposition 25A•
Case B N=Q~e,where N,Q &. e are the eoobundles defined in
Proposition 25B•
We showed,in Proposition 27,that e was er (Coo) trivial
in case A (case B).We may clearly take a P-fold cover of
e & pull back the Gq action,as done above,to get:
~1XRd
t b 11 where b(s)~Fs(X).
q+----8
We have a G* action on 81 x Rd &. em (or 81) actsq
freely on S1 x Rd.This action is er in case A,eOO in case B·,
&. in either case 81 x Rd is a Gq vector bundle.
Thus we have a P-fold cover H.B~A of ~e,s.t.
em (81) acts freely on 81 x RV x Rd &. 81 x RV x ~ol
&. 81 x !0] x Rd are mapped onto Q &. e respectively by H.
Further 81 x RV x l~~& 81 x ~()..! x Rd are Gq invariant
subbundles of the G* vector bundle 81 x RV x Rd.q
We define J on RV x Rd by J(x,y)-(Jx,y),then J is an
involution.If we define L:S1 x RV x Rd ~>81 x RV x Rd by
L(s,x,y)-(L(s,x),y),then H.L-a. &. also L commutes with Gq.
We.now take the universal cover of 81 x RV x nd to
get the commutative vector bundledia~ram:
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!:=r- : S_1_X_r: ~Hd< __ "" h R x RR1"v
qf----- *
where c(t)=t mod
,
"de first pull back the G* action on S1 x RV x Rn toq
an :"letionon H x RV x Rd:
Case A
First we define a Z-action on R x RV x Rd:
If n€..Z,wedefine n(s,(x,:v)),(s,(x,:v))£R x RV x Rd,bY
n(s,(x,y»)=(c,id);~nT/r(hn(C,id)(s,(X,y)),where
(C,id)s+nT/r=(C,id)\\s+nT/rJ x RV x Rd & h is the generator
of cm.
~'lesimilarly define a Gx-action on R x RV x Rd, by pull-
in~ back the Gx-action on 31 x RV x Rd,using (c,id).
We define a composition on Z x Gx,making it into a
Lie p;roup,by:
(n,g)(n',g')=(n+n"h-n'~hn'g,),n,n'£Z;g,g'EGx· , ,
\tJe denote Z x Gx,with this composition,by G;.Then G~
acts as a Lie ~roup of Cr transformations on R x RV x Rd by:
(n,g)(s,(x,y))=n(g(s,(x,y))).
'rhen (c,id) is an equivar1ant vector bundle map,w.r.t.,
G· 8: G*,i.e:q q "
Case B
Here we have a COO R x GaG! action on R x RV x Rd,x q
(c,1d)(n,~)(s,(XtV)).(hn,g)(c,id)(s,(x,y)).
defined as above.
In both eases A & B:
1. Set K-H.(c,id).Then K is an equivariant VB-immersion,i.e.
if (n,g)£G~,then K(n,~).hngK.
,
3. K.L=K & also L commutes with the Gq action.
4. K(R x RV x lOj).Q & K(R x ~OJ x Rd)=O.
5. k(s)-Fs(x),where K covers k:R )q.
Definition 28
We say that the triple (R x RV x Rd,G~,K) is a Or (case
A),Ooo(case B) 'G pseudo chart for q',a 'GPO',if R x RV x Rd
Cl
is a universal cover for N,satisfying conditions 1,2,4,5
above.lf.in addition,it satisfies condition 3 we call it a
demi-periodic GPO.
K is of class Cr (case A) & COO in case B.
d' ,2. R x RV x R is a G~ vector bundle with G~ invariant
complememtary (ortho~onal) subbundles R x RV x tOJ,&
H xi 0] x Rd .G~ acts as a cr p.:roupof transformations in
case A & as a COO group in case B.Further Z (R in case B)
acts freely on R x RV x Rd.
,
Remark:As we have defined it,G~ is not unique,as m (or P)
is not unique.We could have insisted that m was a minimum &
pursued uniqueness properties.We will not do this here.
Now given the tubular nbd. D of q & associated bundle
N""Q{»C& tubular map f,we may pull back s on D to a vector
field,which we still denote by s,on N,s,pulled back is only
r-1of class 0 ,if q is of type A.
Now we have the vector bundle immersion K &
isomorphism, so we may pull back s to K*s,where:
(K.S)(S,X,Y).(TK(s,X,y))-1s(K(S,X,y)).
We will denote K.s _by s*.
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Theorem 16
Let M be a G-manifold,seO~(TM) & q a closed orbit,
prime period T (If q is of type A,we suppose r~2 ).Then
vd'there exists a demi-periodic GPO (R x R x R ,G~,K) for q
s.t. the principal parts of the local representitive of s,
w.r.t. the GPC,s*-(s;'S2,s3),where:
s1:R x RV x Rd )R
s2:R x RV x Rd )Rv
s3:R x RV x Rd )Rd,
have the form:
s1(t,x,~).1+Q(ttx,y)
s2(t,X,y)zA(t)X+R1(t,X,y)
83(t,X,y).B(t)X+C(t)Y+R2(t,x,y),
( \.... vd.where t,x,y~R x R x R &.
1. A(t)£L(Rv,Rv).
2. B(t)EL(Rv,Rd).
3. C(t)EL(Rd,Rd).
4. 'l (t, 0, 0) -0, Vt1.n.
5. R1(t,O,O)=O;R2(t,O,O)-o,Vt2R.
6. DiRj(t,o,0).O,i-2 or 3,j-1 or 2.
Also we have the followin~ relations involving J & T:
1: A(t+T)-JA(t)J.
2: B(t+T)=B(t)J.
3: C(t+T)=O(t)
4: Q(t+T,x,y)-q(t,Jx,y).
5: R1(t+T,x,y)-JR1(t,Jx,y).
6: R2(t+T,x,Y)=R2(t,JX,y).
Proof
We take as GPO the demi-periodic GPO constructed above.
First we note that s*(t,O,O)-(1,O,O).This follows as in
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A.braham,1, as our demi-periodic GPC is certainly a pseudo-
chart in the sense of Abraham,thus:
s1(t,x,v)-1+Q(t,x,v),with Q(t,O,O)-0.
Now,if q is of type B,s· is of class Or.If q is of
r-1type A,s* is of class 0 .Thus,in the latter case we assume
r.)2.With this proviso,we apply Taylor's theorem to get:
1+Q(t,x,y) 0 ° 0 ° 0
s*(t,x,v)- ° + ° Ds2(t,O,0) x + R1(t,x,y)
° 0 DS3(t,O,o y R2(t,x,y)
R1 & R2 satisfy conditions 5 & 6.
We consider Ds2(t,0,O).F1rst:
DS2(t.O.O':).A(t)X+M(t)Y.A(t)£L(RV.RV).M(t)~L(Rd.RV).
Now OycTyG(y),y(q & thus,to linear approximation,we
may regard 0yCG(y).oonsequently s resticts to a vector
field on CcQ~C-at least to linear approximation.But,since K
respects the splittin~ Q~O K )R x RV x Rd,S* restricts to
a veetor field on R x i 01
s*:R x ~oj x Rd·_ _'~R x ~Ol x Rdc:.Rx RV x Rd.
dx R ,i.e.:
(again to linear approximation),thus M(t)-O.Thus
conditions 1,••,6 are true.
Since K.L=K,L*K.-K.s,thus L.s··s* & this implies:
s1(t+T,x,Y)-s1(t,Jx,y),
s2(t+T,x,Y)·JS2(t,Jx,~),
s3(t+T,x,Y).s3(t,Jx,y).
Thus we have the additional relations 1·,••,6*.
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Next we aim to remove the dependence of the linear
anproximation A(t) to s2 on t.We will do this by defining
a map T:R x RV x Rd ,R x RV x Rd;(t,x,y) )(t,P(t)x,y),
where P:R >L(Rv,Rv) is s.t.:
1. pet) is an isomorphism for each ~R.
2. pet) is periodic,period 2T.
3. P(t).A(t).p(t)-1+p,(t).p(t)-1 is independent of t.
This is a simple variant of Floquets bheorem,the
proof given here is similar to that in Abraham 1:
We define a vectorfield w on R x RV x Rd by setting
w(t,x,y)=(t,x,y;1,A(t)x,O)
It is clear that:
1. w is complete.
2. The flow of w is of the form H(s,x,y;t)-Cs+t,GtCs),'Y),
where Gt(S)£L(Rv,Rv) is an isomorphism & the map t )Gt(s)
is a 1-parameter ~roup,i.e.:
Gt+r(s)-Gt(s+r).Gr(s).
As A(t) is demi-periodic,so is w,i.e. L.w-w.Consequently
L commutes with the flow of w or:
Gt(S+T)=JGt(s)J,t€R,S£R.
Using the I2;roupproperty of Gt we see that:
G2T(O)=JGT(0)JGT(0).
Therefore G2TCO) has a square root,but an isomorphism
ytl,(Rv,RV) has a aquar-e root iff it has a logarithm (Pontrap;-
in 1,page 285).Thus there exists an A~L(RV,RV) s.t.
exp(2TA)-G2T(O).
Define p(t).exp(tA).CGt(0))-1.p clearly satisfies
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conditions 1 & 2.
Ideconsider T:R x RV x Rd~R x RV x Rd;(t,x,y)~
(t,P(t)x,y).
Then T*W(t,X,Y)=DTW(T-1(t,x,y),now:
1
DT(t )= p'(t)(·)x pet) °.,x,y
o 1
so,therefore,T*w(t,x,y)-
p.( t)( :)P(t)_1X P:t) : ~(t:P(t)_1X
1
=
o
But the inte~ral curve of w,through (0,x,y) is mapped
by T into the curve t~· >(t,exp(tA)x,y).Consequently:
P(t).A(t).p(t)-1+p'(t).r(t)-1.A,proving 3.
Theore!L1Z
vd'There exists a GPC (R x R x R ,G~,S)for q,s.t. the
principal parts of the local representitive of s*,w.r.t.
this pseudo-chart,s*=(s1,s2's;) have the form:
s~(t,x,y).1+~(t,x,y)
s?(t,x,Y)=AX+R1(t,x,y)
s~(t,x,Y)·B(t)x+C(t)Y+R2(t,x,y),where:
A(L(RV,RV);Q(t,n,O)-O,Ri(t,0,O).n,i=1 or 2,
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DjRi(t,0,0).O,i=1 or 2,j=2 or 3.
iilealso have t'1at 1,R1,R2,B~" 0 are periodic in t,
pertod 2T.
rr.oof
Usin~ the map T defined above,T:R x RV x Rd~R x RV xRi
twe push forward the G; action using T,so as to make T an
equivariant vector bundle map & R x RV x Rd a Gl vectorq
bundle over R.
We note that T respects t~e splitting R x RV x io1,
R x ~o~ x Rd.Thus (R x RV x Rd,G~,K.T) is a GPO for q.
~'/orkingwith the linear approximation to s...,we see that:
1 ()
T*s·(t,x,y). P'(t)(.)p(t)-1x pet)
oo
() 1
o A(t)P(t)-1x
1 B(t)P(t)-1x+O(t)y
1
•• () + Ax
o ~(t)x+O(t)y
',,'/enote tha.t;we ~et a contribution to s2 from s1,namely
(P'(t)(~(t,p(t)-1x,y»p(t)-1x.However,since Q is 01 in x & y,
this does not contribute to the
linear approximation ~ satisfies the conditions for R1.Thus
the theorem is proved.
Remark:
Before proceeding,it might be worth asking how far
can theorem16 be strengthened. First it would seem possible
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to insist in Theorem 15 that C(t).O,i.e. in the trivialis-
ation 31 x Rd of C,if 81 x lS] ,s~d,corresponds,at least
to linear approximation,to ~at~tG,then we would have C(t).O
erhis is easy to do,though with a loss of differentiability
for type A closed orbits ).One mi,;z:htthen try & remove the
dependence on It' of both A ~ B.A~a1n,this is not difficult
to do, but the map T no longer preserves the splitting
;~C,though it still preserves C.As we need this splitting
for our main application of f(,heorem16,we will not pursue
this point here, but refer the reader to Appendix 4.
---,_ ..._ .._.-_._
Definition 29
Let q be a closed orbit of S£C~(TM),if A has no
eigenvalues real part zero in the representation of
'rheorem 16,we say q is' 2"-generic.
It is not a priori obvious that this definition is
well defined,i.e. independent of the particular Floquet
representation chosen. The next Lemma resolves this point
~'.shows that 2"-p;enericity is equivalent to 2-genericity.
The Lemma is adapted from a Lemma in Abraham 1
_Lemma ~
Let s* be the vector field defined on the Floquet
pseudo-chart of Theorem 16.Let H deno.be the flow of s*,
. 123Ht(r,x,Y)-(At(r,x,y),At(r,x,y),At(r,x,y)),where
(r,x,y)~R x RV x Rd.
2Then D2At(r,0,O)-exp(tA).
Proof
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Regard Ht(r,x,y) as a function of t & x,i.e. we
suppose r & y fixed.
Since A~ =id,D2A~(r,0,n).id.lt clearly suffices to
show:
Now it is easy to see,interchanging the order of
differentiation,that:
d(D2A~cr,O,o)J -A.asC - SaO
Using the 1-parameter group property & the chain rule:
2 2 2 2D2At+sCr,O,O)-D2AtCAs(r,O,O)).D2AtCr,O,O)
Hence:
d(D2A;Cr,0,O)JQit s-t = d<D2A~+s(r,o,o))as[ js=O
..d\D2Ai(A;(r,o,n)).D2A;(r,o,o)1~t- ~s~
..~(D2A~(A;cr,O,o))2 .D2A~Cr,O,o)+as~ Js=n
D2A~(r,O,o). d (D2A~(r,('),o)) •- ~L js~
Now the flow Ht defines a local er diffeomorphism
of (O,0,O).Noting that H2T(O,O,O)=(2T,O,O),Lemma 7 shows ns
that D2F2CO,n)=exp(2TA).
Recalling that fCC) is tangent to G(q) at q & that
TqG(q) is invariant by the differential of the flow,we see
that:
(eXP(2TA) :)DF(O,O)= • • • • • • • • • .1L
Now the map F is the pull back of j2,where j is the
square of the Poincare map for q,defined on the Poincare
disc Nx-Qx@Cx,where S(O,O,O)-K.T(O,O,O)-x,i.e.:
S2T. F.'?'SO'where Ss·S ns! x RV x Rd.
Thus S2T.DF(O,0).Dj(x).So.
Since S is periodic,period 2T,we have immediately:
'lJ!mma 8
q is 2-~eneric iff q is 2ft-generic •
.: .~
Our objective is now to show that given a closed orbit
q·of see~(TM),Of type B,we have arbitrarily small er
eqnivariant p~rt'trbations st of s,s.t. Cl becomes a 2-p;eneric
closed orbit for st.For type A closed orbits,using this
} I t Cr-1 b' '-2tlpprOaCl,we on y ge ~ pertur at~ons for str~ •
su,P'PoseX is a vectorfield defined on the demi-periodic
GPO (R x RY x Rd,G~,K).we ask when X.K.Y,for some vectorfield
Y defined on N.We assert that it is necessary & sufficient
that L.X.X,For L.K.-K.,so if X is the lift of Y,L.X-X,so
the condition is necessary.eonversely,~iven X,define Y on N
. .
by Y(z )-TK.X(z '),where z t~K-1 (·z).Now if f!t:K-1(z), so does
Lz',for K.L(zt)-K(z·).Therefore Y is well defined & the con-
dition is sufficient.
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Now if X is CS,y will be of class CS,in case B,since
K is of class COO (In case A Y will only be of class
Crnin(r-1,s) ).
We restrict attention to case B:
Let us define Xtcr(T(R x RV x Rd) by:
X(t,X,y)=(t,x,y;O,F(t,x)x,O),where
F:R x RV ;)oJJ(Rv,Rv)is a COO map.Let us suppose
that J.~(t+T,Jx)Jx=F(t,x),then L.X=X ~ X is the lift of a
COO vector field Y,defined on N:
Y(z)=TK.(O,F(t,x)x,O),where (t,X,Y)~K-1(z).
Now,using the Floquet map T,we consider T*X.From the
formula on pa~e 104. it is clear that:
T*X(t,x,y)=(t,X,y;O,P(t).F(t,P(t)-1x)p(t)-1x,O).
We now define a map f:R x RV x 10~---~)RIH,s.t.:
1. t is Coo.
• • v2. f is G;-invariant,i.e. f(~(t,x)).r(t,x);~fGq;(t,X)(R x R •
3. r is L-invariant,i.e. r(t+T,Jx).r(t,x).
4. f=1,on some nbd. g of R x to~ v1 in R x R •
5. f=O,outside of some nbd. 82 of R x ~Ol in R x RV.
That such a map exists may be seen by definin~ a map
fl satisfying 1,4 P.:. 5 on the P-fold cover 81 x RV of C.
We then avera~e w.r.t. the p.:roupZp x G; (where Zp is the
action correspondin~ to L,-recall L commutes with Gq_).
Finallv we pull back to a map on R x RV satisfying 1, ••,5.
We set F:R x RV )L(Rv,Rv);(t,x). )(f(t,x)I)x.
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Then F satisfies the above conditions & defines a er
,
Gq-invariant vector field Z=T*X on the Floquet chart
v dR x R x R s.t.:
Z(t,X,y)=(t,x,y;0,f(t,P(t)-1x)rx,O).
Thus on some nbd. F1 of the zero section in R x RV x Rd
we have Z(t,x,y)-(t,x,y;O,Ix,O) & Z is supported on some
bounded nbd , F2 of the zero section.v/e no+e that llZlr(oo.
+Define Zk=kZ.k~R .We define:
sk=s*-Zk,then we have:
D(sk)2(t,O,O)a(A-kI).
Now if q is 2-generic there is nothin~ to prove,so
suppose q is not 2-~eneric.Then 3h>O,s.t. if O<k(h,A-kI is
~eneric,i.e. has no eigenvalues real part zero.
Now let us consider sk,defined on the tubular nbd. D
of q.vle note that sk=s on El collar of the boundary of D in
M.
ll1erecall that f«(~y),:v(q,was a slice at y,which we will
denote by Q~. ~)et W= U(~~.
.. -.:rEq
Let us consider sklw.we note that W is G -invariant,weq
extend Sk\W to a tubular nbd , of G(:v),G(\O,b:v:
Sk(~z).~sk(z),g£G,zEW.
Now since sk\~'Jis Gq-invariant,it is easy to check
that Sk is well defined & G-invariant.lf sk is er so is
sk.Since sk=s on a collar of the boundary of W'Sk extends
to skEe~(TM),with sk=s on M-G(\v).
\A/eassert that Q is a 2-generic closed orbit for sk'
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O<'kS'h.We just work backwards rCompub e sk in the Floquet
chart constructed for s.Denote the local representitive of
ski in this chart by (sk)*.The fact that f(Q ),yEq,is a slicey
at Y,means that (sk)*\R x RV x iol is unchanged,i.e.:
D(sk)2(t,O,O)-A-kI.
Thus q is a 2"-l2;enericclosed orbit for sk & hence,
by Lemma 8,q is a 2-generic closed orbit for sk.
To see that we may insist on sk being arbitrarily
Cr close to s,just note that l\zft r<00, implies
~kzllr -->O,8G hence lSk-sUr :>0.
Thus "/e have proved,for type B closed orbits:
Theorem 18-
Let S£C~(TM) & let q be a closed orbit of s.Then we
may arbitrarily Cr approximate s by s',s.t. q is a 2-generic
closed orbit for st.
Now the above approach,for type A closed orbits,will
only give a Cr-1 appr-oxf.ma t Lon +;0 s,1:Th:i.chis 2-rreneric
(r)2).This occurs,since the tubular map is only of class
Cr as is N.Thus we cannot even define Cr approximations to
s on N.
However Theorem 18 is easily proved for type A closed
orbits,without loss of different1ability,& we~ive a proof
in Appendix 3•.
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10. Some Perturbation theory for neighborhoods of closed
orbits of Equivariant vectorfields.
This section is divided into two halves,the first
half is concerned with closed orbits of type B,the second
with orbits of type A.In both instances we will be proving
a result about genericity in a nbd. of the closed orbit
rather than just for the orbit as in section 9. We will
eventually use the results of this section to prove a
density theorem for 2-~eneric vectorfields & diffeomorphisms.
Case B
Let q be a closed orbit of S£C~(TM) of type B.Let Xt· q.
Definition 30
If q is 2-generic & R(G/Gx)-1,we say q is 2*-generic.
Suppose w~C~(G/Gx) & c is a closed orbit of w.Then
we will show that if R(G/Gx»1,we may perturb w to w' s.t.
all w' orbits are non-compact.
To prove this it would clearly be sufficient to find
some vectorfield k~Cgo(T(G/Gx)) s.t. k gives rise to a
foliation of G/Gx by r-tor1,r)1,& s.t. c is contained in
one of these r-tori,For then we could apply theorem 14.
But for each maximal torus TrCN(Gx)/Gx we have a
foliation of G/Gx defined by Tr(X).Now we may certainly
choose a maximal·torus Tr in N(G )/G s.t T (Tr(x)'~T cx x • x r x ,
& this torus will suffice.
Now suppose q is a (2-generic) closed orbit of type
B,tor SEC~(TM).
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P~~~~ion 28
With the above notation,if R(G/Gx»1,there exists
arbitrarily small er perturbations Si of s,s.t. G(x) is
invariant by Si & G(x) is filled with non-compact orbits.
Pro0f
The above shows that,restricted to G(x),we can certainly
so perturb s.The result is then immediate usin~ Lemma 2.
Let n M be of type i,thus x~Mi.Let S be a slice at x
in 1'1i.'['husif Yl:.S,Gv-Gx•
For y~S,let us define NvCG(y)CMi,by:
Ny"'~ZEG(:V):Gz-Gx3,thus Ny=N(Gx)Y.
Define H=U Ny,then H may be given the structure of
ytS .
a e(J)fiber bund'le over S:
k81;7.' k(s,gx)-gs.P(Ny)-Y.
Since H is a fiber bundle over S we may define its
vertical tangent bundle,VTH.We have that VTH is a subbundle,
PlC consequently a aubmand ro Ld of TH.
Now suppose dlmHx·p,dimS-q,then dimH=p+q,dimVTH=2p+Q &
dimTH-2(p+Q).
Illechoose a further fixed slice f1 'Cs of, say, ha.lf the
diameter of S.Suppose X:3 )TSM is a er vectorfield s.t.:
1. X is supported on some ~", where ~1'c:S & S" is a slice at
x.
2. X is Gx invariant.
We note that X is Gx-invarjnant iff X takes values in
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Lemme 2 allows us to extend X to XfeC~(TM) & conversely
a.nv such X' defines a vectorfield of the above form.
Consequently,
eV:C~(TM) x S-~TsH is transversal to points.Thus
we may apply Thorn's Transversality densitv theorem,as
stated in Abraham 1,pa~e 48,with W=VSTH to give:
Pr2..'£~ion 29
If S~C~eTM) we may arbitrarily Cr approximate s by Sf
s.t.:
----------------
We see that (sfIS)-1(VSTH) has codimension O.Thus we
have a finite set of points Yi~S' s.t. s'(Yi)EVSTH,i=1, ••,P
This is an open condition,since Sf is compact,there-
fore we have an open nbd , INof s ! s.t. if kEVI the above
holds with the same value of P.
With the above notation,let Ci be the inte~ral curve
of s' throup:h :Vi.Now CicG(Yi),either Ci is a closed orbit
of type B,or not.
'Phus there exists a finite subset iYi~iEP' Of~Yi3i=1, ••,P
s s t , P'c:P,& the orbits of s' thro11gh vi are closed.We may
then apply Theorem 18 to to each GeCi) to produce a new
vectorfield S*(C~(TM)nWts.t. each Ci is a 2-generic closed
orbit for s* & these are the only closed orbits (mOd G) of
s* meeting ~',by the definition of W.
We may also apply Proposition 28 to insist that each
Ci is a 20t p;eneric closed orbit for s*,i~P"c:P'.
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l'hus we have proved:
Proposition 3()---,-----
If q is a closed orbit of type B of S(C~(TM) & type(q)=i,
we mny choose a G-tubular nbd. pair (U,V) of G(q),a corres-
nonrl.inp;Poincare disc pair (D1,D2) for q at x & a Cr equivar-
iant perturbation s* of s with s*=s outside U s.t.;-for s*:
1. Every closed orbit of t;vne B which meets VnMi is 2-generic.
2. \'Iemay further insist that every orbit of 1. is 2*-generic.
~. 'Phere exists a nbd. N(D,V) of s in C~(TM) s.t. the above
sta"Cements hold .for s 'E 1'~(U ,V).'l'hepoint here is "that our
tubul~r nbd. pair (U,V) & disc pair (D1,D2) are fixed.
Remark:
In fact,with the above notation,we can also assert
that 3s* & N(U,V) s.t. if j~N(U,V) then every orbit of q
of type B which meets VnMi is 2-p::eneric(but .!!.2! necessarily
2*-~eneric).To see this we make all sets G(Yi),ilP,into
2-generic closed orbit families of type B-of perhaps very
high period-then the G(Yi) are normally hyperbolic sets for
s* &,by a result of P-H-8 this is an open condition in
Cr(TM).This gives us the result.
Case A
I~t stC~(TM) & let Q be a closed orbit of type A.Let
fs denote the ~eneralised Poincare map for q.We have the
following trivial adaptation of a well known proposition
(see Peixoto 1 for background):
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Proposit.?-2!!...2.1
If s+~s is a er eauivariant perturbation of s,then
s+~s has a er equivariant generalised Poincar~ map fs+~s &
fS-l~s is er close to fs•--
Our aim is tn prove a converse result to Proposition 31,
correspondin~ to Proposition 3D.We first prove a Lemma:
Lemma 9
If r'l & N are G-manifolds & rr~( M,N),then there exists
a nbd. Uf of f in ~~(M,N) s.t. if gtUf,g is er equivariantly
isotopic to f,i.e. 3a er map H:M x I )N s.t.:
1. Ho·r,H1-g,where Hs(X)=H(x,s)
2. H~~(M,N),ttI.
3. We may insist that if fx-gx,Ht(X)=fx,"t~I.
4. We may insist that Ht-t,for t in some nbd. of 0 in I &
Ht-g for t in some nbd, of 1 in I.
5. If g is er close to f,we may insUt that Ht is er close
to f,tt:I.
6. It D2H(x,t) is the time derivative of H,at (x,t),we
may insist that D2H(x,t) is a £r function of ~
Proof--
The above is well known when G.id.For the equivarlnt
case we proceed in an analo~ous manner:
First consider some COO function k:I.----~~I,s.t. k-.O
in a nbd. of 0 & 1 in a nbd. of 1.Take an equivariant spray
on TN & let S & exp denote the corresponding flow & exponent-
ial map.Let TN denote the tangent bundle projection.Define:
H(x,t).T~(exp;1(gx),k(t)),t£I.
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~hen H satisfies conditions 1 to 6,for g in some sufficiently
small nbd. Uf of f.
For the si~nificance of condition 6,see the additional
remarkR on pa~e 122.
Now,with the notation of section 8,fs:Nr )N*.We
will supnose w.l.o.g. that,if fs(:v).FT(y)(y),Y~Nr,then:
"1J F(to,T{yll ,y)cN ••••••••••• 1.
YENr
We will also suppose that for some tER,r}t>O,we have:
o F([O,T(Y)J ,y)cG(Nr) ••••••••• 2.~Nt
We note that 1. & 2. are open conditions on s,in C~(TM).tet
x€q,then if Gq/Gx~ck,we have:
N*nQ-ix,hx, •••,hk-1xj,for some h~Gq.
Since s is tran·sversal to Nr it is easy to see that
fs factors as:
fs=\IIe••• ",.",l<:,where\ll:Nr---..N*&: ~(x)=hs(x),i.e.
the s-orbit through Y~Nr meets N* precisely k+1 times in the
time interval (O,T(Y)] ,we use condition 1. here.
We assert'" is equivariant:Thls follows in exactly the
same way as we showed that fs was equivariant & we get
"'(Y)=FT*(y)(y),where T*:Nr R is equivariant.Now let:
L= ~ZfN· :Gz·GxJ, Lr·tz£Nr:Gz·G~ .N;-N:d'Mi,Ni=N*nflli•
sY-~z£N;:Gz·Gx~,s~·iZ{(Nr)y:Gz·Gx~· (Y~Q)
We note that L(r) &: srr) are trivial Gx manifolds &:
L is an N(Gx) manifold.We distinguish two cases:
Case 1
Dim(L).dim(SY)-this corresponds to dimN(Gx)·dim(Gx).
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\1e note that hSx=Shx,since SX is a q-slice.We let
\IIh)~ix=4>i,then4>o:s~ )Shx & we define
-1 SX '~Qx.4>h=h •4> : ~o r
Now (fsIS~)=4>k_1· •• ·4>o.Using the equivariance of \II,
i -i4>.=h •4>.h .Thus:
1. 0
fsls~.(hk-14>oh-(k-1)) •••• (h4>oh-1)4>o'
_(hk-14>0)(h-14>0)k-1=hk(h-14>0)k.
Thus i!s12~)=hk~~
Now 4>h:S~. )SX,by the Kupka-Smale density' theorem
for diffeomorphisms we mayer approximate ~ by ~,s~t.
4>hkln~/2 is generic & 4>h=4>houtside of s~"t~t.
Define \II':S~__ )Shx,bY \II'(y)=h·4>h(y),weextend \jJ'to
- i i\II:Nr~N by:
\ii(p;y)=g\II'(Y) ;Y£S~,gtG.
We assert that \ii is a well defined er equivariant map.
'l'hisis so, for suppose z=r;l:y=ky',Y & Y 'ES~,g Re k€G. We see
that y=y'-since G(z) meets s~ in a unique point,hence g-1k£Gx•
But gw(y)=kw(y) iff k-1gfG\II'(y),but since \II1(y)£ShxC,L,this
is so,therefore ~ is well defined.T~e rest of the assertion
is trivial.'I'hus:
~: N!:_~Ni & \ii I(N;-Nt, )=\jJ,& \IIis er close to \Ii
Now let YES::
\ij2(y)=~(~(y))
• \ii(h4>h(y))-bydefinition of \III,
=h\ii(¢lh(Y))
~h(h~2(y))-since 4>h(y)lS;
"h24>12(y)h L •
Proceeding inductively we show:
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~{y)=hk4>h~
Now we note that ~k(y)=y iff hk+hk(y)=y
iff ~hk(y)=y,since hk=id on.SX.
'rhus FiX(1ikl:"!~/2)=PiX(cthklr3~/2)=~Yi!itQsay,where q is finite.
N -I h d .t . f.J.,. Ik I",x ii' id' tioow I; e con 1 lon ~h Ut/2 9 gener c s an open con 1 n.
rNlUS, if we consider the set E of Cl' equivariant embeddings
of n: intoNi,with the induced Cr topology,with the additional
i .property that,if ~EE then ~.il(Nr-N~*) for some t*<t,then we
have a nbd, II of ~ in E,s.t. if 'jf.U,Card(FiX(jkIS~/2)·
card(FiX(+hkIS~/2).In fact the 'Fix' sets are clearly
isotopic by an isotopy depending continuously on j.
--------------------
Case 2
Dim(L~dim(Sx).This corresponds to the case where
dim(N(Gx))>dimGx.The treatment of this case paralles that
of case 1,though one has to proceed carefully.
We have fs=+k.consider +o-+IS~:S~ )L.Although
+o(S~) is not,in general,contained in shx,we still have
t(x)=hX.
T -1 x xConsider 'P-ph +o:Sr'--ojo)S,where p is the fiber bundle
map of G(Sx) onto SX Cjnst pro.iect down G-orbits & note that,
if y£Sx,G(y) meets SX in a unique point).
The first point to note is that , is an embedding.To
see this,supnose +o(Y)-P;+o(z),y & Z£S~.Then,since the flow
is eQuivariant,this implies that y=gz & so y-z,since s~ is a
q-slice.Thus ; is an embedding.
Next we note that we may,w.l.o.g.,define ; by i(y)=
K(y).+tp,whereK:S~ ?G is a Cr map.To see this we construct
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K'::3~- )G,s.t. ~(Y)=K'(:V).h-1"'0,bYus rne a cross section
of Gx:we omit details.Set K(Y)_K'(y).h-1 & also define
J:~~ G,by J(y)=(K(y))-1.Then J is also a er map.
Now let us perturb ~ to + ,using the Kupka-Smale
density theorem for diffeomorphisms so that +kIS~/2 is
generic P,G +=, outside s~. for some t'<t.We define,for Y£s~,
+(y) =J(y). + (y).
Thus +:Sx---~L.we extend; to Ni:r . --r
W(gy)=g;(Y);YES~,g'G.
As in case 1,t is a well defined er equivariant map.
Fix Yfs~.we writ.e J(+i(y))=gi£G,fOr ~i(k-1.We note
that all these ~i are defined by condition 2. on t,at least
if + is sufficiently er close to +-1.e. ii(SXt)CSX•. r
Then we have:
;2(y)=~(go·+(Y)).
=go+(+(y))-usin~ the equivariance of f.
2=gog1 + (y).
Proceedin~ inductively we may show:
+k(y) =go •••gk-1 +k(y).
rk kNow suppose ~ (y)=y,then y=(gO ••gk-1)+ (y),but
FiX(+kIS~/2)jFiX(;kls~/2)=~Yi~iE(~,f.Gthese sets are all
finite.
Now we have:
. i - r1. += IjI outside of Nt, &. IjI is C close to IjI •
1
~ we may easily show that:
2. With the definition of E as in case 1,we have a nbd. U.
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of ~ in:::,s.t. if ,i£ul,card(Ti'ix(;kl~~/2»,>~ard(FixC1kIS~/2»)
& in fact FiX(ik'~~/2} is isotopic to a sl~set of
:i'ix(+kl~~/2)by an isotopy depending cont Lnuous Ly on j.
In either case 1 or 2,we use Lemma 9 to construct an
oquivariant CJ:lr2:isotopybetween id & f-1.fIN;,noting that,if
iH denotes the isotopy,Ht=id outside of Nt.Thus:
H:n; x (b, cJ )Ni•
\1e suppose Ht=f1·f for t in some nbd , [d,C) of c intn,c],where d<min(T*(y»<max(T*(y»<c,& Ht=id on a nbd. of O.
Yi.Lr Y£Lr
Then we define r:nc.N; x R'__ Ni, where
by ~t(Y).Ft(Ht(y»,where Ft is the flow of s.
We note that:
FT*(y)(y)·FT*(y)(HT*(y)(y»·+(+-1·iCy»=;(y).
Provided that +_1.W ls sufficiently er close to the
identity ( & hence Ht is close to the identity) Ft is close
to rt & (openness of embeddings) 't defiDes a set of integral
curves for an equivariant vec+or-f LeLd S on ·~(D) which is
er close to s.By our choice of t & r this extends to an
equivariant vectorfield s* on (M-N)vNi,where Ni=NnMi,with
on M-Nr-(N-Ni).
Finally we extend s* to Si 0n M,keeping s' er close to
s·.To do this (uniformly) we take a finite cover of Ni by
slices Sj,i.e. G(Sj) cover ~,&then extend on each Sj,using
s=s*
the linear structure of the slice.
Then 5' has a Poincare map f ,:N ----~)N*,with
5 r
INi -kf, ....."'S ..L.-
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The above is only a sketch of the constuction of such
a nerturbation s' of s,with the re1uired condition on the
Poincare map. The constlwtion is well known in the G=id case.
Thus we have constucted a G tubular nbd. pair (U,V) of
G(~) & ~ corresponding generalised Poincare section pair
( D1tD2),D1=UIG(x),D2DVIG(x),s.t. if we restrict attention
to Vi=VnMi we have only a fin~te number of closed orbits
in Vi (mod G:) for s' corresponding to fixed points of fs'
& this property is sta.ble under equivariant perturbation
in the above sense.Thus,usin~ Theorem 18,we may perturb
s ' to s" s{equivariantly s.t. these closed orbits are
2-generic closed orbits of sIt& no new fixed points of fS"
are introduced on V i. Further, if dimN(Gx»dimGx & c is such,
a closed orbit we may perturb sItto s·,usinc;r;a perturbation
lyin~ in G(c),so that fs: has no fixed points on Vi.More
precisely:Restricting attention to G(c),suppose Gc/Gz~Cl,
z~c.Choose g'~N(Gx),close to the identity,s.t. g' is not
periodic (note that dim(N(Gx))~1).Then if f denotes the
~eneralised Poincare map fOr Ctf=xl.we define X by
X(z)=g'x(z) ~ extend X equivariantly (note that X is defined
on a finite set).ThenXl(z)=g,lxl(z).g,lzFz.we then construct
the equivariant flow on GCc) with Poincare map xl & then
extend this to the whole of M,so as to be er close to the-
original flow & equal to the original flow ol1tside of some
G-tubular nbd. of G(c) dis~oint from G-tubular nbds of the
remaining closed orbits in Vi,correspondin~ to fixed points
of S".
Thus we have proved:
1 ;-?1 •
Proposition 32
If q is a closed orbit of type A of s£e~(Tr1),then 3a
G-tubular nbd , triple (U,V, \1) of G(q) & a corresponding
generalised Poincare section triple (D1,D2,D3) s.t.:
1. Vie mayer equivariantly perturb s to s',with s·-s out-
side U,s.t. the generalised Poincare map of s',fs"is 1-generic
on D20Mi.Further,by choice of W ,we may insist that closed
orbits of s',corresponding to fixed points of fs' & lying
in Mi,which meet Wi,lie inside Vi:Thus all closed orbits of
s',corresponding to fixed points of fs.,which meet ~i,are
2-~eneric & lie in Vi.
2. If dim(N(Gx))>dimGx,we may insist that s· has no closed
orbits meeting wi,correspondin~ to fixed points of fs.,i.e.
we may suppose s· is 2*-generic on Wi.
3. For possibly smaller W,there exists an open nbd.
N(U,V,W) of sin e~(TM) s.t. the above statements are true
for j£N(U,V,W),with the same tubular nbd. triple (U,V,W).
We now give a definition:
]efinition 31
Let ~(M;r).~SEe~(TM):S is 1-generic & all closed orbits
of s are 2-genericl.
Let ~*(M;r).~sfe~(TM):S is 1*-generic & all closed
orbits of s are 2*-genericj.
It is our intention to show that the above sets form
a residual subset of e~(TM).proPosition 30 & Proposition 32
are two of the three key lemmas towards this end. The remaining
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lemma we need is an e'1uivariant version of Hartman's theorem.
As we do not strictly need the equivariance we could go
strai~ht to the proof (page 147ff) however,we will first
develop some stable manifold theorY,which we 'Use,amongst
oth8r things,to prove an equivariant version of Hartman's·
Theorem.
122.
Remark....
We make one or two additional remarks concering the
proofs of the preceeding propositions.
Given a er flow F:M x R....~M it does not follow that
F defines a er vectorfield on M,in general F defines only
a er-1 vectorfield on M.lt will define a er vectorfield if
DFx(O,1) is a er function of x.ln our construction of a
perturbed flow in Proposition 32,we considered an expression
of the form Ft(Ht(x)),where F was the original flow on M &
H was a er isotopy of the type defined in Lemma 9. It is
because of condition 6 in Lemma 9 that we can use this
expression to define a er vectorfield,rather than just a
er-1 vectorfield.
It is perhaps .lso worth remarking that,although er
flows pull back to er flows by using er immersions, the
corresponding er vectorfleld pulls back to a er-1 vectorfield.
In Abraham 1,it is in several places assumed that er vector-
fields do pull back by means of er maps to er vectorfields.
1/1. Stable Manifold Theory for Equ~iant Diffeomorphisms
Cc Vectorfields
In this section we construct (global) stable & unstable
manifolds for generic critical sets of equivariant vector-
fields & diffeomorphisms & obtain a 'nice' representation
for these manifolds.Most of the results in this section are
a straightforward consequence of results in P-H-S 1 adapted
. -
to the eqnivariant case. This is a consequence of the fact that
the connactions defined in P-H-S on the appropriate spaces
of Lipschitz functions are (of course) contractions on the
closed subspaces .lofequivariant Lipschitz functions & hence
the resulting fixed points correspond to eqnivariant functions.
In the sequel we will not need this remark as the chacteris-
ation of the various objects studied will always give
equivariance trivially.In this section & section 12 we assume
familiarity with P-H-S 1.
We divide this section into two parts:The first is on
invariant manifolds for diffeomorphisms the second for
invariant manifolds for vectorfields.
Invariant manifolas for diffeomorphism~
With the nol-;ationof Definition 14,page L!.6,wehave:
Theorem 19
If f is G,r-normally hyperbolic at V,r~1,thenthere
exist Cr,locally f-invariant G-invariant submanifolds passing
through V,W~oc(V),itl~oc(V),tangent to NU(9TV & NS~TV respectively.
Proof
Everything but the G-invariance is in P-H-S 1.The G-
invariance will follow from the chacterisation of th~se man-
ifolds in Theorem 21.
'l'heorem20
ltJ~OC(V) has a locally fQ(.G invariant fibration, whose
fibAr throup.;hPEV,VJ~~c(p) is tangen t to the plane NS(p) at
o·r uV.It is regular of class e ' .Similarly for Wloc(V).
Proof
Again all is in P-H-S,except the equivariance of the
fibration which follows from theorem 21.
Thoorem 21
Locally, \V~oc(V),~v~oc(V) & their G & f invariant fibrat-
ions are unique. They are characterised by:
1. ~v~oc(V)=all points tending to V,always in a given
G-invariant nbd. of V,lmder positive iterates of f.
2. W~oc(V)=W~oc(V) for f-1.
3. W~~c(p)=all points Of!iI~oc(V),more sharply asymptotic
with p,than m(TfnITV) is with O,as n- )OQ
4 uu () ss ( ) f f-1• ~loc p -Wloc p ,or
Now suppose x is a 1-~eneric fixed point for f,then
with V=G(x),we may define 'the local stable manifold of G(x)'
by:
W~oc(G(X))=~Z£U:U is an onen G-invariant nbd , of G(x) e~
fnz )G(x) as n----+oo ,riCz)£U,j.-=:z+j.
Then,provided U is small enOugh,WSI (G(x)) is aoc
G-invariant er submanifold of M,fibrated by W~~c(gX),F;£G,in
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an equivariant way.Here,we have:
W~~c(gx)=~z~U:Fn(Z)----~~~gx as n----~ & fiz(U,iEZ+j.
Vienote that,given U,
W~~c(gx)=gW~~c(x),&,as a consequence,we may regard
W~oc(G(x)) as a er fiber bundle over G(x).Similarly for
W~oc(G(x)).
Now suppose fP(x)=x (where p is the prime period of x)
& t'is 1-generic at x.Let us define:
G(x)p_ U fi(G(x)).O.si~p-1 .
We note that G(x)p is a finite collection of G-orbits.
We define W~oc(G(x~ using fP,similarly for W~oc(G(X)P).If
z£.G(x)p,wewrite W~~o(zp) to mean ~'1~~c(.)constructedusing
fP.Again W~oc(G(x)p) is a er fiber bundle over G(x)P.
Similarly for W~~c(zp).
Finally,before defining the global stable & unstable
manifolds,we note the following theorem of P-H~S 1,adapted
to the G-category:
Theorem 22
If f'~if~(M) is er close to f & f is G,r-normally
hyperbolic at V,then f' is G,r-normally hyperbolio at some
er f' invariant G-submanifold V' near V.
Theorem 22 has application to generio oritioal sets.
Thus if G(x) is a 1-generic fixed set for f,then if I' is a
perturbation of f s.t. we lose the fixed point set G(x) of i,
nevertheless we still have an x ' near x s.t. G(x') is G & f'-
invariant & f' is G,r normally hyperbolio on G(x').Thus x'
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might be a pOint of high period,but it will still be generic.
Also it is a consequence of this result that type A
p;eneric closed orbits do not perturb into type B generic closed
orhits & conversely. This can also be seen without using
Theorem 22,by elementary considerations.
Now let x be a 1-generic fixed point of fP,p prime
period of x,we define the following subsets of M:
WS(G(x)P)-~ZE.M:fpnz )Z as n )00 J.
WU(G(x)P).~Z~M:fpnz . >z as n ~ -ooJ.
WS(yP).~ZEM:fpnz vr as n-----+ao], YEG(X)P
WU(yP)-lzEM:fpnz )y as n ) -001YEG(X)P.
We note that for YfG(X)P,Ws(yp) is a Gy-invariant
subset of M (in general G~id on this set).Also we see that
WS(G(x)p)_ UWs(gxi) where xi is a finite set of points,g(.G
one from each G-orbit in G(x)P.Similarly for the unstable
sets.
We let TG(x)PM-T(G(X)P)9Ns~Nu denote the splitting of
TG(x)PM induced by rP.Since G(x)p is a COO manifold,it is
easy to see that NU & NS are both COO G-vector bundles ov~
G(x)P.
Before proving our main result on invariant manifolds
for generic fixed sets,we state & prove a lemma about the
definition of G,r-normal hyperbolicity.
Lemma 10
Recalling definition 13,page 46,on G,r-normal hyper-
bolicity,we may assume that the Riemannian metric is equiv-
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ariant.
Proof
If k was the Riemannian metric of Definition 13,we
define a new metric k'-Av(k).Then if IIIIGdenotes the new
equivarj_ant norm,we ha.ve:
IIvIIG•f IIgvlldg.
G
v£TM.
We assert that this norm still works in definition 13.
To see this consider,for V£N!,x~V:
IITfx(v)IIG-fGlIgTfxCv)lIdg
•fGIITfx(gV)lldg-by the equivariance of f.
:SsupIIT~INsllrllgvlldg-SinCethe splitting isxrV x ~G
G-invariant-Proposition 9.
==supIIT~IN~II,vIIG•xV
Thus: supllT~INsllG'supIIT1XIN~II.x~V
Similarly: inf(mG( Tf ITV))~inf(m(TrITV)) ,where ~.x£V x~V
denotes that we have calclllated w.r.t. the G-norm.Thus:
sup IITfINSIIG<infmd(Tf ITV) •
The other relations follow similarly.
~rem 23
With the above notation,Ws(G(x)p) is the image of an
injective er equivariant immersion IS of NS into M &
further,IS(N:)-WSCzp),Z(G(x)P.Similarly for the unstable
manifold.
Proof
We divide the proof into two partsaFirst a local result
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which follows from P-H-S 1&,secondly,a global result.
We recall from P-H-S 1 that,since tiw~oc(G(X)p) is
a d-pseudo hyperbolic operator (d<1) on the d-pseudo hyper-
bolic set G(x)p,we may re~ard the familY~W~~c(zP~1Z~G(x)p
as a regular family of er submani£olds of M.ln fact it is
shown in P-H-S 1that we have a regular family of submanif-
olds ~~1(zp)IZ8G(x)p of TG(x)PM,where W1(zP)CTzM as a
er submanifold tangent tON: at the origin & we have:
expz(~1(zP))-W~~c(zp) ••••••• 1.
By choosing an equivariant Riemannian metric on M,we
can ensure that texp' is equivariant .~hence that
lW1(zP)~Z~G(x)p forms a G-invariant family of er manifolds.
Let W~oc(G(x)p)= U pW1(zp).we assert that ~~oc(G(x)p) isZE.G(x)
contained in TG(x)PM as a er submanifold.This is clear,since
G(x)p is a finite union of G-orbits & thus ii1~oc(G(x)p)-
i~QG(W1(zi)),where Q is finite.
. sup sLet Ps: TG(x) pM=N 9(N 9TG(x) )-~>N be the projection
map. Then for some sufficiently small nbd. of the zero section
of TG(x)PM'PsIW~oc(G(x)p) is a er-embedding onto an open
nbd , of the zero section in NS .\I/edenote the local inverse
-1
by Ps •
Thus we may define:
s ssp sIloc:NcS, )Wloe(G(x)-)CM,where NcSl is some
suitable open disc bundle of NS ,radius cS'&
I~Oc(ez)·expz·?;1(ez),ezE(N~.)Z·
I~oc is thus a er equivariant embedding of NS, into M,with
I~oc«N~')z).W~~c(zP)CM.ThiS concludes part 1 of the proof.
Recall from Palis 1 the definition of fundamental
domain.Since T~Ns.NsfPiS a contraction (recall lemma 10)
we have a fundamental domain Ds for Ns/in NS ,we may also
insiSt that Ds is G-invariant.(i.e. we just take Ba,the unit
disc bundle of NS & define Ds·Bs-Nsr(Bs) ).
W.l.o.g. let us assume DsCN~'/2.we define IS as
follows:
If eeNS,there exists a unique nEZ,s.t. (Nsf1ne~Ds'
define:
IS(e).f-~I~oc(Nsf~e.
It is then easy to check that IS has the required
properties.
We will also obtain a theorem about how IS varies
with f,we will leave this ,however, to the end of the section
on equivariant vectorfields.
Invariant manifolds for equivariant vectorfields
Theorems 19,20,21 generalise to flows immediaUiy & we
have:
Theorem 24
If X is G,r-normally hyperbolic at V,r~1,then:
1. There exist er locally G,X-invariant submanifolds pasting
through V,W~oc(V),W~oc(V) tangent to NU;TV & NS~TV respect-
ively.
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2. W~oc(V) has a locally G,X-invariant fibration whose
fiber throup;h PfV,W~~c(p),iS tangent to the plane NS(p) at
V.It is regular of class eo,r.Similarly for W~oc(V).
3. Locally W~oc(V),W~oc(V) & their G,X invariant fibratiions
.are unique.They are characterised by:
A. W~oc(V)=all points tending to V,always in a given
nbd.. of V,under positive iterates of Ft,t>O.
B. W~oc(V).W~oc(V) for F_t•
e. W~~c(p)=all points of w!oc(v),more sharplyasymptotmc
with p,than m(TF~ITV) is with Otas n ~oo,t>O.
D. W~~c(p)-W~~c(p)tfOr F_t•
4. For t>O,all the above manifolds are independent of t.
Thus if q is a generic closed orbit of XE.e~(TM),we
have local stable & unstable manifolds for G(q).We also note
that \'1~oc(q)·U W~~c(X) is a er su1Dmanifold:This is a conaequ-
x£q
ence of the fact that the flow of X is transitive on q,we
omit details.
Next we introduee 'fundamental equivariant domains'
for invariant manifolds of equivariant flows. These are
construeted for G-id in P-H-S 1.The methods used here are
a simple generalisation of those in P-H-S 1:
Let tft! be an equivariant c ' flow on some G-manifold
M.We say that V is a uniform attraetor for this flow,if,fo~
some eompact (equivariant) nbd. K of V,we have:
n Kt-V,where Kt·~fs(X):XfK,s~tJ.t~o
V is,of course,G-invariant.Similarly for repellors.
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We have the following 'Liapunov' theorem:
Theorem 25
If ~ft~ is a 01 equivariant flow on a finite dimension-
al smooth G-manifold & if V is a uniform attractor,then
there is a smooth equivariant Liapunov function for the flow
at V,H:M )R,s.t.:
1. H-1(O).V.
2. H decreases along trajectories near V,A(t)<O,along the
flow,near V.
Proof
The result is proved for G=id in P-H-S 1.The result
depends,as in P-H-S 1,on the following lemma:
Lemma--
Let ~Knj be a family of G-invariant compact nbds of
a compact G-invariant set V in ~,where G acts on RD as a
group of orthogonal transformations.We suppose Kn----~)V·,i.e.
n (U KJ -V.k~O n~k
Let \€nl be a given sequence of positive numbers.Then
there exists a smooth equivariant function h:~----~~R,s.t.
a) h-O on V,h>O off V.
b) IlhIKnllr"~,if r,n.(Here our r-norm is supposed G-invar-
iant).
Proof
This lemma is proved,for G-id,in P-H-S 1.That it is
true in the equivariant case,follows by merely constructing
.>
S for the above conditions on K &E,& then defining
h.Av(n}.Since l~vtr-1,the result follows,since the Ki are
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G-invariant.
Then we take a locally finite set of slices S in. xi
~1,which cover M,mod G.Using these we define an equivariant
p.o.1. ~ji~ s.t. iUpp(ji)cG(SXi).
Using this p.o.1. we globaliae the above lemma to
the whole of M,measuring II IIrby means of this p.o.1.
We then proceed to complete the proof of theorem 25
as in P-H-S 1.
Let S~G~(TM) & suppose q is a generic closed orbit.
nuppose that we have constructed W~oc (G(q)). \oJe say that
a er equivariant fundamental domain for \"~oc(G(q)) is a
er G-invariant submanifold D~ of W~oc(G(q)) of codimension
1,bounding a nbd. of V,& across which s points transversally
inwards.We have a similar definition for W~oc(G(q)) & for
invariant manifolds of general G,r hyperbolic sets.
The existance of equivarlant er fundamental domains
is assured by Theorem 25.
We let TG(q)M:l:T(G(q))Q)Nu~Nssenote the splitting
of TG(q)M induced by Ft.H.ere G(q) is only a er manlfold,so
that NU & NS are only er-1 bundles.We let nu & ns beer
G-vector bundle approximations to NU & NS respectively.
As in the section on dlffeomorphism$ we define:
WS(G(q))=~Z€M:FtZ ~G(q) as
WS(q)=~Z€M:FtZ ~q as t
WS(x)=~Z~'M:~Z )x as n
We note that the above sets
t ;)CO}
-- ..').001·
)OO~ ,xiG( q).
are G,G ,Gx invariant res-q
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pective1y.
Similarly we define the corresponding unstable sets.
'Pheorem26
With the above notation WS(G(q») is the image of a
r s -s.C Ln.iec t Lve e ou Lvar-Lanbimmersion I of N Lnbo M.We have
IS(N~q)=gWs(~)'~EG.
Z;imilarly for the unstable manifold.A1so,rep.-ardinga
1-~eneric sin~u1~r point as a generic closed orbit of prime
period zero,we have a corresponding result for singular
points-here we may take r;1S=NS,Ilu=Nu as G(x) is Coo.
Proof
Again we have a local resu1t,which is a consequence
of wor1{ in P-H-3,& ~ global result.
We may represent W~oc(G(q» as the image of a regular
family of er submanifolds lW1(z)~ZEG(q) of TG(q)M.This
follows from theoeem 23,noting that W~oc(G(q» is just the
local stable manifold of the diffeomorphism Ft,for some
strictly positive t.rhus we have,restricting attention to
'i'
I. t'
expz(W1(Z»)=W~~C(Z),Z€G(").
Notinp;,from Theorem 24,that W~~c(z) is independent
of t)O,our family ~W1(z)3 is independent of t>O.
Now let W1(g)= U V11(z).we assert that W1(q) is az~q
er Gq-invariant submanifold of TqM.TO see this,we note that
K:R x W1(Z)--""",>TqM;(S'Y)r---~exPF:(Z)(Fs(eXpz(Y») is a
of R x W1(z) onto ;1(0).er immersion
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As an easy consequence of this,we may then show that
W1(G(q))- U g~1(q),is a c" submanifold of TG(q)M.~G
------- ------------
As in Theorem 23,we may define the pro,jection map
small nbd. of the zero section of TG(q)M,psl~1(G(q)) is
an embedding of t:11(G(q)) into NS,& clearly we maY,for some
5)O,define I~oc:~ )M,by:
s -1(Iloc(v)=eXPT (v).Ps v).
M
I~oc is clearly a Or equivariant embedding,& this
completes the local part of the proof.
Let h:~ )(0,5) be a COO diffeomorphism,s.t.
1. h(t)=t,O't~5/2,5<6
2. We define,in addition,h(O).O.
Define a COO equivariant compression,H,of NS by:
H(e)=!:~e,e"o
=O,e=O.
Now let us consider the flow ~Ft3 of s,restricted to
W~oc(G(q))-we note that it is not defined on the whole of R.
\r/epull back this floeu to a flow l~'t!on t-'fs: .
~t(e)=H-1I~~~(Ft(I.H(e))),Whenever this
expression is defined.
Now we note that, if lIel~~2,then
~t(e)=I-1.Ft(Ie) ••••••••••• 1.
Clearly,rt is defined for t~O,&,if lIell~l¥2,then,if
we look at I(N~) ,~\ is certainly defined for nef;ative
values of t,which do not move FtI(e) outside of I(R~/2)'
L,e. given l'el~~2, 3teR, s,t. 1I~'t(e)II-c,where es &12, e. .,.0.
Now let us choose a fundamental nomain DS for Ft onq
d~oc(G(q)) s.t. D~CI(ns¥4)·
VIe lift D~,by 1-1,to fls& let 1-1(D~)=P~.P~ is,of
course,a fundamental domain for rt•
Now suppose e~NS,then the orbit of rt meets P~ in a
unique point ~T(e)(e).Since the er flow ~t is transversal
to p~, ~r:fts )R is a er function, which is also equivariant.
Finally we define IS:ns M by:
IS(e)~F_T(e)(I~oc'T(e)(e)).
IS is obviously a er e~uivariant injective map onto
V/s(G(q)).Also we note that ISr~~/2)·I~oc.
Vie have to check that IS is an immersion. First note
that if e£nS,then the inteGral curve of 't through e
meets P~ transversally. Thus if U is a nbd. of FT(e)(e) in
P~,F_T(e)(U) meets the integral curve through 0 transver-
sally.
It is sufficient to check that this transversality
is preserved in WS(G(q))CM under the map IS-this is obvious
since D~ is a fundamental domain for Ft.
------,----------------
'vIe now wish to extend this result to get parametrizat-
ions of the stable & unstable manifolds of generic critical
elements,for vectorfields XI near X,which depend continuously
on XI in the er sense.
Remark:By a parametrization,we will always understand a map
of the type constructed in Theorem 29.
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For simplicity we will suppose that our generic
critical elements are *-generic,i.e. they do not vanish
under perturbation. We will work here .iust with· 2*-generic
closed orbits, the results p,:. proofs are similar for 1*-generic
sinv,ular sets.
'rhus suppose 'GCq)' is a family of 2*-generic closed
orbits of the er vectorfield X.Now if X' is a er perturbat-
ion of X,then q perturbs to q(X') near by & XI is 2*-generic
on GCq(X')).
Vie assert that there exists a nbd , "x of X in e~( T1'1) &
a map K:ux·--~iff~(M) s.t.:
1. If ZEUX'Z has a (tmique) 2*-generic closed orbit q(Z)
near q.
2. K(Z)q(Z)=q.
3. K is contintlOlls,w.r.t. the er topologies on range Cc
domain.
First,as in section 9,we take a er G normal bundle N
of G(q).Let Nlq=Nq.Then Nq is a er Gq vector bundle over
q.N defines an associated er G tubular nbd. of G(q) & Nq a
er G submanifold of M,we still denote these sets by N & Nqq
respectively.
Suppose that xr q & type(x)=i, then consider N~=NqnI'li.
Now (N~)x defines a Poincare section at xEq for XIMi.There
certainly exists some nbd. Ux of X in e~(TM) s.t. if ZeUX
then the Poincare map of Z has a uninue fixed point x(Z) in
(N;)x which depends continuously on Z (this is essentially
theorem 22 or theorem 7).Let q(Z) denote the closed orbit
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icorresponding to x(Z).Lettinv uNq denote the disc bundle
of N~ of radius u,we will suppose that Ux is chosen so that
q(Z)C1N~, zEUX•
Now q(Z) defines a Cr-equivariant section J(Z) of
the bundle N~:ThiS is ~eneral & part of the proof of Thorn's
isotopy theorem as presented in Abraham 1.Further J depends
continuously on Z.Thus:
J:UX,------~~~(N~),iS continuous.
We define a COO Gq-invariant map U:N!--o+)Rt by insist-
inp:that:
1. U(q).:1.
2. SiiPP(b)CiN~.
We now define L:U' x Ni ~Ni by·X 0 qt·
L( Z,y).:(1-bCy) )y+U(y) J(Z,py).
dere '+ I is in the fiber of N~ & p is the bundle projection
of N~.It is clear that,for fixed Z,L is a Cr_G invariantq
map which equals the identity on some collar nbd. of the
boundary of Ni.
q
Thus we have a map:
i i·L*:Ui ~(Nq,Nq);~
It is easy to check that L* is a cnntinuous function.
Since L*(X)=id,we have a nbd. Ui of X,s.".
L* (Ui)cj!liff~(N~ ,N~)·.
We now wish to extend our definition of L*,so that
L* (Z) is an eq1livariant diffeomorohism of M.
To do this note that Nq-N~@~,where M is the orthogonal
complement of Ni in N & is G -invariant.We extend L*(Z) to
q q q
'Strictly:Cr maps,supported inside N~,w.r.t. id,induced topology.
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r ia C G map of N ,as we extended it to a map of N ,by means
q q q
of a suitable G invariant COO function W:N )R,corres-q q
pondin~ to b.Then for perhaps a smaller UX,L* maps continuous-
ly into the diffeomorphisms of Nq.We then extend L* equiv-
ariantlY,using G,to the whole of N,& then set L*(Z)=id on
JIII-N.
8ettinGJ.;~.x=Ux &. L*=K completes the construction.
Remark:The above is essentially just Thorn's Isotopy
Theorem,Thom 1,pa~e 26,for'equivariant maps.We give the
ar~ument here merely to emphasise the iependence of K on Z.
Now let us consider the set of er e1uivariant flows
on M~(M).we will topoloP.:iseffn(1) as follows.Let
!ftj£~(M) 8.G let U be aCr-nbd. of f'kmif~(M), then we
define a Cr nbd. U of lftl by insisti~ that %gt~€U iff
1s €U.
Given e~(TM),we have a natural map F:e~(TM)~(M),
defined by sending t£e~(TM) to ~~.F is continuous,w.r.t.
the above defined topolo~y on~(M)-thiS is a trivial
consequence of,for example,'the parametrised flow theorem'
in Abraham 1.-
We have,corrp.sponding to the open nbd.,UX of X
constructed above,a subset VX·F(UX) Of~(M).we consider
some nbd , Wx of F(X) in ~(M) s set VX=ltIXnVx. ~" let OX=-
F-1(Vx),then Ox is an open nbd. of X in C~(TM).
Define Ai=~(M) by:
Ax·i~kt!~~:ktlq·F~lq, t£Rj.
We may suppose that for all elements of AX,q is 2*-
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~eneric.
We have from P-H-S ,2,that the map:
E:AX-<0l~, M); tft}-___"I~oc(iftl) ,is continuous
('rhis is strictly a parametrised P-H-S ,2over q).Here
I~oc(~f~~) ~ives the local parametrisation for the local
- tstable manifold of G(q),w.r.t. t f J.
We may suppose that,with the notation of theorem 26,
P~~~/4 is a fundamental domamn for elements of AX pulled
back to RS,since 't is transversal to P~.
Thus the map:
~lobal stable manifold,is continuous (i.e. we are here using
a fixed fundamental domain in NS,together with a fixed
compression of NS)
Now we note tliat the function K:UX ,jQ iff ~ (M) ,
"" ~(M),defined by:induces a map K:VX
K(!F~J)·tK(Z).F~.K(Z)-1jd~f~F~.
"" & so,forIt is easy to see that K is continuous
possibly smaller Ux,we may insist that K(VX)CAX,by the
definition of K.
Now associated to ~F~~we have the parametrization
map IS(tF~),& this parametrizises the stable manifold of
-""Z 1 s NZq w.r.t. the flow !FtJ,hence K(Z)- .1 (~Ft~) is a parametriz-
ation for the stable manifold of G(q(Z)) for Z.Since K
depends continuously on Z we may state:
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Theorem 27
Let q be a 2*-generic closed orbit· for X~e~(TM).If RS
denotes a er G vector bundle approximation to RS,then
r . sthere exists a nbd. N(X,q) of X 1n CG(TM) & a map I s.t.:
rS:N(X,q) __~(nS,M) is a continuous map &
r8(z) is a parametrisation for the stable manifold of G(q(Z)).
Similarly for the unstable manifold & for singula~
1*-generic sets.
Hemark:
1. In the terminolo~y of Abraham 1,r8 is a er pseudo-rep-
resentation.
~. If Y~N(X,q),we may express our parametrisation rS(Y):
IS(Y)e=F~(e)·K(y)-1.r~oc(~K(Y).Fi·K(Y)-~).P~~~)(e),e~S,
where rY,K is the pull back to NS of F~ & depends on K.
Now recall that r~oc(~K(Y).Fi.K(y)-1j) is defined on
R~ ,& we may assume that we have a G-invariant nbd. Vq of
G(q) s.t.:
K(Y) -1. r~oc(~K(Y). Fr.K(y)-1}) (R~)c. Vq' YEN(X, q).
Here we note that we may assume that V 1s arbitrarilyq
small,by choosing '6' small.
Fix Z(N(X,q).Then if we cons Ldvr- the set A(Z) of
YiN(X,q),s.t. Y=Z on Vq,we have for such Y:
1. K(Y)-K(Z);2. FY,K.FZ,K ;3. r~oc(lK(Y).Fi.K(y)-1j) is
independent of YfA(Z);4. 'T' is independent of Y€A(Z).
Thus we have for such Y:
rS(Y)(e)-FY(G(Z,e)),where G(Z,e) is a er function
of e & independent of Y.
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We may suppose that our nbd. Vq is chosen both for
the unstable & stable manifolds of G(q) to satisfy the
above.
s3. In the sequel,we will usually write 'N ' to denote the
er approximation 'nSf.
------------------
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12. Generalised Equivariant Hartman's Theorems.
As pointed out in the previous section,most of this
section is an easy application of P-H-S !:we prove a
Hartman's theorem for equivariant ditfeomorphisms & then
one for equivariant vectorfields,indicating what adaptations
have to be made to P-H-S 1.
Hartman's Theorem for Equivariant Diffeomorph!!!!
The aim of this section is to prove:
Theorem 28
If V 1s a G,r normally hyperbolic set for ~iff~(M),
then f is conjugate to Nt,near V,by an equivariant homeo-
morphism.
Lemma 11
Let
be a G-Banach bundle automorphism,covering the
equ1variant homeomorphism f.Let F':E )E be a CO equivar-
lant map & be s.t.:
a) F' covers f.
b) L(F~-Fx)<d, IF~-Fxl<d'.
c) F'(Ox)-Dfx ,XEX.
Where F ,F' are F,F' restricted to E ,also ° 1s thex x x :x:
origin of EX.Then F' is conjugate to F.The conjugacy leaves
X fixed & preserves E-fibers.!~.is the unique conjugac:1:at
a finite distance from the identity. Further it isequivariant.
.Vx€X"for "d,d 'It,see P-H';'S1.
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Proof---
Every thing,except the last statement,is in P-H~S 1.The
last statement follows since,if h is the conjugacy it may
may be checked that g-1hg is also a_conjugacy,Yg~G.H$nCe,
by the uniqueness,h is equivariant.
Using Lemma 11,we may prove easily,as in P-H-S 1:
Lemma 12
Let F,F' be as in Lemma 11,except that Ft is defined
only on U,a uniform G-invariant nbd. ot a closed ~ & f
invariant subset XoCX,& F' satisfies:
a) F' covers f equaling f on xnU.
b) L(F~-Fx)<d/2,x£Xnu.
The function F'-F being defined only on UnE .Thenx x x.
the restrictions of F' & F to nbds of Xo are equivariantly
conjugate. The conjugacy equals the identity on Xl'·, preseryes
fibers.
Next we recall from Palis & Smale 1,the idea of
setting up a 01 regular f-invariant fibration,transverse to
the stable manifold (i.e. Local stable manifold) of a
normally hyperbolic set V.The key ideas here are firstly to
set up an f-invariant 01 transverse fibration over a nbd.
ot a fundamental domain in the local stable manifold.Having
done this we iterate by f & use the ~-lemma to extend the
~ibra1iion regularly to V,wlth fiber,at P£V,W~~c(p).
Here we wish to show'that,given an equivariant
fundamental domain ot the local stable manifold ot a G,r
normally hyperbolic set V,we can construct an f &·G invariant
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e1 fibration transverse to it,on a nbd. of the given
fundamental domain in W~oc(V).
To do this it is sufficient to prove a G-vers10n
of the er retraction Lemma (Palis-Smale 1).
Pro~osition(Smale)
If N is a Cr G-invariant submanitold (with boundary)
I·(0,11.
Then there exists a nbd, u(A) of 4(N)cN x If & a
er equivariant functiontpU(A.) x :r;-- ..~N s.t.:
1. '1<x,Y',O).x.
2. 1'](x, ;y , 1).Y'•
3. T)(x,x,t).x, t€.I.
4. If X,y€dN,TJ<x'1'~t)icm.
Proof
Choose a COO structure on N compatible with its er
structure.Define '1via geodesics in some e(X)G-Riemannian
metric, for which ) N is totally geodesic.
Lemma (er G-retraction Ismma)
M:eoo G-manifold,B a G-invariant closed er submanifold.
AcB as a G-invariant compact set,Uo is a G-invariant
nbd. of A in M,ro:Uo ~B a er G~:re:tr:ect1onontO·Uo"F;
then there exists a G-1nvariant nbd. U of B & an equivariant
retraction r:U-~)B,s.t. rlu~.roIU~,where U~ is a G~invar-
iant nbd. of A.
Further,i! B has bndry,the above holds with Acint(B),
& u is a G-tubular nbd , with bndry ()U,fibered 151'r over dB.
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Proof
The tubular nbd. theorem yields a er equivariant
retraction p:U1 >B,where U1 is a G-tubular nbd. of B.
Let b be a em equivariant bump function,with b.1 on a
nbd. of A,with supp(b)cUo& OSb$1.
Set:
r(x).p(x),if ~Uo'
.~(p(x),ro(x);b(x)),if x~Uo.
Using this result we may easily show,using the ~lemma,
that we have a 01 regular G'& f invariant fibration trans-
verse to WS(V),which has the property that the fiber over
pfV is W~~c(p).
Proof of Theorem 28
We proceed exactly as in P-H~S1,using the appropriate
G-version of the lemmas used there,which have been proved
avove.We omit details.
Hartman's Theorem for equivariant Vectortields
We wish to prove:
Theorem 29
If f ftJ is a G,r normally hyperbolic tlow at V,then
~rt~ is conjugate to ~Nf't!by an equivariant homepmorphism
h,which is independent of t.
There are two main ingredients in the proof of this
theorem. Firstly '01 equivariant fundamental domains tor
tlows',which we have already contructed in the previous
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section;Secondly the following local Lemma of P-H~S 1,
adapted to the equivariant case:
Lemma:!2.
Let 1Ft} be a oontinuous linear equivariant flow on
a G-Banach bundle p:E )X,oovering the flow fftJ on the
base X.Suppose the time one map is a uniform oontraction
on fibers:
IIF11Exll(k<1,YxU.
Let U be a negatively invariant non-empty ~invariant
subset of X.Let ~Gtl be a local equivariant flow over U,
also covering ~ftJ leaving the zero section of E invariant,'&
being close to ~Ftj:
L(Ft-G tlEx~fl~min(W", 1-k) ,O~t~1 ,xEX,for
~.infim(FtIEx):xeX,1)t)OJ.Then tFtl & {Gtj are conjugate
by an equivariant conjugacy near the zero section,similarly
for a uniform expahsion.
Proof
Just a question of checking P-H-S 1.to see that their
proof works for the equivariant case.In partioular we note
that the functions:
defined in P-H-S 1are both equivar1ant.
Given the above lemma we may then proceed to the proof
of theorem 29 exactly as in P-H~S 1.We omit details.-
Now using the above equivariant versions of Hartman's
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t~eoremtwe see that we have a oomplete desoriptiontup to top-
ological oonjugaoy,of the flow of an equivariant veotor
field (or diffeomorphism) in a nbd. of a generio oritioal
set.Thus if G(x) is a 1-generio singular set,we essentially
have 'G(x)-worth' of ordinary generio singular flow
behaviour in a nbd of a generio fixed pointti.e. it is
suffioient to study Nft\Nytfor any ytG(x).For 2-generio
olosed orbits q,it is suffioient to study Nftl(Nlq).
There is left the problem of whether at the C1 level
any new features appear.No study is made of this pOint here,
however,we note that if G(x) is a generio singular set for
X~C~(TM),then to show that no new features appear at the CS
level,O~s$r,it is suffioient to oonstruot a CS G tubular
nbd. of G(x) whioh is invariant by the flow (i.e. X is
tangent to the fibers).This 1s what we have done above for
s-o.
_--------
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13. '2*-generic' is a generic property
The aim of this section is to prove the above propos-
ition.Our proof will be similar to that in Peixoto ~,for the
G-id case,though somewhat more oomplicated,involving a triple
induction on period & orbit type.
We recall,from section 6,that we have a simple order
on the orbit types of M.We denote this simple order by~ .If
M.M1u •••u~,then we write Mi. U Mj.lf WCM,then we give Wi &j,i
Wi the obvious meanings.Note that ~.M,Wm.W.
Definition 32
For T>O,let
tr(T).~XtC~(TM):X is 1*-generic & all closed orbits of
period" T,with t;ype~i,are 2*-generiol.
We set b(T).lF(T).
We first state,& prove where neoessarY,analogues of
three lemmas in Peixoto 1.
Lemma 14
If G(x) is a 1*-generio singular set of ~.(M;r) &
T)O,then there is a G-tubular nbd. U of G(x) in M & a nbd.
U of X in ~·(M;r),s.t. whenever YEU,then Y has in U
exactly one singular set G(x(Y)),which depends continuouslY
on Y,& every olosed orbit of Y,meeting U has period >T.
Proof
The first part,ooncerning U & x(Y',follows from previous
work: essentially Theore.m 7.
To prove the seoond part,we present a rather extended
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argument,which will generalise immediately,to prove part of
Lemma 15.The main ingredient here is generalised Hartman's
Theorem.
First we note that !F; ~ is condugabe to tN~J in some
invariant nbd. J of G(x).Working inside J we choose 01_
equivariant fundamental domains Ds &. Du for ~ F;~ in
W~oc(G(x)) & W~oc(G(x)) respectively.
We take transverse G-invariant fibrations Fs & Fu to
Ds & Du respectively as in section 11.We will assume that
Fs & Fu are closed & that they are transverse to the flow
of X-see Diagram 3. Diagram ,_
We suppose Fs is
chaEn sufficiently small,
s.t. the flow of X gives
us a map 4(X) from the Fu
boundary of Fs to tFu'
where by iFu,we mean the
fibration defined by Fu'
with fiber half the diam-
eter of Fu.ThenCl)(bndry(Fs)) divides Fu into two components
one meeting W~oc(G(x)).
1 . ..' 1We denote this component by Fu'& set S(X)-un1on of Fut
FS & the set swept out by bndry(Fs).NOw also Fs is swept out
by the flow of X into a nbd. of W~oc(G(x)),Which'we will
denote by N(X),also we set N+(X).N(X)UW~oc(G(X)).
'·:'NO.,!:i:rziF:ji~hepositive.;o)rb:+:tthroughz.e.ltl1er tends
~o.G(x) or,for somesmallest'TX(z)e.R+ t~(.)(r;)E.F~ t& the
X
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orbit of z over the interval (O,TX(Z)) is contained in N+(X).
Thus we may define TX:Fs )R+u~oo~,in the obvious way.
Now theorem 29 allows us to choose Fs sufficiently
small such that TX(z»2T,"Z~Fs.
Since Fs is transversal to the flow of X,we may,w.l.o.g.
suppose that we have a nbd.Uof X,s.t. if Y£ll,Y is transversal
to Fs & Fu & further <p(Y):bndry(Fs) )Fu is still defined.
By theorem 27 we may assume W~oc(G(x(Y))) meets Fs close to
Ds·
Thus,for possibly smallerU:
1. +(Y) is still a nbd. of G(x(Y)) &,by considering S(Y),
we may insist that N+(Y~U,where U is some G-tubular nbd. of
G (x).
2. We may also insist that Ty(z),for YE'll,is>T.
1. & 2. to~ether imply that if Y~~then there is no
closed orbit of Y meeting U with period ~T.
-----------------------
~a 15
Let T>O & q be a 2*-generic closed orbit of ~*(M;r)
with period <T.Then there is a G-tubular nbd , V of G(q) &
a nbd. b of X in ~*(M;r) s.t. every y£b has a 2*-generic
closed orbit q(Y~V & besides,with the eventual exception
of G(q(Y)),every closed orbit of Y meeting V has period ~T.
G(q(Y)) varies continuously with Y.
Proof
If q is an orbit of type A,then fx,the generalised
Poincare map for q is 1*-generic on G(x),xtq,& the proof
follows formally as in Peixoto 1.
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Suppose q is an orbit of' type B.Then using the work
preceeding proposition 28,we oertainly may find a nbd. ~ of
X & a G-invariant nbd. V1 of G(q) such that we have a 2*-
generic closed orbit q(Y) of type B,depending continuously
on Y£b1 & lying in VnMi,where type(q)-i.
Now using generalised Hartman's theorem,we have an
invariant nbd, J of G(q) s.t. tF~j i8 oonjugate to ~N~!
on J.We may then repeat the argument of Lemma 14,using
suitable transverse tibrations to fundamental domains ot
W~oc(G(q)) & W~ac(G(q)) to obtain the required result for
suitable V & b.
Remark
Essentially the problem here is'to show that no orbits
of type A appear near q,under perturbation of X.We might as
well have proceeded by noting that if,with the above notation,
diam(J)-d (fiberwise) then we could have found a nbd.\D of
X s.t. if i£~we could suppose that the diameter of the
corresponding conjugating nbd , of G(q(Y)) was ~d/2-this
follows by examination of the proof ot Hartman's theorem-&
then proceeded in a similar manner to which ~e treated
type A closed orbits.
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 15 we have:
Corollary 15.1
1. It Xlb(T),then X has only a finite number of closed
orbits (mod G) of period IT.
2. It X1bi(T),then X has only a finite number of closed
orbits in Mi of period 'T,modG of coursel
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Lemma 16-
Let K be a compact G-invariant subset of M & assume
that no point of K is a singular point or belongs to a closed
orbit,of period" T,ofa vectorfield X"C~(TM).Then:
1.3a nbd. \u of X in CrCTM),s.t. every closed orbit of 1S~
meeting K,has period >T.
2. In fact we may assume that we have an invariant nbd. W
of K & nbd. \u of X,s.t. every closed orbit of Y&~meeting W,
has period> T.
Proof
1. is just Lemma 3 of Peixoto 1,& 2. is a consequence
of the proof.
We now prove:
l!£oposition 33.
trCT) is open in C~CTM).
Proof
Let PIMi be s.t. it is neither a singularity of X£~(T)
or is situated on a closed orbit (lying in Mi) of period (T.
Let \u be a nbd, of X in ~*(.M;r) & W be a nbd, of p be s.t.
wheneverY~~every closed orbit of Y meeting Wi has period > T.
If P is a singularity of X or is a closed orbit of period .$ T,
lying inMi twe apply Lemma 14 or Lemma 15 to get nbda U ,U or
V,U.
SinceM1is compact we find a finite number of U,V & W
.covering Mi.
The intersection of U,U &tu contains an open set made
up of points of ~(T).
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Definition 33
Let ~(T)=iX£bi-1(T):all closed orbits of X of type B,
lying in Mi,of period ~T,are 2*-genericJ.
Here we set bO(T)- ~*(M;r) & we have:
If(T)C~( T)C 8( T)C••• c1)m(T)clf( T)-b( T).
IJ8mma12
IJ8tK be a compact invariant subset of M & let X£C~(TM).
Suppose that the X-invariant G-orbits in Ki are filled with
X orbits of peri('ld'>T,where T>O.
Then we assert that there exists a nbd, p of X & an
invariant nbd. P of Ki,s.t. if Y£p,then there are no closed
orbits of Y,of type B,lying in P,of period ~T.
Proof
Let I denote the set of X-invariant G-orbits in Ki.I
is closed & therefore compact (look at the orbit space).We
apply Lemma 16,part 2.,to I,to get an open invariant nbd. P'
of I & a nbd. pt of X.
Suppose ytKi-I,then we assert that we may find a nbd.
Py of X & an invariant nbd. Py of y,s.t. if Y£Py,no invariant
G-orbits,lying in Mi,meet Py'
Now we certainly have a closed G-tubular nbd. ~.of y,
which satisfies the required property .forX.In addition,
since y is not a singular point,for sufficiently small ~,
3e}O,s.t. Yz~"G(z) is not invariant by F;.
Suppose there is no nbd , 1'y of X,.forwhich ~ •works ••
Then we may find a sequence of vectorfields YX~--')X,s.t.
each Y'khas at least one invariant set G(xk) in Py.•Since
~ is compact we will assume,w.l.o.g., that xk converges toy
Z€t5y.NOW we note that F! - F;k converges to F!.ihlthe CO
sense.
~ defines a convergent
in the compact space ~y/G.
We have ':(ik).~,where
orbit space.
Now,by the definition of 15",'!<Z),tZ.But,! )p!,
contradiction.Therefore,llsing the 1st Countability 01'C~(TM).
- -sequenoe Xk oonverging to z,
,k is the 1'lowinduced on the
we may find nbds. ~& Pyas required.
Thus we have a cover of Ki by P' & ~PY~Y£Ki_p,,&
hence a finite subcover,since Ki is compact.We then take the
finite intersection 01'the resulting 'P' & the union of the
corresponding 'p' to give the required result.
froposition 34
b( ) Q1*(T is dense in ~~ M;r).
Proof
We will prC)ceedby induction on i,proving:
1. ~(T)clf(T),as an open dense set.
2. b1(T)CfI(T)," " " " " "
~Ii ~i( T)c:!f-1(T)," " " " " rt, 1'1'm.
4. 'J.t(T)CSi(T), " " rt rt " ",1$1'm-1.
1,2,3 & 4 together prove b(T) is dense.
1._!f(T)cbe(T) as an open dense set.
A.Opennes~
Suppose X£~(T).Let ZEM1 be s.t. Z does not lie on an
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X-invariant orbit. Lemma 17 gives us nbds p of X & P of G(z).
Next we note that the subset of M1 consisting of X-
invariant G-orbits is closed.Either rank(N(Gx)/Gx)-1 or not,
XEM1•
If rank(N(Gx)/Gx).1,then our X-invariant sets are all
filled with 2*-generic closed orbits & are isolated.We may
apply Lemma 15 to get nbds V & b.
If rank(N(Gx)/Gx)1,then our invariant sets are all
filled with orbits of period> T & we may apply Lemma 16,
part 2., to get nbds W & w.
If rank(N(Gx)/Gx).O,then our X-invariant sets are all
1*-generic singular sets & we may apply Lemma 14 to get nbds
U & U.
Since M1 is compact we have a finite subcover by nbds
P & U or V or W ,taking the corresponding intersection ot
p & u or W or U we get that ,1(T) is open.
B. Density
Let :If If( T).
First let d1)o,be such that no closed orbit of X has
period less than d1.Such d1 eXist,for otherwise we could find
a sequence of closed orbits of X,whose periods tend to zero,
converging to a singular set of X.By generalised Hartman's
theorem this is impossible.
Let 11(T) denote the set of closed orbits of X,of type
B,with periods (T,lying in M1.Then 11(T) is a closed subset
of M1,disjoint .trom the singular set ofX:S(X) (in M..,).
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Using Proposition 30,we assi~n to each orbit of I1(T)
a rr-tubular nbd. pair (U,V) ~ Poincare disc pair (D1,D2).
We supnose U is chosen sufficiently small so that it
meets each orbit of I1(T) at most once ~ is disjoint from a
nbd , of ~)(X).
Using the comoactness of I1(1'),we extract a finite
i)subcover of I1(T),~V Ji=1, ••,k-
Ueinl';Proposition ~r),\'1e mav make a er small change in
X,vanishinp; outside U1,s.t. all closed orbits of typeB,
1
1yinr in V 'nf11 are 2*-r.z;eneric.1 'Iecall the per+uz-be-t vector
flo 1(1 21-
Again,llsing Proposition 30,we make a er small change
in Z1,to z2,vanishing outsi1e u2,s.t. all closed orbits of
type B,lyinr: in V?nl"I1are 2*-generic.From Lemmas 15 & 17
.
we do not disturb the 2* ~eneric situation we had before
in V1n r·'11.
Repeatinl2;this proceedure,we p;et ;~l{,s·.t.Zk is er
close to X,'?. 11.11 closed orhits of t;..,peB,lyinp' in l"'1n(lJvi)
are 2*-r:eneric.
'de assert that we mav assume that no new orhits of
t v pe n,period$' 'r,Btmear in rIl1-Uvi:BU~;this follows from
Lemma 17.
Thus ~(T) is dense.
vJe have already proved openness: He have therefore only
to 'Orove density.
Leb Xi ~ (T) &. let d1> 0 be a lower bound for the pertods
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of the closed orbits of X.
Leb r'::r'(d1,75d1/2) be the set of all closed orbits of
X,lyinp: in ff!1'whose periods are wi thin the closed interval
[il1,-3d1/?J.ClearlY ~ is a cLoaed set in r Rt. r'=f1u~,Wherer1 consists of closp.d orbits of tyne A PI; ~ consists of
closed orbits of type B.Since ~ consists of a finite (mod G)
number of 2*-generic closed orbits we have (Lemma 15) an
invariant nbd. N1(B) of ~,diSjoint from an invariant nbd. of
r1,consef'Jl1entIY r1 is closed & .sc compact.
~ve assign to every orbit family G(q) r1 a G-tubular
nbd , triple (U,V,'tJ)of G(q) & a corresponding Poincare
section triple (D1,D2,D3),chosen as in Proposition 32.
'tIe choose U so small that D1 meets trajectories of ~ at
moa+ once r)~ the time T(Y) along the X-orbit from D2 to D1,
ytD2,satisfies (7/8)d1,T(y),(13/8)d1.Further,we may suppose
w.l.o.~.,that U does not meet N1(B).
Since f1iS compact we can extract from the covering
fi i (i i i) :.,iIS ~ Thante set U ,V,W i 1 k,s.t. the ~ cover lA:. en,= ,•• ,
using Proposition 32,we may make a er-small change in X,
vanishing outside U1,to get a.vector field Y1,Cr close to
X,such that every closed orbit of Y1,of period (3d1/2,lying
in ~11,R.c meeting 'd1 is 2"'-generic,also we have that the
Poincare map of Y11(D2nM1) is generic.
An important point here is that,by taking Y1 sufficiently
1close to X,every closed orbit of Y1 meeting i;J nM1,which
corresponds to m-turns,m>1,has period close to mn,where
(7/8)d1~d(13/8)d1'& so greater than 3d1/2.Thus every
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trajectory,corresponding to m=1,meeting ;1n~ is 2*-p;eneri~.
~~enow proceed as above & perturb Y1 slightly inside
')U{,g;etting a vector field Y2,suCh that all trajectories of
Y!> meeting w2nM1,of period ~':;d1/2are 2*-generic.Lemmas 15
"'".,1() allow us to perturb Y-i to Y2 & not disturb the generic
i n1siturltion we had before n.v.
Repeating this argument up to vk,we obtain Y1=Yk ,such
that Y1 is arbitrarily close to X,& besides all of its traj-
ectories of neriod '3d1/2,contained in W1-U4i & lying in 1"11
are 2*-generic.Outside W1'Y1 might have nonP':enericclosed
orbits of period ~:;d1/2,l:vinp.:in M1,but applying Lemma 16,
1tlithK=(M-vq-N1(B)~,we see that for Y1 close enough to X,all
periodic orbits of Y1 meeting K have period> 3d1/2.So all
periodic orbits of Y1,contained in M1,of period ~3d1/2 are
2*-generic.
We now essentially repeat this proceedure & work with
the set ~(;d1/2,2d1) of all closed orbits of Y1,of type A,
lying in M1,within the interval [3d1/2,2d1].compared with
the previous case, there is a difference that Y1 may have
periodic orbits of period <3d1/2,lying in M1,whereas X had
none of period <d1,but these orbits are generic & finite in
number. Thus we can find a nbd , ';/of their union disjoint
from the U's employed in covering rl<3d1/2,2d1).we then do
as before taking K=(M-W1-W-N1(B))1 & get Y2 s.t. all of its
closed orbits of period "2d1,lYin~ in M1,are 2*-generic.
Proceeding this way we have l€Z,s.t. Id1/2)T.YI-Y can
be made arbitrarily close to X & s.t. all of its closed orbits
of ~)eri()d. 'I:' are 2~"~~:':eneric (j .•e. t~1()Se that lie in n1) .i.e.
y € b1( re) • 1~'1i,f.~prOVO!3 ?
ns an onen d0nnc sl:;··I; 1~i§m-----"""-- ..._-,--
\1e have the f'o llowlnc sub Lemma:
subl0D1(;'l8.
Let :G~hJcr), ,j~1, then thGre ex i s ts an oren nbd , P of
Mj in M & a nbd. P ~fX in bj(T),S.t.
f''1 '" ; • ,.) 0f a 1.'" ~ ,!'r_r, 1j.0 1" n r".,i0' LJ,mec.;::J.l1r:,.tp"r. ..I. ,,_
if Z~p7all closcd orbits
;! I ?~ P' ::.~,t. for I,~~~p,Z has no c losod orbits of per-Led , '~~,
moeting (r~r0)np,theresult will thon follow e~sily from the
openness of b'J (~) .. l;ie assume we have proved openness foX' Ui,i~j.
But this is easy,using Lemmas 14,15 & 16;we omit details.
Ho.vi!lf, this aub Lemma, ve then look at x~IJj_-1( T) I~
cons ider iij.-P, wher-e P is calculated for i-1. l'ii-p i~ closed
,~~therefore compact. ';Ie mav then repeat the arr:~nment ve r;avc
for 1==1,restricted to T':i -P Gc P ,Ne omit details.
\'Ie note the'':; type U' orbits in rii,periCld ~T,are
dis,joint from typo A orbits, no r-Lod ,~T & both sets ano cLoaed ,
Ils i.ng the aub Lemma&. this remark we consider r-'{. -p 8~repeat
1
the D.rrr,u:rr;(~ntof ?. to prove l~.
---,---.-~---
Thus Wi:: have shown tha·t beT) is an open g:. dense s.ubset
of O~ ('Wi) , but:
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Ji~*(M;r)=f1bcT) (T runs over the positive integerS)
T-1
So therefore we have our main theorem:
Theorem 30
It?*-~eneric" is a generic property,i.e.~*(M;r) is a
r-esf.duaL suset of C~( TM).
As an easy consequence of this result we have the
corresponding result for diffeomorphlsms:
Theorem 3"1
"2*-generic" for eoulvariant diffeomorphisms is a
a ~eneric property,l.e. ~(M;r) is a r9sidual subset of
)l if~(M).
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14. Transversality for Invariant Nanifolds in G-manifolds
In this section we will be concernedwlth defining a
rrransversality condition for the stable t-G unstable manifolds
of generic cri tical elements of an equivaria.nt vector field.
';le present reasons for our definitions,which justify their
choice in this context.'
If \'/CM as a er G-invariant submanifold & gC:G as a
closed subgrollp,we define:
1t/H=}W~W:Gw·H~.
Then 'NH is a er submanifold of M. \'Ie note that even if
'~'/is closed,HH is,in general,NOT closed.
Suppose ',1/ & V are er invariant submanifolds of N & let
Definition 34
We say V meets W 'G transversally' at y iff:
wGiIlyvGC:::~' ,s r s
i.e. V & W meet transversally in ~ •
s
We write this ·\~V'.
. ..
If all po tnna of intersection of V & \1/ are G tr!lnsver-
s~l,we say W & V are G transversal & we writethis,\~V.
Remark:It is not difficult to see that an equivalent
formulation to the above is:
Definition 34'
~v iff wii'lyVf=M.i,wheretype(y).i.
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Let J be a er equivariant injection of aome G-manifold
N into M & suppose that \~M aa a er invariant submanifold.
Definition 35
For z~N,we say J is 'G transversal to W at z',i!!
J:NG ---~MG ,is transversal to WG at z;we write this:z z z
~w.
If J is G transversal to W,"z~N,we say that J is G
transversal to W,& write this ~w.
Remark:
1. Again ~w is equivalent to: J:Ni----~)Mi is transversal
to Wi at z,where type(z)-i.
2. We need that J is injective so that GzClGJztit is ~
sufficient for J to be an immersion, i.e. locally injective.
Suppose that p & q are generic critical elements of
Xt;e~(TM),i.e. either fixed points or closed orbits.We have
er equivariant injective immersions:
I~:N~------+)~,parametr19ing WU(G(p)).
s ss·Iq:Nq )M,parametrising 1,1 (G(q)).
Here N~ & N~ are the G-vector bundles defined in
Theorem 26.
Thus we have a map:
u a u sIp,q-Ip x Iq:Np x Nq )M x M.
Suppose (y,y)e/j£M) & type(y).i.
Let I;,q.lp,ql(N~ x N~)i,taking values in (M x M)i.
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& fi =1 I(NUp)ix (NSq)i,taking values in Mi x Mi.p,q p,q
Definition 36
If Ip,q(z,v).(y,y),we say that 'the unstable manifold
of G(p) meets the stable manifold of G(q) at Y'G transversally
iff:
Ip,J'ftz,v/l'M),P;:'tIe wri"te this:
l:/u(G(p) tt;~~s(G( q)).
If all points of intersection of WU(G(p)) & WS(G(q))
are G transversal in this waY,we write \'1U(G(p)*ws(G(q)).
Now,by definition,Ip,~z,v)~M) iff:
I~, qili( z, v)~r1) ie(M x M)i • • • • • • • • • • A
itle assert A is equivalent to:
r~,qillc z, v)il( Mi )eMi x Mi
This follows by noting that:
1. ~(M)i~Mi)-trivial.
2. If C is a connec ted component of ~(r1i)'then the codim
• • • • • • • • • • B
of C in (M x M)i III codim of C in Ni x Mi.That this is so
follows since Mi x Mi is isolated,as a set of type i,in
(i"1 x M)i-see section 6.
To end this section we now give some examples which
illustrate the definition ~ provide some justification for
it.
Example 1
Let x be a 1-generic singular point for X(C~(TH),then
WU(G(x))~xWs(G(x)),g(G;in fact these manifolds are actually
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transversal at G(x).
To see the G transversality,just note that XIMfC~(TMi)'
where typetx)=i,is 1-generic a~ G(x).
;3imilarly for 1-generic fixed sets of equivariant
rlj. ffeomorphisms.
Let q be a 2-generic closed orbit of X,then
Vlu(G( q) )~Ws( G(q)), for rt'q; in fact the two manifolds are
actually transversal at G( q).This' follows as above.
EXRmple_.2.
'i'le now give a specific exam-ple on 1ihe 2-torus.
l;;ssentiallywe have a Z2 x Z2 action on T2 & an equivariant
gradient flow on T2 defined by the height function:
pOne Z0 is reflection in
r.:
the plane of the paper,
the other is normal to
the paper in the plane
defined by the normal &
1"'1,81,82 & P2·
P1 is a source,
81 & 82 are saddles &
P2 is an attractor.All are 1* generic.
We note in particular:
1. The saddles 81 s 32 are .joined by the unstable manifold
of S1.This would normally,of course,be consider' as a non-
generic situation,but here,it may be checked,they are Z2~ZZ
transversal as are all the other stable & unstable manifolds.
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2. It is not difficult to show that the vectorfield is
structurally stable-in the set of equivariant vector fields-
in particular,under perturbation P1tP2,S1,S2 & the stable
& unstable manifolds remain fixed.
Example 4
We take the Z2 antipodal action in the plane & the
two Z2-invariant submanifolds W1 & W2 defined by y.x5 &
Now W1 & W2 are Z2
transversal. Define W1 by
y=x5+2bx3+a2x,a & b small.
Then W1 is Z2-invariant.
Further,if b<O & ba-a,
then one may easily check
that W1 is ~ Z2 transversal
to W1,see diagram,but since a &
b may be chosen arbitrarily
small,this shows that the
z2-transversality
condition is not open.One
may easily construct
similar examples for connected Lie groUpste.g. 81•
Remark:
One might argue that by perturbing y.x5 to y.x5+&Xt
y.O,respectively:
a small & positive,one would get openness of transYersal
intersection with W2.However by considering the corresponding
picture in R3,with W1 def~ed by Z.x5+1XtW2 by Z.O & the Z2
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action defined to be the antipodal action in the (z,x) plane,
y fixed.
Thus not only does example l~ show that we do not have
the openness property of transversal intersection for G
transversality but that the topological tyne of the inters-
ection varies when we perturb a G-transversal map.This tact
will prove to be emba1.assing& is ~rimarily related to the
fact that in the G-orbit type decomposition ora manifold
some of the sets defined are non-compact.
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15. ~Generalised Kupka-Smale density theorem'
In this section we define 3-genericity for equivariant
vector fields & state & prove a ~eneral density theorem,
generalising the Kupka-Smale density theorem.
Definition 2Z
Let ~*(M;r).We say X is 3-generic iff the stable
& unstable manifolds of the critical seta of X are G trana-
versal.
v« denote the set of such vector fielda by ~. (Mlr).
Similarly for equivariant diffeomorphisms.We denote
the set of 3-generic dif'feomorphisms by ~. (Mlr).
The main objective of this secti~n ia to prov.,
~rem 32
~*(M;r)cC~(TM) as a residual set.
Our proof'of this result will be similar to that
given in Abraham 1.We give the proof iD full as there are-
a number of new details.
We divide our proof into f'ourparts:
PART 1
p.~oposition A
Let XEb(T),then there exists:
a) £>0.
b) a nbd. N of X in C~(TM).
c) Open G-invariant subsets V1, ••,Vk of M,with disjoint
closures.
d) or pseudo representations N----~.cF(Ni,M);G.S or u,
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1=1,••,k;given by y.----~)Ii'l,s.t.:
1. NC.b:T+E)
1 k2. For YeN,Y has exactly k critical elements.Py ••••Py (mod G)
of Deriod ~T+£.(necessarily generic).
3. G(pi)C.Vl,l.1,••,k;YtN.
4. I~,l (resp. I~,l) is a parametrisation ot the stable
(resp. unstable) manifold of Y through G(p~) (1.1••••k;Y~N).
5. If Y~N & xt~ G(Pi)Sl.1 •••,k.then ~R s.t.
Ff(x)el11l
Proof
This is an easy combination of Proposition ~~.Theore.
27,Lemma 14,Ismma 15 & IPmma 16.
PART 2
Fix T~R+.We recall,Proposition 33.that beT) is open
in C~(TM),a separable Banach space.Thus there is a count-
able covering of beT) by open sets Nc.satisfying Proposition
A,say:
11<T)- U +Nc.
Cf'Z
Since C~('1~M)is paracompact (i.e. Cr(TH) is metric)
so is beT) & we may suppose that the cover iNc!c£Z+ is
locally finite.
Thus for each CSZ+ we have defined:
a) A positive real number fc•
b) An open subset Nccb(T+ E'c)cb: T).
c) Open· invariant subsets v~, •• tV!c of M.
d) Generic critical elements pi •••••~ of each Y'Nc•
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e) er pseudo representations Nc- )Cr(w:,l,M) given by
Y1f--~>I~:i,for 1.1,•• ,kc,Y£Nc & o·a or 11.
Now since each N~,l is 8. G vector bundle,we may
define rr~' lCb)-~VfN~'1:Uvlkb ,bERj.
~";enote that:
& that
00No,l.U No,l(b) •
c b-1 c
No,lCb) is compact.c
• • • • • • • 1.
Let It/eNbe a er G invariant submanitold of a G manifold
N,where W is not necessarily closed.Suppose n~Z+ & we have
an equivariant metric d on N.
We set:
Wi(n).wi-~YEN:d(y, bndry(Wi) )<1/nj.bndrv(W1)·;i-Vli.
Now Wi is,in general,not closed,but \pli(n) i8 closed
&,furthermore:
Wi- U +Wi (n) ,-here we use the tact that Wi i.nt'Z
a submanifold of N.
Thus,for ntZ+,we may define:
(N;,lCn))i(n) ,which we will denote by N:,l(n)i.Then
N;,l(n)i is a compact set & we have:
(No,l) • U No,l(n)
c i nfZ+ c i
-----
We will suppose for the moment that iis fixed.
Now for C(z+,& l,m.1, ••,kc,let
m(T,n,c,1;l,m) be the set of all YiNc 8~t. :
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i.e.,restrictin~ attention to Mi,we re~uire that
II/SCGCPi))be G-transversal to WU(G(p;» at least up to
radius n of these manitolds,except,possibly within 1/n ot
their 'i-boundary'.Thus in M they will be G-transversal in
Mi,except near the boundary ot Mi in M.
We set:
mCT,n,1)- U + n m(T,n,c,ill,lI)
cl Z 1,81-1
Define:
nuT,i).~X:X£b<T) & all stable & unstable manitold.
of critical elements ot X ,period 4' '!tU'8
G transversal in MJ .
&
m(T)-~x:xt:b(T) & all stable .~unstable manitold.
of critical elements ,period t T,are G-trans-
versal in Ml.
Proposition B
m(T,i)- n )It<T,n,i) ••••••••••••• 1
n€Z
m
m(T)- nnu T, i). • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• 2i-1
Proof
The second statement is trivial.
The proof ot 1,using the local tiniteness ot iNc!.iS
exactly the same as the pro~r ot Step B in Abraham 1.-
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PART 3
Proposition C
For all T,n,c,i;1,m.1, ••,kc Be r~1,m('.r,Il,.,i,1,.)i.
open in beT).
Proof
N~,l(n)i x N~,m(n)i is compact.Now the image of
N~tl(n)i x N~,m(n)i by Il,m is disjoint from a nbd. or the
boundary of t.(Mi) in M x M.Thus,using Proposition A,we may
regardA(Mi) as effectively closed & the result tollows using
.the openness of transversal intersection.
!lA.HT 4
\venow prove a density result.We will prove:
:proposition D
m(T,00 ,c , i ;1,m)
def• n jll<T,n,c,ill,m)
n£z
is denae
Having shown this,we will then complete the proof ot
Theorem 31.
First,using Remark 2 on page 140,we may suppose that
the 'VI' nbds in Proposition A,are chosen to satisty the
additional conditions refered to in the remark.
To pr~re for the ~roof of Proposition D,we fix
c,i,l,m & use the following simpler notation:
r!.ls,l IU lu,m
-y c,Y' y. c,Y
m(p,q)· n Jll(T,n,c,i;l,m)nlZ
Thus m(p,q) is the set of all vector fields YtN,s.t.
I~ x ~-ifiGl1(Mi).
'Wewish to show that m(p,q) is dense.Now we have that:
I;:Ns )M &
I;(e).FY(G(y,e)).
Now,by choice of Vp,G depends only on YIVp.ThUS.if
ZIVp.YIVp,G(z,e)-G(y,e),"e~Ns.
Fix YEN.We define SeN to be the set of all ZEN.s.t.
zIVpuVq=YIVpUVq.Then a is the intersection of a closed
hyperplane of C~(TM) with N & hence is a COO Banach Manifold.
By virtue of the above remark,tor Z€I,G(Z,e) is
independent of the choice of Z£a.Since the flow r;(x) 18 er
in all three of its variables (this is the parametrised
flow theorem,Abraham 1) we have that the map:
a ~r(Ns x RU.M x M),given by
~ )IZ x I~,is a er representation (see
Abraham 1 for definition).-
We now prove a Lemma,which corresponds to the 'Main
Lemma' or step D in Abraham 1.0ur proot is a straightfor--
ward generalisation of the proof given in Abraham 1•.-Lemma A
The evaluation map,ev:ax Ni x Ni )Mt x Mi,given
by ev(z,p1'P2).(I~(P1),I~(P2)) is transversal to4(Mi),i.e.
e~(MI).BY MI we mean MGa for 80me z~Mi.we use thls inter-
pretation of I in the sequel.
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Proof
For Z£a,we may identify Tza with the closed subspace
F of C~( TI"J) defined·by:
F.~ ~fC~(TM): ~IVpUVq-O~.
With this definition,we see that:
T(Z,p1,p2)ev(~,p1,p2).~~eV(z+~~'P1'P2~~.o+(T2(Z'P1'P2)eV)P1
+(T3(Z,p1,p2)ev)~2 • • • • • • • A.
where (~'~1,P2)EF x TP1Ni x Tp2NI.
Now suppose that ev(z,p1'P2~~(Mt),say I~(P1)·I~(P2)·X'
where xtMr. ~vemust show:
TxMI x TxMI-T(x x)ACMr)+(T(Z p n )eV)(Tza x Tp Ni x Tp Ny),, ., 1'~2 1 2
in fact we prove more:
Tx~ x TxMr-T(x,xjlO-;)+TCz,P1,P2)eV(Tza x f oj x ~oj).
We consider first the case p~q & show that if
xtVpUG(qZ)Jthen the first term of A,as ~ varies over ',spans
TxMt x {OJ ,if xtVqUG(pz),then this term spans ~01x Tx"I.
Thus it suffices to prove:
I. If xtVpUG(qz),then for every ~TxMl,there exists CtF,s.t.:
~ ~I~+~~(P1)3~.o-x.
II. If xf'V qUG(PZ) ,then for every XETxMt, there exists ~(F,
s.t.:
We prove II,the proof of I is identical.
17.l,.
Now I~(P2)·FZ(G(Y'P2))·FZ(t,y),Where y is independent
of iJ~a.GincextVqVG(pz) & since we have assumed Vpn'q.~,we
may find real numbers u & v,with uev<t,such that:
for all ~s~v.
We recall the following perturbation Lemma,adapted
from Abraham 1:-
Lemma (Abraham)
Let M be a compact G manifold,r>2t~O,PlC~(TM),Fo be
the flow of ~o,& F~ (tor ~fR) be the flow of the vector
field ~~.~o+~p.
Then,for xE.M& tER:
dSF~(X)~ .rtTF~.P.Fos+t(x)dS.art J ~.O lo -
• • • • • C.
Now let g:R--~)R~ be a Coo tunction s.t.:
1. g(s)-O,for s<u or v<s.
2. f~g(S)dS.1.
Choose X~TxMI.Def1ne q(F~s+t(Y) tor ~S(t by:
~(F~s+t(y))·g(S)(TF:s)!
Since FZ is an equivariant flow & x is G invariantx
we may extend ~ to a er equivariant vector field,with
This equation,together with e.,completes the proof of
II.
If p=q,the proof is almost identical,with condition
5 of Proposition A,replacing VpnVq=~tfOllowing I or II
according as t is positive or negative.
We now come to the proof of Proposition D:
Proof of Proposition D
If ZiNc & U is an open nbd. of Z in Nc,let az be the
hyperplane through Z defined above.
Then,provided dimM+1~r,at'~T,OO,cti;1,m) is dense
in UZnNc,bY the transversality density theorem (Abraham 1)
This follows since cOdim(~(MI)) in MI x MI-dimMI~dimM ,&
dim(N! x Nr)(2dimM,& e~MI) by lemma A (Here we are
using the fact that we may frame our G-transversality
definitions in terms of Mi or Mt -see section 14).Thus:
Urfr(T,oo,c,itltm)"~
This is also true for r~1,since we may arbitrarily
approximate Z by an element of differentiability class
edimX+1 (in fact Co») in the er topology,
Proof of Theorem 32
In part 1,we constructed a locally finite covering of
beT) by open sets Nc & in Part 2 we obtained:
nt(T,i)- nllJ(T,n,i)n£Z
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k
meT,n,i)= U + if tt(T,n,c,i;l,m)
ce.z l,m=1
Proposition e gives us that m(T,n,c,i;l,m) is open
& thus also the finite intersection over i,j=1, ••,kc & the
union over c€Z+ is open.Thus ltl(T,n,i)is open.
As 1l1(T,oo ,c,i;l,m) is dense in Nc'so is m(T,n,c,i;l,m)
g., also lU(T,n,i).Thus lWT,n,i) is open & dense in meT,i)
& so in e~(TM) as well.Thus:
3* m g?~ (M;r)= n I) +m(T,n,i)
i=1 T,n~Z
is residual.
As an easy corollary of this result we have:
Theor~ 33
~&*(M;r) is residual inJBif~(M).
Up till now we have assumed that M was compact,in
fact Theorem 31 & Theorem 32 are both true for M non-compact,
with the er Whitney topolo~y on e~(TM) or ~(M,M)-see
Peixoto 1 for details.
We will not prove this result in detail,but merely
note that in our proofs of genericity all we really used,
as regards G,was the local finiteness of the G orbit type
decomposition of M.Noting this fact the proof for non-compact
M goes through formally as 1n Peixoto 1.
We note in particular that,for non-compact M,e~(TM)
still has the Baire property,with Whitney er topology.
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1. Introduction
In Part 3,we formulate definitions for equivariant
I"iorse-Smalevector fields ('G-Morse-Smale systems') & for
equivariant Anosov diffeomorphisms ('G-Anosov maps').
The natural questions to ask of these two classes
of equivariant vector fieldrare:Q1. Do they exist? ; Q2. Are
they,in some sense,st~lcr.urally stable?The answer to Q1 is
yes,in both cases;to Q2 is yes for G-Anosov maps Be unknown
for G-Morse-Hmale systems.
The study of the above systems illustrates some of
the difficulties that arise in the study of equivariant
vector fields.These difficulties center round the non-compact-
ness of elements of the G-orbit type decomposition of M.Thus
we have the problem,mentioned earlier,of G-transversality
of embedded compact G manifolds being a non-open condition.
Further,there is a related problem in defining,in
general,what one means by a 'hyperbolic set' for equivarint
systems.
In Part 3,we only take a brief look at the above
problems indicating difficulties ~ possible lines of approach.
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2. 'G-Morse-Smale systems'
Recalling the definition of the ~set' from Smale J,
we have:
Definition 38·
Let n3Bif~(M),r~,we say f i8 a 'G--Morae-Smale
diffeomorphism' if the tollowing three conditions hold:
1. ~f),mod G,is finite.
2. ~f) consists of familiea ot closed orbita & fixed
points.
3. f is 3-generic.
Similarly for vector tield••
We note here that,unlike the G.id ca8e, Ckt),BOd G,
finite,does not implyctf).per(t):T~ ••t of periodic pointe
of f.
Now,if f is G·-Morse-Smale,f i8 2*-generic &,in general,
every G-manifold does ~ admit a G*-Morae-Smale a7stem:
Example 1
We consider the group T2 under its own action.
Then we note that it
XEC~(T2),then the flow
of X either consists
of an S1 family ot closed
orbits,-in which Ca8e X
is 2-generic but not
2*-generic,since
rank(N(Ti)/T~»1,XfT2,or
consists ot an irrational flow,when X 1a 2*-generic but not
1?8.
G*-Morse-Smale.
Thus we consider instead:
Definition 38
If f is an equivariant diffeomorphism,we say f is a
'G-Morse-Smale diffeomorphism' if f satisfies conditione
1. & 2. of Definition 38·,but we relax condition 3. to
require only that f is 1. & 2. generic,with the stable &
unstable manifolds still meeting G transversally.
Similarly for vector fields.
We will show that every compact G-manifold admits a
G-Morse-Smale system.1ve note,however, that,in contrast to
G·-Morse-Smale systems, G-Morse-Smale systems will not,
in general,form an open set,nor even have a non-void
interior,as we can generally perturb 2-generic closed orbits
into families of non-compact recurrent orbits.We do,howev~,
by Theorem 22,10cally preserve the normal hyperbolicity,
so we can reasonably formulate:,Dp.finition 38·,
A G·-Morse-Smale diffeomorphism f,satisfies:
1. Q(f),mod G,finite.
2. Each element of !l(f) is an f-invariant G normally
hyperbolic set (perhaps for some power of f)
3. The stable & unstable manifolds of elements of Ckt) are
G-transversal.
Similarly for vector fields •
•With definition 3~ we might hope to prove some open-
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ness properties.
We now come to the main theorem or this section.
Theorem ;4
Every compact G-manifold admits a G-Morse-Smale
vectorfield.
Proof
First,by a theorem of Wasserman .1,there exists a
G Morse map for M,with critical locus a union of non-
degenerate critical orbits,let us denote iuch a map by t.
If we consider grad(f),w.r.t. an equivariant Riem-
annian metric,we get an equivariant 1 (& 2) generic vector
field Xf=grad(f) on M,with no closed orbits.We have to
show that we may perturb Xf to XI s.t. the stable &
unstable manifolds of X' are G-transversal and no new
fixed sets are introduced.
This is easy,using the methods ot Theorem ;2.We take
G-invariant nbds V1" ••'Vk or the singular sets G(P1), ••,G(Pk)
of Xf as in Proposition A.Then we oonsider the set of
equivariant vector fields ~ -~XtC~(TM):xl(V1U ••~k)-Xtl(V1~.
f.vVk)~'&show we may approximate Xr by X' in 8zf s.t. X·
has G-transversal stable & unstable manifold. of critioal
elements (We may assume no new singultr seta or closed
orbits are introduced,since Xr is transversal to the level
surfaces of f,outside or Uvi).we omit details.
We note that we may choose an equivariant Riemannian
metric for M,s.t. XI-grad(f),w.r.t. this new metric,see
Smale g.
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Now,since (l(X)-per(X),for a G-Morse-Smale system,it
follows that M~u(G(Pi))~s(G(Pi)),where Pi are the
critical elements of X.Whilst it does not appear difficult
to show that WU(G(Pi))j-WU(G(Pi))nMj is an embedded sub-
manifold of M,the question of whether or not WU(G(Pi)) is an
embedded submanifold is naore difficult (& doubtful without
more conditions).Similarly,we 40 not get the nice ordering
of the elements of!l(X),for a G-Morse-Smale system that
occurs for the Gcid case (Smale i).However,we will and this
section with some very tentative definitions about struct-
ural stability.
First,let S(G,M) denote the set of G-Morse-Smale
vector fields on M.We may ask:
Q1. Is S(G,M) open in C~(TM)?-at least in the sense of,
Definition 38~
Q2. Are elements of S(G,M) structurally stable? Does every
G manifold admit a structurally stable element of S(G,M)?
The disadvantage of G-transversality is that it is
not,in general,an open relation for compact manifolds.This
indicates that the answer to Q1 & Q2 must,in ~eneral ,be .0.
However we introduce a new topology on e~(TM) in which Q1
& Q2 become reasonable possibilities.Basically we wish to
exercise tighter & tighter control on X as we approach the
boundary of a G-orbit type component of M
First we recall the definition of the Whitney er
topology,r)1 (Peixoto 1).
If M is non-compact let K1F ••• KicKi+1 ••cM be a
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decomposition of M into an expanding sequence of compact sets,
each Ki having non-zero interior KiCKi+1.Let X£er(TM) &
let d(x»O be a CO-function defined on M.Let
di-inf(d(x)),xtKi-ti_1,Ko=~·
VIe set
CD
A(X,d(X))={!1~YEd(X,Y;Ki-ti_1)<d~,
where d(X,Y;Ki-Ki_1) stands for the usual er distance
between X & Y.When d(x) varies in the set of CO functions
on M,the sets A(X,d(x)) form a basis in X for a system of
nbds of a topology in er(TM),which does not depend on the
decomposition Ki of the space M.lf M is compact,then we
get the usual er topology on er(TM).
Now the crucial pOint to note is that,in the decompos-
ition of M,MaM1U ••UMiU ••UMm,the Ni are in general non-compact.
Let X~e~(TM).On each Mi we define,as above,a Whitney
er topology-recall that x] MiEe~(Tl'li)'using the previously
defined er norm for e~(TM).
Finally we define:
A(X.!!(x))- f.1 .1~iY:d(Xi•YiIK~-t~_1XdH.
where Xi-X\Mi,~KiJjEZ+ is the decomposition of Mi &
~.(d1, •••,dm):M1 x •• x Mm- >R+.
Then,as above,we have a base of nbds for X which
defines what we term a 'Cr ~ Whitney topology' on M.
Since e~(TMi) is Baire,so is e~(TM) with the above
topology;it is not a Banach space ,or even metrisable.
18:::: •
Remarks:
1. We recall the proof of Theorem 32.With the above
topology on e~(TM) G-transversality of fNs(n)' obviously
becomes an open condition,as in the Gaid case.
2. We mall similarly define a 1t/hitneyG topology on
e~(E) ,where E~GFB(M) & in particular on]9 i fr~(M).
3. Suppose G & M are connected then (see Borel 1),if
M-M1U •• VMm is the orbit decomposition of M,one of the f-1i
is open & dense in M.This Mi dominates the l,"ihitneyG er
topolo~y:For suppose di:Mi- ).R+ is s.t. d(x)
x-~bndry(Mi),then,if we consider the nbd. A(X,~(x)) of
X,we will have for Y~A(X,d(x)),y=X on M-M.- ~
For the remainder of this section we will restrict
our attention to equivariant diffeomorphisms.
Definition 39
.Let tOO i ff~(M).
We say f is G-structurally stable if there exists a
nbd. Uf of f,in the Whitney G er topology,s.t.,'fg~Uf t
there exists:
1. An equivariant homeomorphism h of M.
2. A continuous map Q:M )VcG,where V is a small nbd.
of the identity in GO s.t.:
a) Q(fx)h(fx)=gh(x),'fxEM.
b) The map Q.h:M )M,is an equivariant homeomorphism.
Remark:
We have to introduce Q to take account of fixed points
of f perturbing into periodic or non-compact orbits.
V/esay f is strong G structurally stable if we can
find a nbd. Ufof f,s.t. Q=e for all gtUf•
Definition 40
It/esay f is weak G structurally stable if there
exists a nbd. Ur of f in the Whitney er G topology s.t.
if gfUf"C},r & g denote the maps induced by f & g on the
orbit space MIG, then r & 8 are 00 con.iuga+e on MIG.
Remark:
Clearly G structural stability implies weak G
structural stability,with conjugating map fi.
We end the section with the following problems:
Problems ,
1. Are G· Morse-Smale systems weak G-structurally stable?
(in the Whitney G topology)
2. Are G*-Morse Smale systems (strong?) G structurally
stable (in the Whitne~er topology)?
We have not investigated any of the above problems.
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3. ~-Anosov Maps'
In this section we will restrict our attention to
equivariant diffeomorphisms.
Thus suppose f is an equivariant diffeomorphism of N,
then it is easy to check that t defines an isomorphism
f * :cg<TM)---+)Cg< TM) by:
f.(X(X))-Tf(X(f-1(x))),for XfM,XECg(TM).
Definition 41
If f.:Cg(TM)-----~)Cg(TM) is hyperbolic (i.e. spectrum
disjoint from unit circle) we say that f is a 'G-Anosov
map' •
Examp~
G:Finite.
Let us consider the Z2 x Z2 action on T2 induced
from the "Z2 x Z2_'action on R2,given by:
(x, y)-~>( x-pi,y-q-t ) ,where
P s qf~O,1J.
Now it is easy to check that the map induced on T2
by:
( : : ) is Z2 x Z2 invariant & is an Anosovmrree-
morphism.It follows that it is a Z2 x Z2 Anosov map.We
note that it is structurally stable.
Example 2
Consider T2 x S2,& G-id x SO(3),acting on T2 x 82•
We define A:T2 x S2)T2 x S2 ,by A(x,y).(Tx,y),where
T is the Thornmap on the torus,induced from:
185.
One may easily check that A. is hyperbolic (essent-
ially A is an SO(3) parametrised family of Anosov dlffeo-
morphisms on T2,all equal to the Thom map).
Further A is structurally stable (since our choice
of G stops perturbation out of the fibers of T2 x 82 )82).
Problem
Find less trivial examples of G-Anosov maps.
Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem ~2
It r is a G-Anosov map,then f is (equivariantly)
structurally stable.
Moreover if u is the equivariant homeomorphism sat-
-1isfying g-u .f.u,then u depends continuously on f'tgit the
mapping u is considered in the CO topology & f,g in the
e1 topology .(Here we are using the usual er topologies
for M,& not the Whitney G topology)
Also we have:
Theorem ,6
The G-Anosov maps form an open set in the space ot
equivarlant diffeomorphisms.
The above Theorems are generalisations ot the Theorems
of Anosov.For proof' for the G-id case & discussion of'
Anosov diffeomorphisms see Moser 1.-
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Proof of Theorem 35
Here we follow very closely Moser's proof for G.id,
in Moser 1:Essentially we choose an equivariant Riemannian
metric for M & check that in Moser's proof we have equivari
iant maps defined in Lemmas 1 & 2.Lemma 3 follows as in Moser
1 & the rest of the proof follows formally as in Moser 1.- -
Proof of Theorem ,6
Again a 'G-version' of Moser 1.We omit details.
Problems
1. Give a chacterisation of G-Anosov maps,other than that
of Definition 41.
This would seem to relate closely to ideas about
hyperbolic sets for equivariant maps.
2. Does U(M/G) for f ,f G;"Anosov,.M/G.etc.
187.
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In this Appendix we state & prove some of the results
about Lie group actions that we have used in the text.With
the possible exception of Theorem 1 all these results are
well known & can be found else-where,they are collected
here for reference.! have not found an explicit proof or
statement of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1
Let Sx be a slice at xEG(X),x~M.
Define S1.~Z~Sx:Gz.Gx3.
Then in an appropriate coordinate system on Sx,Gx
acts as an orthogonal group of transformations &
Sx·S1 x s2,where S2 is a Gx invariant orthogonal complement
to S1,w.r.t. some Gx-invariant metric on Sx.
Proof
This is just a statement about the G-vector bundle
associated to Sx ,see section 9,~he proof is easy.
If M is comoact we know M.M1u ••~Mm'where Mi is of
fixed orbit type.
Also it 1s clear that,since Mi is a submanifold of M,
where the Hi are
Suppose x~Mi,let
.the connected submanifold componenets
Mj,x .<Z~Mj.G -G {
i t ~ i· Z x~·
Propos!tion 1._
Mj ,xcMjas a submanifold.1 1
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Proof--
This is obvious,by considering the fixed point set
of the induced Gx action on Mi.
Next we show that each Mi is a finite union of
connected submanifold components Mi,i.e. Ji is finite.We
first prove a Lemma:
Lemma 2
Let G be a compact Lie group of transformations
nacting differentiably on R as a group of orthogonal
transformations.
Suppose Rn=K1~ •••~KN is the decomposition of Rn into
orbit types.
Let Ki= U Ki be the decomnos1tion of K1 into connect-
jEJ1
ed submanifold components.
Then Ji is finite for i=1, ••,N.
Proof
We first make the obsevation that the orbit decompos-
ition of Rn is finite. This is so since G acts on Sn-1cRn &
if ~Ki~ denotes the orbit decomposition of 8n-1 (finite,
. n-1 ) n-1s~nce S is compact then Ki=S ~Ki,since G acts linearly
on Rn.
~veprove the lemma by induction on n,
1. n=1,trivial.
2. We suppose the lemma true for m<n.
Let us suppose that for some 1,Ji is not finite.Then
S ~ ...r n-1 &we may construct a sequence tXr~r~Ji ,s.t. xr£Kl~S
Xr )XtBn-1 & no two of the xr belong to the same
component of Ki.Thus X\:Ks for some s.
Now n-1 is G-invariant have a slice ("'t atsince S we "'x
x in 0n-1 ,~Gx acts orthogonally on S -lemma 1..., x
Let GO be the identity component of G.Then 3Rt:.Z+ ,
s s t , Xr~Go(3x),\fr)R.
Suppose xr~ur(Sx)' Ur~Go ,r)R,xrf.Kf.Let ~U;~t t.\._b, 1-'jbe
a path from e to u;1 in GO.Then u;(Xr)~Kf & consequently
u;CXr)£KI.Therefore we may suppose,w.l.o.g. that xr~Sx,r~R.
Considering the action of Gx on Sx we may write:
Sx=K1u••• uKA,as the Gx orbit decomposition of
Sx.But it is easy to see that a point z~x is of type j in
Sx iff it is of type j in Rn & Kj-Kj~x (some Kj may be
empty).This is so since (Gx)y.Gy,YiGx•
As a consequence of this,we note that xr & Xs belong
to different components of Ki if they belong to different
components of Kt.
Contradiction by our inductive hypothesis,since
Theorem 1
If G is a compact Lie group of transformations
acting differentiably on a compact manifold M& if M=M1v •• vMm,
is the decomposition of M into orbit types,the each Mj may
be written as a finite union of connected submanifold
components of Mj•
Proof
U . i~.vemay certainly write Mj- Mj",Mj :connected sub-ifIj
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manifold component of Mj•
',./e suppose I;1is not finite for some j. Then we may
construct a sequence XrlMj,S.t. xr >x & no two pOints
of the sequence belong to the same component of Mj•
. . +As in Lemma 2 we may assume x~Sx,r~R~Z ,where Sx is
a slice at x.Lemma 2 gives us that we have only a finite
number of connected components of type j in Sx.Contradiction,
therefore Ij is finite.
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This appendix constitutes a brief survey,wi':;hproofs,
of the theory of vector bundle approximations.In particular,
we prove results about G vector bundle approximations,
which we have used in several places in the main part of the
text.
Notation
f"i:Compacter manifold,oo or 1.
VB~(M) denotes the category of CS vector bundles
over M,n~sfr,with fiber dimension n.We let VBs(M) denote
the category of all CS vector bun1les over M & VB(M) denote
the catep;ory of COO vector bundles over M (Here 11 is,of
course Coo).
'{·le give similarly for FB~(M),FBs(M) & FB(M).
If f1is a compact G manifold, we give the appropriate
meanings to GVB~(M) etc.
We will follow Husemcillier 2. in the aeque Lvf.n
particular pages 100 ~ 101.All unproved assertion~ in the
sequel, without reference,will be found explicitly or
implicitly there.
Let EEVB~(M),then we have a classifying map
f:M ~n(Rm),S.t. if ~ denotes the classifying bundle,
then:
E is CS VB isomorphic to f*(ym).
n
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Lemma1
If n<f;'CM,N),then 3a nbd , Uf of f in (!S(M,N) s.t.
all ~~Uf are CS homotopic to f.
Here M &. N are of class at least Cmax(s,1),& s may =0.
QEsUI,I-:) has the usual CS topology.
Proof
He take COO structure on N,compatible with the original
structure on N.\1e then proceed exactly as in Lemma9,using
n Riemannian metric on N.We omit details.
Using well known approximation theory we have:
Corollar'y~
If f:f'i )GkCRm) is CS & M is er,r)s,we may
approximat0 f by a er map f',which is eS homotopiC to f.
Definition 1------
If E~VB~(M) ,Qc f1 is er, then we say that E I is a er
r'epresentat"ion of E,if El is CS VB isomorphic to E &.
E'f..VB~(M).
-----
'P.heorem 1
If E~VB~(M)& M is er,then E has a er representation.
Proof:
Just corollary 1.1.
-------
Here ()ss.$r,OS'p~s.
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Def~_nition 2
With the above notation,we say E1 is a Cr approximat-
ion to J~1 (in E) if:
1. 8 ' is a Cr subbundle of .8.J1
2. E' is CO close to E1•1
3. E' is CS VB isomorphic to ~1·1
N.B. By 'Co close' we mean here that the unit sphere
bundle of E'; is close to the unit sphere bundle of E1 in E.
Theorem 2
With the notation of definition 2,E1 has a er approx-
imation E'; in E,
Proof
Let E2 be an orthogonal complement for E1 in E,
~~;!VB:(M).
2
Let fi:M~~)Gm (Rti) be the classifying map for Ei'
i
i=1,2. Then we have a clesifying map map for E,f,given by
the commutativity of:
(Rt1+t2)
n Td
(Rt1) x G (Rt2)m1 m2
We have the following commutative diagram of CO
VB isomorphisms & subbundle inclusions:
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Let us now take er approximations f1,f2 to f1,f2
respectively,giving a Cr map ft.(f1,f2).Cr close to f.
Then we get by Lemma 1 a new diagram of CO VB isomorph-
isms ~ subbundle inclusions:
"-
)f* (O~1+t2) - ft *ctt1+t2)E- n
V V V
E1 »1''; (tt1 )---=- )f' *(t1)m1 1 m1
Hence we have:
But all the bundles on the top row are er.Thus we
may approximate A by a er VB isomorphism & hence induce
a subbundle map B':f1*C(!1) )E,whose image is the1
er approximation to E1 in E required.
As an easy corollary we have:
Coro llary 2.1
N
If E£VBnr(M) & E- ~ Ei,where Ei~VB:i(M),o.!e ..$'r.Theni-1 i ~
we may take Cr approximations El to Ei s.t.:
N
E= Q Ei.i=1
We now restrict attention to G vector bundles.
If EfGVBr(M) & E1 is a CS G subbundle of E ,we have the
foliowing generalisation of Definition 2:
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Deflknition 2
With the above notation,we say E1 is a er G approximat-
ion to E1 (in E) if:
1. E"; is a er G "Tector subbundle of E.
is eO close to E1•
is CS GVB-isomorphic to E1•
2. ~;','1
3. Ft~1
\venow make the following observations:
1. If f Rc g E~(M,N) & t &. g are er equivariantly
homotopic,then,if pEGVBr(N),we have:
f*p is er GVB-isomorphic to g*P.
This is ,iust a consequence of the standard construction
of the isomorphism between f*p &. g*p.See Atiyah & Segal 1.
2. Lemma 1 has an immediate generalisation to equivariant
maps (Essentially Lemma 9).
3. We may regard 'Gn(Rm), as a G-Manifold when working
with G vec~or bundles & we get G vector bundles from
equivariant classifying maps (See Atiyah 1or Atiyah &
Segal ~).
4. By a theorem of Wasserman 1,if f:M >N is a CS
equivariant map between er manifolds it has er equivar-
iant approximations.
5. If A:E )F,E,FcGVBr(M) is a CS GVB isomorphism,then
A has a er GVB-lsomorphism approximation I.
This follows since A certainly has a er VB-isomorphism
approximation A* (covering the identity);define I-AV(A*).
Now 1, •••,5 allow us to generalise everything about
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vector bundle approximations to G vector bundle approximat-
ions. In particular we have:
Theorem 3
Let EfGVBr(M) & suppose E1 is a CS G vector subbundle
of E.Then E1 has a Cr G vector bundle approximation E1 to
~ in E.']
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In this appendix we prove the following theorem for
type A. closed orbits:
'l'heorem
Let SlC~(TM) & let q be a closed orbit of s.Then we
rmay arbitrarily Rpproximate s by s',at the e level,s.t.
q is a 2-~eneric closed orbit fo» s'.
Proof
lt/e follo\'1closely the no !:ation & methods of the
second part of section 10.
'"Let fs:Nr--->~N* denote the generalised Poincare
map for 6 at q.
'['henfs factors as fs_+k ,where t:Nr >N* •Let us
suppose Gq-cm.Gx & h is a ~enerator of em.
Define fh·h-~.Then G(x) is a fixed set for th.Now
by the work in section 5,we may arbitrarily er appro.lmate
fh by fh,s.t. G(x) is a 1-generic fixed set for the
Using Lemma 9,as in section 10,we find a er ap~rox-
imation s' to s,s.t. the generalised Poincare map tsl tor
SI is given by:
kfsl=(hfh) -at least in some nbd. of G(x) in
Now fh is equivariant,thus
(m=Pk,p the period of em w.r.t.
q).
But since fh is 1-~eneric on G(x),so is fh,m,thus ~,. S
is 1-~eneric on G(x) ,therefore so is fs' & hence q is a
2-generic closed orbit for s'.
%[ppenbtx 4
In this appendix,we briefly consider how we may
strengthen 'rheorem 16,of section 10,so as to require C(t).O.
llav i.ng shown th::1,twe may suppose C(t) -0, we give a stronger
form of 'rheorem 17, in which we remove the dependence ot B
OD t.
Here we work only with type B clos~d orbir.s.The methods
for tyne ~ closed orbits are similar,but we lose some
-l.Lt'f er ent iabili ty.
Let s£C~(,;or;) e:. q be a type B closed orbit of s.First
VIC recall part of Proposition 27,page 9,which we restate
for convenience:
Pro,Eositio.!1 27
Fo r type B closed orbits,C is a Cm trivial bundle over
q.
Ae recall that C vias the obhoeona L complement ot T.q,
in TG(q)lq.
Now the flow of s,Ft,acts on G(q) as a COO81 action,
commuting with the G-action on GCe).
Thus we have a COO31 x G-action on GCq) & hence on
TG(q).We choose a Riemannian metric for G(o),which is
:...>
1 x G invariant :y, extend it to a G-invariant Riemannian
metric on M.With respect to this metric C is .an 81 x Gg-
vector bundle & the orthogonal complement of Tq in TG(q)IQ.
Then we have a COOtrivialisation of C,give~ by:
199.
81
11CX-
H ~C
.~
,where
H(t,x)=TFt(x) g(, x is a fixed pOint of q.
Here we see.,that w.r.t. this t .. 1· t· ....1 x tx Jrl.Vl.al.sa l.on,o
is mapped by 11 & then by the exponent.La L map onto the
closed orbit of s throu~h exp.H(x);this is so since exp is
81 invariant.
Thus,with this trivialisation of C,we ~et,in the
proof of theorem 16,that R1 x ~O~ x Rd is invaruint by the
f Low "; indeed the flow is in the R1 direction,showing that
c(t)!!iO.
Now given the resulting pseudo-chart representation of
R,we wish to remove the dependence o~ A ~ B on t.
As in the proof of Theorem 17,we define a new vector
field w by:
W(t,x,V)-(t,x,y;1,A(t)x,B(t)x)
It is clear that the flow of w is of t~e form:
H(t,X,y;s)=(t+S,H~(t)X,Y+H;(t)x),where
n:c t)iL(Rv ,Rv) 8.: H;( t)~L( RV ,Bd).
Now,exactly as in the proof of Theorem 16,we find
A(L(Rv,Rv),S.t. exp(2TA)=H~T(O).
'/,le note that 'A' may be assumed to be equal to the A
constructed in Theorem 17,as H~(t)=Gs(t).
We now solve:
2()O.
:) .for O.
vlritinp; this out formally we have:
i.e.:
To see that the above p;ives a soluGion for O,it is
sufficient to note +;hat t2TA~ E. ISO(Rv,Rv),VAU(Rv,Rv),
(exp 2TA -t)
this follows since z is an analytic function,rad1us-e-x-p~z--"'1
of conver~ence oo,see MacRobert 1,page 96.
Thus having found O,we define:
P:H )L(Rv x Rd,RV x Rd) by:
\ tA o )( H~(O) Of·P(t)= exp () . Hf(O)to o
p;ivinp;a J?loQuet representation of s as required;
'Pheorem
3a GPO (R x RV x Rd,G;,S) for q,s.t. the principal
parts of the local representitive of s*,w.r.t. this pseudo-
chart s*=(s* s* s") have the form·, l' 2' 3 .
s1 (t ,x,:v) .1+(~(t ,x,y) ;s2( t ,x,y) -Ax+R1 (t,x,y) ;
s3(t,X,Y)=BX+R2(t,x,y).
i'Jenote that the corresponding Poincare map for q,has
linear approximation (to its square):
(
2TA 0 \ ( exp2TA
exp 2BT o)· B(exp2TA)
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